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Chapter 1

Introduction
This thesis presents four self-contained essays. Each of the four studies can be
read independently, but a common thread runs through them. The most obvious regards the object of study. All the four studies presented here pertain to
an often neglected characteristic of educational investments in human capital
literature: its unpredictability and how individuals account for and respond to
it.
Even if the recognition of the intrinsic uncertainty under which educational
choices are taken is certainly not new in economic theory, dating more than
forty years back (Becker, 1964; Schultz, 1971), the first early attempts to systematically incorporate uncertainty into a classic human capital theory framework
by Weiss (1972), Levhari and Weiss (1974) and King (1974) did not generate
adequate attention in the profession, or at least not immediately. It took some
decades for those seeds to blossom into what is now a growing body of literature to which the present work aims at contributing.
Depending on the chain of events that an individual is confronted with,
educational risk can be defined along two dimensions: ex-ante and ex-post.
Ex-ante risks pertain to all those uncontrollable and unforeseeable events that
might undermine the successful accomplishment of the elected course of study.
No one can predict how well he/she will perform once entered a specific field
of study. Nailing or failing depend on abilities, commitment, effort and match
between inclinations, abilities and requirements of the educational path undertaken. For some of these elements pre-knowledge can be at best partial, for
others impossible.
Ex-post risks stem from occurrences developing after the educational path
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has been terminated and the individual approaches the entry into the labor
market. Where he will position in the earning distribution of a specific career
will not be learned until that person undertakes it. Few elements can help
someones prediction about future accomplishment. Even academic success,
which could be easily pegged as the most immediate indicator of someones
ability, only serves as an imperfect predictor of professional success as the correlation between past performance in school and performance in the labor market is everything but perfect. Furthermore, temporal laps between choice and
accomplishment of the selected field of study increase incertitude. The labor
market, as every other market, is intrinsically and increasingly, dynamic, its
request can vary rather quickly in time. Technological progress can condemn
entire professional figures to obsolescence in the worst cases or, more often,
seriously undermine their profitability. This specific type of risk had been defined “market risk” (Hartog et al., 2004).
The economically relevant aspect of uncertainty in education investment
resides primarily in the possible repercussion that ex-ante and ex-post risk have
for selection of education and, in turn, for the type of skills supplied in the
labor market.
Empirical research shows that the dominant sentiment towards risk is aversion, not attraction (Holt and Laury, 2002). This unsurprising result bears some
evident consequences for the prototypical utility maximizing agent at the basis of human capital theory. The most evident is the avoidance of those educational paths which are deemed to be too unsafe. This apparently simple
reasoning implicitly contains a series of assumptions and consequences opening up vast spaces ahead of economic research. It implies that agents maximize
their utility; that educational risk exists and differs across type and/or levels
of education; that individuals are aware of the existence of ex-ante and ex-post
uncertainty; that considerations about uncertainty enters their utility function
at the time of educational choices and that they enter negatively.
In this work, the utility maximizing agents approach that since the seminal works of Mincer (1958) and Becker (1962) has proved to be both a useful
tool and a plausible assumption for modeling investment in human capital
will remain unchallenged. Instead, some of the other links of the logical chain
of reasoning exhibited above are empirically tested. Chapter 2 elicits, from a
sample of Dutch high school students, the level of information about existing
labor market conditions in general and future wage variability in particular,
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that individuals posses when deciding upon investing in university education.
Chapter 3 assesses how, for various samples of individuals coming from different countries and different educational systems, different levels of education
contribute to the increase or decrease of risk. In Chapter 4 the importance for
concerns about future payoffs uncertainty on choices of type of college education is gauged. To conclude, Chapter 5 resumes the theme already discussed
in Chapter 3, but proposes a different, and possibly more robust, methodology
for estimation.
Chapter 2 answers a fundamental question for the understanding of investment decisions into education: do individuals have perception of its uncertain
nature? This chapter provides empirical evidence on the level and extent of
knowledge that Dutch high school students possess at the time immediately
preceding the decision on whether to continue or not to tertiary education.
The use of high school students has the considerable advantage of targeting
on the most relevant group of people, at the decisive moment for their educational investment decision. The definition adopted of level of knowledge
includes both awareness of the riskiness entailed in such an investment and
the returns that it can generate. The particular structure of the collected data
also allows inference on three interrelated aspects: if, and to which amount, a
compensation for risk is required in the labor market; whether students possess private information and if they exploit it when forming their expectations;
the expected returns that an investment in education should guarantee.
The methodology adopted is partly novel and partly imitative. It is novel
in the medium exploited for data gathering as data on individuals’ expected
median wages for different schooling scenarios were collected via internet and
the participation to the survey was completely voluntary. Internet surveys are
still rarely exploited in economics. The reason behind the scarce use of such
a potentially powerful tool and in such a freely accessible environment is easily explained by a general skepticism towards non controllable participation
in surveys. Unconstrained participation can create several problems to the researcher. The most relevant and potentially undermining for the reliability of
the econometric analysis is self-selection of participants. If the type of people
willing to participate and finish the survey differ along some relevant dimension from the population of interest at large, the results obtained analyzing this
selected group of people can not be extended outside the sample. Tests for the
existence of selection on observables are provided and the reliability of gath-
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ered data is confronted with laboratory collected ones hoping to clear some
doubts on the soundness of this methodology.
The imitative part regards the general structure of the survey and the elicitation of students expectations which heavily relies on a method developed
by Dominitz and Manski (1996) who derive, from a small American sample
of both high school and college students, the income expectations at different
moments of the life cycle conditional on different schooling scenarios. They
also extrapolate a subjective earnings distribution, characterizing in this way
the riskiness of educational investment. They find positive perceived returns
to college education and awareness of the uncertain nature of the investment
in their particular sample of students. Their main contribution resides in the
methodological part of data collection. The original method has only been
implemented in controlled environments, under supervision and with direct
feedback on inconsistent probability statements and it has been applied by
Schweri et al. (2011) to a sample of Swiss college students.
Chapter 3 is a replication of a recent study by Chen (2008) on a sample of
American men. The replication is carried on on the same data as the original work and extended to three additional samples of American females and
British and German individuals.
Economists often praise the virtue of replication, but they rarely attempt
it. Putting empirical results under careful scrutiny is an important if not essential task per se. Hamermesh (2007) defines pure replication as examining
the same question and model using the underlying original data set and scientific replication as the same type of research on different sample and different
population. The results presented here underscore the value of both types of
replication. Chen (2008) presents estimates for the causal effect of schooling on
risk robust to at least two longstanding methodological complications affecting the previous literature on the matter: self-selection into education and the
presence of unobserved heterogeneity. Concerns of self-selection arise every
time an individual has the freedom of choosing whether or not to participate
in any kind of activity such as schooling1 . Unobserved heterogeneity, instead,
indicates all that information used by the individual when choosing among
different alternatives hidden to the researcher observing the revealed choice.
Both phenomena can severely undermine the reliability of any type of estimates calculated on revealed data. Even though others before her successfully
1 For a textbook discussion of sample selection and self selection see Cameron and Trivedi (2005)
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tackled the issue of selectivity (Abadie, 2002; Abadie et al., 2002; Chen and
Khan, 2007) and accounted for unobserved heterogeneity (Carneiro et al., 2003;
Cunha et al., 2005; Cunha and Heckman, 2007) when estimating the dispersion
in outcomes, Chen (2008) is the first to jointly solve those two puzzles. Therein
lies the importance of this work and the motivation for carefully replicating it.
In recent years, applied work has dedicated growing attention the potential dangers that self-selection poses to econometric estimates when the mechanism is unaccounted for (see, for example Willis and Rosen, 1979; Heckman,
1979; Maddala, 1983). The literature on risk and education makes no exception
as discussed in Chapter 3 and 5. Chapter 4 tests exactly this crucial issue in
the specific context of educational choices by asking if, and to which extent,
concerns about uncertainty of future payoffs affects individuals’ schooling decisions.
This unexplored question has potential repercussions on both the design of
the appropriate empirical strategies to be followed for drawing reliable conclusions on the casual effect of education on risk and on the formulation of possible policies providing protection against risk by the policy makers. The estimation strategy utilized exploits the model developed in Chapter 5 combining
it with other proposed semiparametric estimators (Lee, 1983; Dahl, 2002) and
thus preserving most of the valuable attributes of that model.
Chapter 5 is strictly related to Chapter 3 as it answers the same research
question, but it does so by forgoing the normality assumption which is central
for the validity of the method replicated there. The Heckman (1979) method
applied by Chen (2008) is a valid strategy in order to overcome the selectivity
issue given that the error terms in the estimated choice and outcome equations
are distributed normally. In fact, it has been widely accepted (see, for example,
Goldberger, 1983) that the parameter estimates obtained via the classic selection correction model may be significantly biased due to the restrictive parametric distributional assumptions. Because of the importance of the topic, it is
important to know if the results of Chen (2008) are driven by the joint normality assumption made on the distribution of the unobservables. The method
introduced in Chapter 5 is robust to a possible misspecification of the error
term structure producing valid estimates for the effect of schooling on risk in a
wider set of cases than its parametrical counterpart.
The last chapter, Chapter 6, summarizes the the main findings and conclusions from the previous four chapters presented in this thesis.
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So what is new and what is not in my thesis? I surely do not claim full originality of the themes tackled in the present research as I do not claim to have exhaustively treated all the interrelated aspects of risk and education since other
frequently researched aspects in this type of literature such as the quantification of the magnitude of risk that education investments entail compared to
other type of investments (Palacios-Huerta, 2003; Hartog et al., 2004) or the labor market responses to ex-ante and ex-post risk (King, 1974; McGoldrick, 1995;
Moretti, 2000; Pereira and Martins, 2002; Hartog et al., 2003; Diaz-Serrano and
Hartog, 2006) are not discussed here2 .
What I can safely claim is that every chapter, some more than other, composing this research contain either some new empirical evidence, or some methodological development, or both.
A more detailed, and hopefully objective, assessment of each chapter’s contribution to the science would probably conclude that the most original contributions, concerning both theoretical and empirical advancements, are concentrated in the fourth and fifth chapters of the present work. Chapter 4 tackles
a previously neglected research question and thus the empirical findings and
related potential policy implication have been rarely, if ever, considered before.
If the novel contribution offered in Chapter 4 is empirical, the novel contribution of Chapter 5 is mainly technical. In fact, Chapter 5 presents important
improvements to previously applied econometric techniques in the context of
the literature of uncertainty and education, improvements that allow to overcome some major difficulties affecting empirical estimations of the impact of
schooling on uncertainty.
The first two chapters pay a bigger duty to previous works. In fact, even
in the presence of a completely original dataset, it can not be denied that the
scope of inquiry and lead lines for the methodology followed in Chapter 2 are
common to few previous researches. Having said that, some interesting and
novel contributions are still brought about. The most interesting one is probably the medium exploited for gathering data. Internet generated dataset are
very rare to come across in economic empirical research. The potential gains
for developing a sound internet based data gathering procedure are immediately understandable as it would grant quick and easy access to a vast number
2 Some of the main results of these two streams of research suggest that educational investments offer superior hedging against risk compared to financial investments (Hartog et al., 2004)
and more so at the higher end of the educational distribution (Palacios-Huerta, 2003) and that labor market recognizes and monetarily rewards riskier occupations (King, 1974; McGoldrick, 1995;
Moretti, 2000; Pereira and Martins, 2002; Hartog, 2011)
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of people and would give the possibility to customize each questionnaire to
the specific needs of each particular research. This chapter offers important
contribution for the understanding of possible difficulties and the formulation
of plausible solutions for similarly designed researches.
The case of Chapter 3 is exceptional as the ultimate scope of replication
works is that of repeating precedent analysis and carefully check its main findings, therefore it is not original by construction. Anyhow, as explained before,
the importance of replication studies for scientific research must not be underestimated. Checks of published results is paramount for the maintenance of
a profession’s internal and external credibility and it is not rare to hear established scientists calling for more not less works of this nature.
In combining both new and old methods and answering to newer and older
questions this thesis produces evidence on students awareness of labor market
conditions, discussing, in the meantime, the merits and weaknesses of a potentially powerful tool for future research; introduces a new model for casual
inference of the effect of schooling in education and answers a previously overlooked, but essential, question on the consequences of uncertainty for schooling choices.
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Chapter 2

Do they understand the
benefits from education?
Evidence on Dutch high
school students’ earnings
expectations
2.1

Introduction

Human capital theory defines education as an investment in someone’s own
capacity, his human capital exactly. This theory supposes that individuals
choose rationally the most attractive alternative among different educational
levels and types, given their needs and preferences. Rational investment postulates informed agents and investment in human capital makes no exception.
Neither should the theory of human capital ignore risk, a feature so prominent
in investment theory.
Unfortunately little is known in the literature on the information quality of
this particular category of investors – students – at the time of choice. Hereafter, we will provide some empirical evidence on the level and extent of knowledge that Dutch high school students possess at the time immediately preceding the most relevant education decision: proceeding or not to tertiary edu-
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cation. We will also assess if they are aware of the risky nature of such an
investment and if, and to which amount, they require a compensation for it.
We will further extend our analysis to check whether students possess private
information that they exploit when forming their expectations and which factors influence their probabilistic expectations. The particular structure of our
data will allow us to shed some light on a longstanding question in labor economics: calculating the expected returns on education.
We used a freely accessible internet survey to collect data on individuals’ expected median wages for different schooling scenario’s and we apply
a method developed by Dominitz and Manski (1996) to elicit the individuals’
perceived dispersion of earnings. So far, this method has only been implemented in a controlled environment, under supervision and with direct feedback on inconsistent probability statements1 . To our knowledge this is the first
study concerning students’ wage expectations by an open inquiry at the internet, covering many different studies, rather than a supervised data collection
for a narrowly defined population. We will pay due attention to the pros and
cons of this specific method, before analyzing the observations.
As mentioned, the literature directly eliciting students’ expectations is quite
scarce. Blau and Ferber (1991) asked a sample of American college students
to give a direct forecast of their entrance wage and their wage after ten and
twenty years. Betts (1996) exploits another sample of undergraduate American college students to examine their knowledge about current salaries by type
of education and to link the level of knowledge to specific individual characteristics concluding that the information possessed by students is rather accurate and specialized for field of interests. More recently, Zafar (2011) collected
college students expectations about their major specific outcomes finding that
even if prone to overconfidence about their academic performance, students
update their expectations in expected ways. We follow Dominitz and Manski (1996), who paid special attention to anticipated earnings dispersion. They
elicited, from a small sample of both high school and college students, their
income expectations at different moments of their life cycle conditional on different schooling scenarios. They also extrapolate a subjective earnings distribution, characterizing in this way the riskiness of educational investment.
They find positive perceived returns to college education and awareness of the
uncertain nature of the investment in their particular sample of students. Their
1 The

Dominitz and Manski method was copied by Wolter (2000) and by Schweri et al. (2011).
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main contribution resides in the methodological part of data collection. They
clear some widespread skepticism on the use of expectation data. As they note,
this antipathy, even though longstanding, is based on a narrow foundation2 .
In fact, they show that in their sample the internal consistency of the answers
and of the variation of responses is rather high.
Our use of high school students has the considerable advantage of targeting
on the most relevant group of people, at the decisive moment for their educational investment decision. Undeniably, the decision on undertaking tertiary
education is the most relevant one in the process of human capital accumulation. Therefore, shedding some light on the information set and awareness
of this particular group is of great interest in itself. The design of our survey
will also allow us to check if the level of information increases as the time of
choice approaches, as the human capital theory would suggest. An additional
contribution of our work will be that of showing some findings about the role
that perceived ethnic discrimination on the labor market might play already in
the formation of students’ expectations.

2.2

The Dutch educational system

The Dutch schooling system3 is organized in three cycles: elementary school
(Basisonderwijs), high school (Voortgezet Onderwijs) and tertiary education (Vervolgonderwijs).
Elementary school is common to all pupils and caters for children from five
(sometimes four) to twelve years old. At the end of this course of study a test
– the so called CITO – is administered. The score of this test, jointly with the
advice of elementary school teachers, determines in which of the three types
of high schools a student is allowed to enroll.
The three types of high schools provided for in this scheme are: VMBO
(voorbereidend middelbaar beroepsonderwijs, literally, “preparatory middle-level
vocational education”), HAVO (hoger algemeen voortgezet onderwijs, literally,
"higher general continued education") and VWO (voorbereidend wetenschappelijk
onderwijs, literally, "preparatory scientific education").
VMBO lasts four years, from age twelve to sixteen. The type of curricula
provided combine vocational training with theoretical education in languages,
2 For a history on probabilistic expectations elicitation and their use in modern economic theory
see, Manski (2004).
3 See appendix for a summarizing scheme.
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math, history, arts and sciences. A VMBO diploma gives direct access only
to MBO (middelbaar beroepsonderwijs, literally, "middle-level vocational education"). This type of high school is the most practical of the three. To have access
either to HBO or university, the two types of institutions in tertiary education,
one needs to complete his education with an HAVO or VWO diploma respectively.
HAVO takes one year longer than VMBO: from age twelve to seventeen.
The five years of study are divided in two cycles. In the first three years subjects – languages, mathematics, history, arts and sciences – are common to all
students and form the Basisvorming (literally, "basis education"). The last two
years, the Tweede fase, are differentiated in four streams of study depending
on the core subjects of a student’s elected curriculum. A HAVO diploma allows direct access to HBO and from there, after a year of study, to university
education.
VWO has six grades and is attended from age twelve to eighteen. VWO
is divided in Atheneum and Gymnasium. The first one does not include classical languages, while the second one does. VWO guarantees direct access to
university and it is mainly considered as a preparation to it. MBO cannot be
regarded as tertiary education. It is vocationally oriented and mainly leads to
middle management positions either in industry or in the service or government sectors. It lasts a maximum of four years.
The proper tertiary education system is constituted by HBO (Hoger Beroeps
Onderwijs, literally “higher professional education”) and WO (wetenschappelijk
onderwijs, literally “scientific education” or university as commonly intended).
Access to HBO is possible with an MBO, HAVO and VWO diploma. The
course of study takes four years (three if coming from VWO) and it awards
a bachelor degree. An additional one or two year of study lead to a master
degree.
University is directly accessible only from VWO or with a propedeuse year in
HBO. WO is oriented towards theoretical higher learning in arts or sciences. It
is now divided in two cycles: the first three years leading to a bachelor degree
and an additional year (two in case of practical or research master) for a master
degree.
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2.3
2.3.1

The data
Survey method

Our survey was administered via internet from a freely accessible web page.
The participation in the survey was completely voluntary. The survey was organized in collaboration with NIBUD, an institute for informing households on
sound financial practice. NIBUD periodically runs a questionnaire among high
school students (approximately 12-18 years old) in the Netherlands. The main
objective is to learn about income and consumption behavior of the young.
Next to many questions about the student’s jobs and their expenditures, the
students are asked to provide some background information regarding their
social-cultural background (for example, age, job status of their parents, and
place where they live). In the 2006 wave, all students were asked the usual
NIBUD questions. After these questions, the students of the bovenbouw (last
years of high school) only were asked additional questions, including those
analyzed here. The link to the questionnaire was set at the NIBUD web page
and at the MSN site (Windows Messenger4 ). Given the widespread use of this
program among Dutch high school students, this gave us potential access to
a wide and non selected audience. The questionnaire was made available for
compilation between March and July 2006. On the internet page preceding the
questionnaire it was explicitly stated that the questions were addressed specifically to high school students from whichever type of school, in the final two
years.
Even though the announcement of the site assures us of access to a nonselective potential sample, our methodology might give rise to several concerns on selectivity of people effectively participating in the survey. We will
try to address these concerns further on. On the other hand, a completely voluntary participation might reassure us on the carefulness of responses since it
is hard to believe that a teenager would answer a questionnaire unless he is
genuinely interested in it.
Following the example of Dominitz and Manski (1996) and Schweri et al.
(2011) we asked questions about expected median earnings under different
schooling scenarios. Each respondent is asked to declare his expected median
earnings right after graduation and 10 years later in two different cases. First,
4 The

program is freely downloadable from internet. In its Web Messenger version it does not
need an installation on the computer in use, making it, thus, available also from shared or public
computers such as those available in public libraries or high schools computers.
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under the hypothesis that he will continue after high school to his preferred education and finish it, second in case he will stop his schooling after graduation
from the school he is enrolled in at the moment of the interview.
In order to elicit their subjective earnings distribution the respondents were
asked to report quantiles of this distribution. We simply asked them to report
the probability that their expected wage would exceed 125% of the expected
median and the probability it would fall short of 75% of their declared expected median wage – right after graduation and 10 years after it –. Since we
cannot expect high school students to be familiar with the concept of the median, we gave a brief explanation of it immediately before we proceeded with
these specific questions. The thresholds were given in euros rounded to the
nearest 50 E, as calculated from stated medians.
Schooling expectations were also part of the inquiry. We asked if and where
they wanted to continue their studies after their current school and what was
the probability they would do so. To conclude, some background questions
about the respondent and his/her family are asked. These questions include
age, sex, father’s and mother’s education, school attended at the moment,
school year attended and ethnicity of the respondent.

2.3.2

Description of respondents

As noted, our survey was targeted at high school students of the three types of
secondary school available in The Netherlands: VMBO, HAVO and VWO. The
original sample was composed of 4707 individuals of which 1908 from VMBO,
1546 from HAVO and 1253 from VWO. However, for 2448 students the income
variable is missing: 1409 for VMBO (74%), 586 for HAVO (38%) and 453 for
VWO (36.1%). In fact, many respondents answered just the first few questions
(on gender, age and education) and then quit. Also, there were 526 observations with answers violating the definition of probability: 147 for VMBO
(7.7%), 197 for HAVO (12.7%) and 182 for VWO (14.5%). Also, we imposed the
restriction that students should be in the last two years of their school type, and
this rules out some age categories (at age 15 you cannot normally have reached
grade 5 of VWO). The data loss due to this choice is minor, however, 36 observations have been eliminated for this reason: 0 for VMBO, 13 for HAVO (0.8%)
and 23 for VWO (1.8%). Below, we will analyze non-response and inconsistencies, as they are important to assess the reliability of our analysis. Here we will
just look at the descriptives of our resulting sample.
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Our final sample is composed of 1697 individuals: 352 from VMBO, 750
from HAVO and 595 from VWO. This is smaller than we hoped for, but still
compares quite favorably to Dominitz and Manski (1996) and to Schweri et al.
(2011) which used a sample of 110 (71 high school and 39 college) and 252 (all
college) students respectively.
Descriptive statistics for the sample we will use further on in our analysis
are presented in Table 2.1. The second column of Table 2.1 describes the respondents from VMBO high schools. The majority of respondents are either 15
or 16, 16 being the age of graduation for a regular course of study and 15 the
penultimate year of study. All the respondents declare to attend their last year
of study, which for this type of school is the fourth. The figures show these
individuals to come mainly from poorly educated families. Only 35.23 percent
of fathers and 37.21 percent of mothers have undertaken tertiary education,
many have MBO. Quite high is also the percentage of respondents who do not
know the educational level accomplished by their own parents.
The fourth column illustrates the characteristics of HAVO students. If we
look at column four first we see how in this case the majority of respondents are
16 and 17 years old, almost evenly divided between those two classes. Those
are the ages we would expect from next-to-last and last year students from
this kind of school. The family background is higher than for VMBO students.
60.67 percent of fathers and 58.67 percent of mothers have a tertiary education
degree and, especially for fathers, mainly HBO or university. The sixth column refers to VWO students. The respondents are logically older than the two
other schools’ students. The greater part of them is either 17 or 18. There is
a slight preponderance of fifth year students over the sixth year ones. Family
background is constituted mainly by highly educated parents: 73.28 percent
and 67.23 percent of fathers and mothers respectively have completed tertiary
education.
The ethnic origin of respondents is mainly Dutch. The VMBO sample of
students is slightly more ethnically mixed. It is remarkable how our sample is
unbalanced in gender composition: two thirds to three quarters are girls.
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2.4
2.4.1

How unreliable is an internet survey?
Specific sensitivities

Our data gathering design might raise three sorts of concerns. In the first place,
the free and voluntary participation to the survey could determine a strong self
selection of our sample. Secondly, internet based surveys might be particularly
affected by high attrition. This was not an issue, obviously, in laboratory data
gathering. Last, as in every other survey study, the carefulness of self-reported
answers can be questioned.
At first sight our procedure is easily prone to self-selection. It is realistic to
believe that first coming into contact and then compiling the whole questionnaire entails stronger interest and better information on the questions at stake
relative to the average high school student. In this scenario we could expect
our sample to be composed either by students who are better informed and
therefore less likely to systematically declare unrealistic wage expectations, or
by students more willing to assert their career choices, more self assured about
it and thus more likely to unconsciously self enhance their position in the future wage distribution. If that is what happened the external validity of our
findings would be severely jeopardized. Consequently, our estimates of the
level of information possessed at the time of choice would be higher than for
the general high school students population or the level of declared expected
wages could be upwardly biased.
Internet based surveys are also intrinsically affected by missing data. Boredom, distractions and tedious compilation of numerous questions are all factors that might cause the respondent to abandon the questionnaire halfway.
Since nobody can control respondents’ behaviors or force them to compile the
entire set of questions, the number of people abandoning after few questions
can be big. If that happens and it does not happen randomly in the sample,
we might believe that those that finish the questionnaire are either the most
interested in the questions at stake, or those that posses a higher level of concentration. In this case the sample used for analysis would be positively selected. Expected median wages would be upwardly biased. The variance of
wage distributions might also be affected. In fact, we would draw conclusions
from a sample of allegedly more able students digging less deep into the ability
distribution and encountering lower variance of expected wages. More contradictory would be the result of positive selection on possible bias in expected
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to wages relative to actual wages. On one hand we might expect that more
interested people are also better informed and, thus, more realistic in their expectations. On the other hand, if we selected better students they would tend
to realistically locate themselves in the higher tail of the wage distribution.
The last source of concern is something that our research shares with the
rest of literature exploiting survey data. Even though Dohmen et al. (2005),
Dominitz and Manski (1994; 1996) and Manski (2004) all produced evidence in
support of consistency of data based on surveys, it is always quite hard to asses
the carefulness and attention applied by respondents during the compilation
of a questionnaire. In our case, a good indicator of careless answering could be
an excess of bunching towards a few suspect values.
We will address these issues to the extent possible with the information we
have available. We will in turn consider non-response, bunching and inconsistencies.

2.4.2

Non-response

Table 2.1 shows the composition of the final sample we use and the sample
of individuals that started to answer but gave up. We are interested in nonresponse on the earnings expectations, but as noted above, this non-response
essentially coincides with general non-response beyond the initiating questions on gender, age and school type attended. Other questions in the survey
related to risk attitude and vignettes meant to elicit preferences determining
schooling choices. Most of our responders quit the survey long before our
question of interest5 . We see a remarkable discontinuity of missing values between questions thirteen and fourteen. Up to question twelve, demographical
information was gathered. Question thirteen was a simple yes or no question
asking whether or not the respondent receives money from his own parents.
The following question (number fourteen) asked for the amount of money received and the possible use of that money. Question fourteen was answered
by 1539 students less than the previous one. It is reasonable to think that many
respondents could not be bothered to realistically answer to such a specific
question and abandoned the survey.
Essentially, the samples of “starters” and our final sample do not differ substantially in composition by observed characteristics. The only systematic factor is gender: girls are more prone to finish the questionnaire than boys. This
5 Precisely

fifty questions before.
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does not suggest that the response on the earnings questions is very selective.
To check whether some particular characteristics correlate with the probability of leaving the sample incomplete, we run a probit regression on the
probability of being or not being part of the early quitters group. The results of
this regression are shown in Table 2.5 Column I shows regression of the probability of quitting (i.e. non-response on the earnings questions) on the available
controls. Some specific characteristics show a significant impact on the decision of quitting the questionnaire. Females are 11% less likely to abandon than
boys, while older students and students for higher classes are more likely to
do so. Particularly strong is also the impact that having a low educated father exerts; 45% more prone to quit early. Mother’s education however, has no
significant effect. Immigrants have no different probability of non-response,
schooling level has no effect on non-response. In the second regression, we
differentiate father’s education by respondents’ school type attended. Now we
see that for VMBO and HAVO students, family background does not differentiate: the dummy coefficients are more or less equal. Only for VWO students,
family background has an effect, but it is not monotonic: with father’s education at medium level, non-response is markedly lower than both for higher
and lower education fathers. Allowing for interaction now also brings out
a marked school type effect: VMBO students have higher non-response than
other students.

2.4.3

Bunching

In Table 2.3 we give one full specification of expected median earnings (starting
salaries, in case of tertiary school completion). The declared expected starting
wages are manifold and widely dispersed. The modal stated value, 2000 Euro
per month, only attracts 14.59 percent of answers. A clear tendency of rounding at multiples of five and the presence of marked outliers at both ends of the
distribution are also visible.
The bunching of expectations at multiples of integers, starting at 10 euro
but then climbing to much higher base values, indicates that expectations have
a rather crude nature. This is what one would anticipate: no one would think
that students have expectations in multiples of one euro. The long tails of the
distribution are perhaps more surprising. Some expectations are clearly far
removed from actual earnings paid in the labor market. That does not rule out
that there is a system in the pattern of expectations across alternatives, as we
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Table 2.2: Probit regression for non responses (marginal effects)
I

II

Female
-.115***(.016) -.126***(.016)
Age
.049***(.008)
-.015*(.007)
School year: penultimate
.273***(.017)
.201***(.016)
Immigrant
.015(.023)
.034(.022)
Father’s education low
.456***(.019)
Father’s education medium
.053*(.021)
Mother’s education low
-.010(.038)
.003(.037)
Mother’s education medium
-.038(.022)
-.022(.021)
VMBO
-.013(.038)
HAVO
-.016(.021)
Father’s education low: VMBO
.208***(.039)
Father’s education medium: VMBO
.186***(.026)
Father’s education high: VMBO
.169***(.023)
Father’s education low: HAVO
-.182**(.066)
Father’s education medium: HAVO
-.142***(.031)
Father’s education high: HAVO
-.193***(.021)
Father’s education low: VWO
-.093(.083)
Father’s education medium: VWO
-.240***(.036)
Pseudo R2
.143
.103
N
4,707
4,707
Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at
10%/5%/1%. Reference group: Male, last year of high school, Dutch, VWO, father’s
education high, mother’s education high, father’s education high: VWO.
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shall check below. The unrealistic values may indicate that earnings are not of
prime concern in selecting an education.

2.4.4

Inconsistencies

Dominitz and Manski (1996) and Schweri et al. (2011) included feedback on
inconsistent answers and had the survey filled in by students in a classroom
situation, with a supervisor/instructor present. The laboratory setting of these
studies allowed stopping the compiler once an inadmissible answer on a probability question is given and reminded the student of admissible values. Dominitz and Manski’s (1996) design added further help for the respondent. Along
with the help screen in case of non-admitted answers, a training screen was
provided before the proper survey was administered; a help screen was always available to the respondent and review-and-revise screens allowed the
respondent to apply a last check on their answers before the final value was
confirmed.
We did not include any such feedback. Inconsistencies provide information on what respondents know and perceive and we did not want to compel
students to conformity with rules they were not aware of. Instead, we analyze the occurrence of such inconsistencies. The only help we provided was an
explanation of the concept of median right above the question regarding the
expected median entry wage.
Our question on the expected median entry wage was followed in the questionnaire by two probabilistic questions. The first asked the probability that the
received entry wage would be lower than 0.75 times the median wage, while
the second asked the probability of receiving 1.25 times the median wage. We
observed three types of mistakes related to these two queries:
1. The respondent declared a probability exceeding 1.
2. The respondent declared two tail probabilities which sum up to more
than 1.
3. The respondent assigned a value exceeding – or equal to – .50 to either
the left or the right tail of the distribution.
We do not include inconsistent answers in our analysis of students’ earnings
expectations. This means we had to drop 526 observations, i.e. 23% of the
sample. This compares favorably with Schweri et al. (2011), who interview
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Table 2.3: Frequencies of values for elicited medians – entry wages
Reported
Reported
Reported
Freq. Percent
Freq. Percent
Freq.
value
value
value
0
16
.93
850
1
.06
2,500
90
1
4
.23
900
22
1.28
2,510
1
3
1
.06
1,000
190
11.09
2,600
1
1,100
22
1.28
2,700
3
10
2
.12
1,111
1
.06
2,750
3
17
1
.06
20
1
.06
1,120
1
.06
2,800
3
1,150
2
.12
2,810
1
50
10
.58
60
2
.12
1,195
1
.06
2,848
1
70
1
.06
1,200
102
5.95
2,916
1
75
1
.06
1,250
14
.82
2,996
1
80
2
.12
1,300
23
1.34
3,000
81
1,350
7
.41
3,100
1
90
1
.06
100
19
1.11
1,400
20
1.17
3,200
1
115
1
.06
1,450
1
.06
3,250
1
120
2
.12
1,500
220
12.84
3,400
1
130
1
.06
1,519
1
.06
3,500
21
136
1
.06
1,530
1
.06
3,600
1
1,550
2
.12
4,000
22
150
9
.53
200
26
1.52
1,600
26
1.52
4,028
1
250
7
.41
1,700
33
1.93
4,500
3
251
1
.06
1,750
11
.64
5,000
30
255
1
.06
1,800
56
3.27
5,500
1
300
27
1.58
1,843
1
.06
6,000
3
320
1
.06
1,900
8
.47
6,500
1
350
5
.29
1,950
1
.06
7,000
3
400
9
.53
1,981
1
.06
7,500
2
440
1
.06
2,000
250
14.59
7,890
1
450
4
.23
2,068
1
.06
8,000
2
500
73
4.46
2,100
8
.47
9,000
1
550
2
.12
2,125
1
.06
10,000
7
560
2
.12
2,166
1
.06
11,000
1
2,200
18
1.05
12,000
1
600
20
1.17
650
2
.12
2,250
2
.12
13,000
2
2,300
8
.47
15,000
1
700
20
1.17
750
11
.64
2,350
1
.06
16,000
1
780
1
.06
2,360
1
.06
20,000
1
800
58
3.38
2,400
11
.64
70,000
1
100,000
1
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Percent
5.25
.06
.06
.18
.18
.18
.06
.06
.06
.06
4.73
.06
.06
.06
.06
1.23
.06
1.28
.06
.18
1.75
.06
.18
.06
.18
.12
.06
.12
.06
.41
.06
.06
.12
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
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Table 2.4: Mistakes by type and school %
VMBO
Declared probability exceeds 1.00
1.4
Sum of probabilities exceeds 1.00
5.4
Probability in tail below/above median exceeds .50
27.8
Total
29.4
N
499

HAVO
1.1
2.9
19.0
20.5
960

VWO
.9
3.0
21.9
22.7
800

students at tertiary level (higher vocational education). In that questionnaire,
a student has to specify 20 probabilities. 65 percent of the respondents never
made any error, 20 percent made one error, 11 percent made two errors and the
remaining 4 percent made more than two errors (the worst was a single person
with 7 errors). In Dominitz and Manski (1996) also, the share of respondents
declaring a probability inconsistent with the previously reported median is
comparable and in some case even higher than our case. Depending on the
scenario, the values vary from a minimum of 11% to a maximum of 40%.
Table 2.4 summarizes the frequencies of these three types of mistakes in
each subsample6 . As we can see from this table type 1 errors are extremely rare
and are almost evenly distributed in the three samples. Type 2 errors are rare as
well, but some differentiation between the three samples is observable: VMBO
students are more prone to this kind of error. Anyway, the bulk of errors are
constituted by type 3. Once again, VMBO students show more often problems
in grasping the concept of the median – as having 50% of the probability on
each side – or in understanding our instructions.
We run a probit analysis to scrutinize whether making one of the three mistakes listed above is correlated with any observable characteristic. The dependent variable is in this case whether a respondent fell in any kind of mistake
or not (type 1 and type 2 errors are too few to distinguish the three types). The
dummy dependent variable will assume value 1 if the respondent answered
inconsistently and 0 otherwise.
The results in Table 2.5 tell a clear story. Girls make fewer errors, immigrant children make more errors and students with low educated mothers
make more errors. The latter effect appears to be located exclusively among
HAVO students. The insignificance of the other variables is at least as interest6 The percentages of mistakes differ in Table 2.4 from those reported on Section 2.3.2. The reference population, in fact, changes in the two cases. The figures on Section 2.3.2 refer to the general
population that started the questionnaire, whilst Table 2.4 refers only to those people that answered to the wage distribution questions.
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ing. In particular, we find no significant differences between types of school
attended, between fathers with different levels of education or by type of intended education after graduation from the present school (Column IV). In column IV we also include the stated probability to graduate from the intended
further education, and this has no significant effect either. Including future intentions interacted with school of origin as covariates can give us a rough idea
of the ability of each respondent, or at least the perceived own ability. Better
students, or at least students with a higher taste for education, should declare
their intention to proceed with their studies either to university or HBO, while
weaker students are more likely to start working after school or complete their
education with an MBO degree. Future intentions might also have a heterogeneous effect depending on the school of origin. We might believe that a student
declaring his will to finish education after VMBO is a different type of student
and has potentially different ability to understand the concept of median than
his VWO peer declaring the same intention. We would infer an effect of ability
to understand our questionnaire if the coefficients would follow a monotonically increasing path from VMBO school quitters to VWO future university
students. This pattern is not visible in our data. People wanting to quit their
studies, continue to MBO or continue to HBO do not have a lower propensity
to slip-up no matter which school they are attending at the moment of the interview. Covariates are mainly unaffected by the inclusion of heterogeneous
schooling effects. The variables that were significant before remain significant
and vice versa.
Column IV also includes adds an ulterior control for ability: the self-stated
probability of tertiary studies completion7 . We see that being more or less
certain on graduation has no effect on the probability of committing a mistake.
The story told by our data can comfort us for the selectivity of the sample.
Our dropped observations, in fact, don’t seem, from this analysis, to belong
to any easily detectable disadvantaged group of students. This result gives
us some confidence on the reliability of the further analysis that will exploit
only those respondents able to correctly interpret the three wage distribution
questions.

7 The

reason why the number of observations in this regression is inferior to the other three is,
obviously, that students not willing to continue to tertiary education are here dropped since they
do not declare any probability of tertiary school completion.
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Table 2.5: Probit regression for errors (marginal effects)
I

II

III

IV

Female
Age
School year: penultimate

-.068***(.020)
-.010(.013)
.010(.025)

-.065**(.020)
-.008(.013)
.010(.025)

-.068***(.020)
-.010(.011)
.007(.023)

-.065**(.021)
-.008(.013)
.012(.025)

Immigrant
VMBO
HAVO
Father’s education low
Father’s education medium
Mother’s education low

.111***(.030)
.039(.036)
-.030(.022)
.024(.045)
.004(.025)
.164**(.053)

.104***(.031)

.112***(.030)

.105***(.031)

.029(.045)
.005(.025)
.165**(.053)

.023(.045)
.002(.025)

.040(.047)
.005(.025)
.161**(.054)

.028(.024)

.028(.024)
.029(.038)
.086(.057)
.022(.061)
-.040(.024)

.026(.024)
.027(.039)
.086(.057)
-.005(.076)
-.040(.024)

.048(.054)
-.012(.038)

.049(.054)
-.012(.038)

Mother’s education medium
From VMBO to work/MBO
From VMBO to HBO/WO
From HAVO/VWO to work/MBO
From HAVO to HBO
From HAVO to university
From VWO to HBO
Mother’s education low: VMBO
Mother’s education medium: VMBO
Mother’s education high: VMBO
Mother’s education low: HAVO

.147(.085)
.088(.047)
.057(.042)
.217**(.083)

Mother’s education medium: HAVO
Mother’s education high: HAVO
Mother’s education low: VWO
Mother’s education medium: VWO
Probability of completion

-.004(.033)
-.017(.024)
.144(.104)
.035(.038)
.000(.000)

Pseudo R2
.027
.029
.027
.032
N
2,207
2,207
2,207
2,154
Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%.
Reference group: Male, last year of high school, Dutch, VWO, father’s education high, mother’s
education high, from VWO to university, mother education high: VWO.
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2.4.5

Assessment

Response to our survey shows a very specific pattern. Participants begin by answering the first basic questions (age, gender, school type) and then either quit
or more or less fill out the entire questionnaire. Non-response is lower among
girls, higher among VMBO students. Parental education has negligible effect.
Students in their last school year are more inclined to answer than those in their
penultimate year, which reflects growing interest in future careers. Bunching
of expected median earnings is strong, but whether this is stronger than one
should anticipate for this kind of information is hard to judge. Violations of the
rules of probability are not more frequent in our open internet survey than in
the data collected by Dominitz and Manski (1996) and by Schweri et al. (2011)
for narrowly defined groups of students. Girls make significantly fewer errors than boys. Violations do not vary by type of school attended and do not
vary either with other observable indicators of ability: intended continuation
of education and self-assessed probability to succeed in prolonged education.
Immigrant children and children with lower educated mothers commit more
errors.
In terms of relationships to observable characteristics there are no compelling reasons for serious concern on the quality and selectivity of the dataset.
In terms of relationship to unobservables this is by nature harder to assess. The
absence of a dominant ability effect, for given level of high school, on violations
of the rules of probability may probably be extrapolated to some confidence in
this respect.

2.5
2.5.1

Expectations: median earnings
Characterizing the observations

We report the expected earnings distribution of our sample of students in Table
2.6, both for starting wages (panel A) and after 10 years (Panel B). Recall that
we elicited six different earnings expectations from each respondent. Figures
1 to 4 present graphs of the data. The wage data refer to intended continued
education, no matter present school attended. This implies that the graph for
“To Work” is heterogeneous in completed educations.
Taking a look at both Figure 2.2 and Table 2.6, we note five regularities in
these data. First, for all destination groups we find high within-group varia-
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Table 2.6: Earnings expectations

A. Quantiles of expected earnings after graduation
Stop Studying after current school
Proceeding to MBO
Proceeding to HBO
Proceeding to University
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Respondent Group
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
Female VMBO
200
800
1200
200
1000
2000
500
1500
2500
/
/
/
Male VMBO
650
950
2000
500
1500
2500
500
1800
3000
300
3000
5500
Female HAVO
50
1000
1500
700
1500
2000
320
1400
2500
750
1900
5000
Male HAVO
800
1050
1500
500
2000
3000
750
1800
3000
1000
2500
7000
Female VWO
1500 2100
2700
/
/
/
500
1500
2500
600
1650
3000
Male VWO
800
2200
5000
/
/
/
900
2000
2500
1000
2000
3500
B. Quantiles of expected earnings 10 years after graduation
Stop Studying after current school
Proceeding to MBO
Proceeding to HBO
Proceeding to University
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Empirical Quantile
Respondent Group
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
.1
.5
.9
Female VMBO
1000
1200
1800
450
1250
2500
788
2000
4000
/
/
/
Male VMBO
650
1850
3000
1000
2000
4000
600
2200 10000 1000
2900
8000
Female HAVO
300
1500
2500
1000
1550
3000
700
2000
4000
1340
2200
5000
Male HAVO
1500
2250
3000
1000
3500 4000
1350
2500
6000
1400
4000
12000
Female VWO
3500
4250
5000
/
/
/
850
2000
4000
1000
2500
5000
Male VWO
3000
5000
10000
/
/
/
1300
2500
8000
1800
3200
7000
Note: there are no observations of VMBO females respondents declaring the intention to proceed to University. It is not possible for VWO
students to proceed towards MBO. In italics those cells for which the number of observations is less than 20
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of expected entry wages

tion; between-group variations are smaller. Second, expected median earnings
by girls are always smaller than expected medians by boys; the gender difference increases with level of education. Third, for expectations when not
continuing education, medians increase with schooling level, with a big jump
towards VWO: expected medians for VMBO and HAVO are not too far apart,
expected medians for VWO are about double the level for HAVO. Fourth, expected medians for continued education are generally higher than for going
to work after graduation, and increase with level of continued education, but
there are exceptions. Fifth, expected earnings distributions shift upward with
experience; respondents are conscious of the increasing wage profile in the life
cycle of a person. If we compare panel A with panel B we see that within
group variation of expected medians does not diminish with time, on the contrary. Gender differences become more marked and university ceases to be
perceived as the strikingly more rewarding type of education.

2.5.2

Do they mirror actual data?

It would be interesting to compare individuals’ expectations with actual data.
However, as we have no observations on individuals’ realizations, we can
at best compare expectations with group means of actual data. The exercise
would be of limited value. Therefore, we decided to take into consideration
two other dimensions: the gender gap and the wage growth by experience.
The data on actual wages – by highest degree obtained, gender and age – are
taken from the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS henceforth) survey for
the year 2002.
Since absolute differences would not be informative, we interpret relative
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differences, namely between gender wage gap and life cycle wage profiles, as
a rough, but significant, indicator of our sample’s level of awareness of actual
wage structure.
We can not definitely rule out the possibility that disproportionate gender
wage gap or unrealistic wage growth are reflecting the effect of unobservable
– for us – characteristics of the respondents. Anyhow, given that we have neither positively nor negatively selected either men or women, or equally, that
the type and severity of selection is the same across these two groups – an assumption that in light of our previous analysis does not seem excessively bold
–, a comparison of the expected with the effective gender wage gap can provide a measure of how anchored to reality expectations are. This is what we
have done and what we report in Table 2.7.
The first column of Table 2.7 reports the wage gap, in percentage, that
women experience when compared to men with the same level of education as
reported in the CBS survey for the year 2002. In the second column we show
the difference between the median female and the median male expected median wages in our survey by educational category as reported in Table 2.6.
Column III is the difference between the previous two columns. Column IV
reports the coefficient of the dummy female – always negative – taken from
wage regressions by educational outcome8 . This coefficient is, thus, obtained
after controlling for age, family background and ethnicity. To conclude, Column V is the difference between Column IV and I.
What is evident from Column V is the systematic underestimation that,
with the exception of VMBO, females make of their own future wages compared to men. Our female respondents add, on top of the already substantial
gap recorded in labor market data, a handicap varying – only considering the
significant coefficients – from 18.2% to 38.9%. This skepticism appears to decrease further on in the life cycle: in panel B, the difference in perceptions is
closer to actual gap.
Table 2.8 considers the wage growth along the career path. The same structure of Table 2.7 applies here. Column I reports wage growth as recorded in
CBS (2002) data, Column II the wage growth expected by the median respondent in our sample by gender, current education and future education. Col8 The estimated regression takes the form: ln (W ) = α + β F + γ X + e . Where W indicates
c
c
c
c ic
ic
the logarithm of expected wages, F a dummy taking value 1 for females, X a vector of controls for
family background, age and ethnicity, e a disturbance term and c the specific educational category
that the respondent declared to have the intention to be part of. The coefficient shown in Table 2.7
is β c .
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Table 2.7: Gender wage gap, recorded and perceived
A. Entry wage
CBS recorded
data gap

VMBO
HAVO
VWO
MBO
HBO
University

Difference
I-II

I

Our sample perceived
gap,
crude data
II

Difference
I-IV

III

Our sample perceived
gap,
regression data
IV

.33
.31
.31
.183
-.166
.109

.158
.48
.46
.243
.146
.158

-.172
.262
.264
.06
.313
.049

.464
.128
.793
.371**
.223**
.291**

.134
-.182
.483
.188
.389
.182

CBS recorded
data gap

Our sample perceived
gap,
crude data
.351
.334

Our sample perceived
gap,
regression data
.609
.034

Difference

V

B. Wage 10 years after graduation

VMBO
HAVO

.393
.213

Difference

-.042
.121

VWO
.213
.15
-.63
.403
MBO
.325
.491
.166
.302**
HBO
.254
.167
-.087
.403***
University
.336
.302
-.034
.399***
Note: */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%. CBS groups HAVO and VWO graduates in one category. Column I is obtained from the ratio: WF,c/WM,c in the CBS data. Column II is
obtained from the ratio: WF,c/WM,c in our data. F and M indicate females and males respectively
and c the educational category.
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.216
-.179
.190
-.023
.149
.063
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Table 2.8: Wage growth, recorded and perceived
CBS data
recorded gr.

Our sample
perceived gr.,
crude data

Difference
I-II

Our sample
perceived gr.,
regression data

Difference
I-IV

Females VMBO
Females HAVO

I
.843
1.204

II
.500
.500

III
-.343
-.704

IV
.519**
.455

V
-.324
-.749

Females VWO
Females MBO
Females HBO
Females university
Males VMBO
Males HAVO

1.204
.224
.194
.060
1.038
.942

1.023
.120
.363
.324
.947
1.143

-.181
-.104
.169
.264
-.091
.201

.670**
.608***
.573***
.700***
.099
.639**

-.534
.384
.379
.64
-.939
-.303

Males VWO
.942
1.273
.331
.592
-.35
Males MBO
.482
.571
.089
.517***
.035
Males HBO
.920
.286
-.634
.720***
-.2
Males university
.424
.347
-.077
.838***
.414
Note: */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%. CBS groups HAVO and VWO graduates in one category. The coefficient of Column II are calculated as the percentage increase of
wages in 10 years: W10 −W0/W0

umn III is the difference between Column II and I. Column IV reports the coefficient of the dummy 10 years after in a wage regression pooled by scenario
and stratified by gender and declared future education9 . To conclude, Column
V is the difference between column IV and III.
At a first glance, what should immediately strike us is the low adherence
of expected wage dynamics to recorded wage dynamics. The sign of mistakes
changes without an apparent pattern; it does not follow a monotonic path from
lower to higher educational category or vice versa and is equally substantial
for both girls and boys. It is also quite remarkable that controlling for family
background, age and ethnicity equalizes the expected growth: the coefficients
of Column IV are all pretty close to .6.
Always keeping in mind that our type of questions were not designed for
a specific investigation of awareness possessed, and that we cannot rule out
the possibility that private information plays a role in the formation of expectations, the two above mentioned comparisons could shed some doubt on the
overall quality of knowledge on real labor market dynamics and conditions
9 The exact wage equation estimated here is: ln (W ) = α
c
c,g + β c,g 10AFT + ξ c,g STOP +
δc,g 10AFT ∗ STOP + γc,g Xic,g + eic,g . Where W indicates the expected entry wage, 10AFT, STOP
and 10AFT*STOP the scenario dummies, X a vector of controls for family background, age and
ethnicity, e a disturbance term, c the specific educational category that the respondent declared to
have the intention to be part of and g the gender. The coefficient reported in column IV is β c,g .
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in our particular high school students sample. The gap in wage expectation
between men and women is substantially larger than the gap in actual mean
wages between men and women. Growth in expected wages over the future
10 years differs substantially from actual growth in mean wages, but there is
no systematic under or overestimation detected.

2.5.3

Explaining expected medians

In Tables 9, 10 and 11, we report results of estimated wage regressions for expected medians, for VMBO, HAVO and VWO students respectively. Recall that
the respondents were asked to declare median wages (and wage dispersions)
in four different scenarios:
1. Entry wage in case of secondary education degree only.
2. Entry wage given tertiary education degree.
3. Wage after ten years of work in case of secondary education degree only.
4. Wage after ten years of work in case of tertiary education degree.
We estimated four different equations for each different scenario.
Table 2.9shows some clear results. First, girls expect between 24 and 46%
lower medians than boys. The effect is present in all scenario’s for all school
types. Second, there is no clear systematic effect of family background on expected medians. Mother’s education has no effect at all (among 24 coefficients,
only one is significant), Father’s education has no effect at all for HAVO students, low education reduces expected starting salaries for VMBO students,
low and median education increases expected salaries in some scenario’s for
VWO. Whereas the empirical literature generally finds a positive effect of better family backgrounds on earnings, we do not observe this pattern in our
regressions. Third, ethnicity (“immigrant”) has no effect on expected medians. Fourth, the evidence on self-selection in expected benefits is mixed at
best. Among VMBO students, there is nowhere a significant difference in expected wages between those who go to work and those who continue education. Those who do continue expect lower salaries in all scenarios than those
who do not continue. This is probably not what one would have predicted:
those who do continue are not the better students in terms of their expected
wages under all scenarios. However, choice is supposed to respond to the
mark-up on tertiary education and this is what we will consider in Section 2.7.
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Among HAVO students, again no wage difference between those who continue school and those who go to work is statistically significant. Only among
VWO students we do find significant expected wage differences between those
who go to university and those who don’t. Those who do not intend to attend
university expect close to 20% lower wages from university degree than those
who do, whereas they also expect a lower wage if they go straight to work after
completing VWO – although not significantly so. Now, the expected probability of completion is also significant: students with higher expected probability
to complete university have lower expected opportunity costs from attending
university. In all other cases, self-rated probability to complete a tertiary education has no significant effect on any expected wage.
Table 2.9: Wage regressions
(a) VMBO
Entry wage

10 years after

Entry wage

10 years after

secondary educ.

secondary educ.

tertiary educ.

tertiary educ.

-.414**(.133)

-.279(.150)

-.382**(.123)

-.264*(.124)

Age

.091(.084)

.002(.112)

-.045(.091)

-.073(.074)

Immigrant

.272(.216)

.274(.198)

.276(.152)

.148(.235)

Father’s education low

.002(.154)

.059(.171)

-.147(.189)

-.143(.143)

-.512**(.190)

-.044(.209)

-.405*(.159)

-.269(.163)

-.172(.231)

-.329(.235)

-.002(.210)

-.146(.194)

Female

Father’s education medium
Mother’s education low
Mother’s education medium

.191(.173)

.063(.207)

.302*(.143)

.171(.153)

Continue: MBO

-.541(.375)

-.711(.500)

-.377(.268)

-.595(.320)

Continue: HBO

-.394(.383)

-.455(.508)

.008(.292)

-.347(.348)

Probability to complete

.000(.004)

.003(.005)

.003(.003)

.005(.003)

Constant

6.760***(.506)

7.453***(.688)

7.333***(.537)

7.927***(.447)

R2

.091

.041

.089

.063

N

300

286

330

314

(b) HAVO
Female

-.239**(.088)

-.306***(.085)

-.246**(.081)

-.460***(.071)

Age

-.030(.053)

-.036(.054)

.058(.051)

.010(.048)

Immigrant

.125(.147)

.292*(.139)

-.081(.146)

.144(.104)

Father’s education low

.172(.216)

-.021(.113)

-.073(.123)

.022(.167)

Father’s education medium

-.027(.104)

-.001(.089)

-.026(.092)

-.112(.089)

Mother’s education low

-.047(.197)

.129(.115)

.125(.131)

-.175(.136)
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I

II

III

Mother’s education medium

.118(.088)

.111(.080)

.073(.078)

.156(.082)

Continue: HBO

-.040(.275)

.179(.301)

.104(.276)

-.093(.284)

Continue: university

-.149(.340)

.035(.344)

.481(.328)

.076(.310)

Next-to-last year student

.014(.100)

-.004(.106)

-.059(.081)

-.094(.088)

Probability to complete

-.001(.003)

-.002(.003)

.001(.003)

.002(.003)

Constant

IV

7.055***(.365)

7.518***(.365)

6.869***(.361)

7.832***(.336)

R2

.020

.035

.036

.083

N

693

670

742

717

-.252**(.083)

-.347***(.089)

-.252***(.076)

-.395***(.080)

Age

.059(.056)

.119*(.059)

.047(.055)

.018(.052)

Immigrant

.086(.096)

.064(.088)

.101(.071)

.086(.083)

Father’s education low

.266(.179)

.377**(.142)

.441**(.162)

.211(.147)

Father’s education medium

.189**(.072)

.164*(.068)

-.017(.071)

-.044(.072)

Mother’s education low

-.032(.122)

-.159(.149)

-.132(.133)

-.189(.167)

Mother’s education medium

.051(.067)

.113(.067)

.121(.067)

.008(.070)

Not proceeding to university

-.065(.097)

-.048(.103)

-.198**(.076)

-.178*(.078)

Next-to-last year student

.115(.096)

.106(.103)

.090(.105)

-.009(.101)

Probability to complete

-.007**(.002)

-.007**(.002)

-.001(.002)

-.001(.002)

Constant

7.025***(.440)

7.214***(.460)

7.296***(.432)

8.112***(.431)

R2

.055

.078

.042

.061

N

578

568

613

592

(c) VWO
Female

Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%.
Reference group: Male, Dutch, father’s education high, mother’s education high. Reference groups
for future destinations: panel (a): not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (b): MBO or not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (c): university.

2.6
2.6.1

Expectations: quantifying risk
Measuring risk and skewness

In the literature on the Risk Augmented Mincer earnings function (King, 1974;
Hartog et al., 2003; Hartog and Vijverberg, 2007; Diaz-Serrano et al., 2008) it
is common to characterize risk as the dispersion of wages around the mean
for a particular educational group to which the individual belongs. However,
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this approach has been criticized for drawing conclusions from ex-post wage
realizations to measure ex-ante wage risk (Cunha et al., 2005). The variance
found in wage data is not necessarily imputable to uncertainty. Heterogeneity
may play an important role as well. Individuals may be better informed than
researchers about their own ability and they will use this superior knowledge
when forming their wage expectations. Neglecting heterogeneity will cause an
overestimation of risk (Cunha et al. 2005). Our strategy to overcome this criticism is that of asking students directly about their expectations as in Dominitz
and Manski (1996) and Schweri et al. (2008).
As explained in Section 2.3.1, for each respondent we have three points
of his expected earnings distribution: 1.00, 0.75 and 1.25 times the median
of their wage, at entry and ten years later. If we want to calculate variance
and skewness from this information we need to impose some distributional
assumptions. Dominitz and Manski fitted a log-normal distribution. Since we
doubt that such a distribution would reflect correctly the distribution that respondents had in mind, we will not impose any distributional assumption. On
the contrary, for our measure of risk we will follow the steps of Schweri et al.
(2008) and specify an alternative indicator for variance and skewness.
The three points of the distribution that we know make it possible to divide the probability density function in four intervals: (0 − 0.75 ∗ m](0.75 ∗
m − m](m − 1.25 ∗ m](1.25 ∗ m − ∞), m indicating the declared expected median value. We denote the probability masses lying in the four intervals as A,
B, C and D respectively. By the definition of median A + B = C + D = 0.5. A
measure of variance could thus be given by the share of probability assigned
to the outer intervals of the distribution:v = ( A + D ). v lies between 0 and 1
and it will be our variance indicator.
The skewness coefficient exploits a similar stratagem. In fact, looking at
the asymmetry of the distribution, we can obtain our skewness coefficient s
as given by: s = 2( D − A) and it varies between -1 and 1. A positive value
indicates positive skewness, the opposite holds for a negative value.

2.6.2

Characterizing variance and skewness

In Figures 2.2 to 2.5 we provide a visual description of the distributions of
the variance and skewness coefficients across individuals in our sample. The
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of expected variance of entry wages

distributions are defined on a fixed interval for a total of 1693 cases10 : 1207
girls and 486 boys.
What emerges from a visual analysis is the high risk perceived by many. In
fact, even though the distribution is almost symmetrical around 0.5, many of
the individuals in our sample foresee a variance coefficient equal to one, the
maximum possible (admittedly, this implies a somewhat weird distribution,
with no probability mass between 0.75m and 1.25m)11 .
It is also remarkable to note that type of education does not affect the level
of risk: the four distributions are very similar to another. Girls perceive higher
wage risk and both boys and girls expect wage variance to decrease with time.
For the skewness coefficient the story is somehow simpler. For entry wages,
the distributions are almost symmetrical around zero, with most of observations concentrated around the mean. The high frequency of a symmetric distribution (skew equal to zero) is also remarkable.
No significant gender or future school type differentiation is traceable. What
is striking is the noteworthy translation to the right that this distribution shows
after 10 years from entry into the labor market. Once again the same path
emerges for boys and girls and for whichever type of degree earned.

10 The cases for females divide as follows: 198 for MBO, 611 for HBO, 378 for University and 20
go to work. For males the specific figures are: 85 for MBO, 209 for HBO, 175 for University and 17
go to work.
11 328 respondents reported a peculiar wage distribution for which the variance coefficient
equals 0 and the skewness coefficient equals 1.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of variance coefficient 10 years after

Figure 2.4: Distribution of skewness coeff. of entry wages

Figure 2.5: Distribution of skewness coeff. 10 years after
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2.6.3

Explaining variance and skew

In Tables 2.10 and 2.11, we present regression results for variance and skewness, stratified by type of education as before. Barely any of our explanatory
coefficients is statistically significant. There is some inclination for women to
expect higher variance in their future earnings distributions notably for VMBO
and VWO students. For VWO students the magnitude does not depend on scenario, while for VMBO students it is higher for tertiary education. Joint with
higher risk aversion among women, this would count as a deterrent on continued education. The overriding impression from the tables is lack of systematic
influences: neither ethnicity, nor family background, nor “ability” (intended
further studies, probability to complete) have any explanatory power.
Table 2.10: Variance coefficient regression
(a) VMBO
Entry wage

10 years after

Entry wage

10 years after

secondary educ.

secondary educ.

tertiary educ.

tertiary educ.

Female

.109*(.047)

.022(.057)

.154***(.036)

.154***(.036)

Age

-.003(.036)

-.021(.042)

.001(.024)

.001(.024)

Immigrant

-.056(.060)

-.076(.070)

-.044(.049)

-.044(.049)

Father’s education low

-.074(.058)

-.081(.060)

-.080(.043)

-.080(.043)

Father’s education medium

-.007(.082)

-.021(.085)

-.077(.059)

-.077(.059)

Mother’s education low

.076(.057)

.051(.059)

.058(.041)

.058(.041)

Mother’s education medium

-.081(.098)

-.019(.103)

-.056(.079)

-.056(.079)

Continue: MBO

-.042(.109)

-.154(.111)

-.156*(.067)

-.156*(.067)

Continue: HBO

.018(.114)

-.057(.156)

-.193**(.074)

-.193**(.074)

Probability to complete

-.001(.002)

.000(.002)

-.000(.001)

-.000(.001)

Constant

.801**(.297)

.932**(.326)

.739***(.165)

.739***(.165)

R2

.036

.017

.083

.083

N

283

283

319

319

(b) HAVO
Female

-.017(.072)

.066(.044)

.047*(.023)

.013(.026)

Age

-.045(.035)

-.027(.018)

-.026(.014)

-.031*(.015)

Immigrant

-.031(.044)

-.053(.053)

.018(.036)

.023(.043)

Father’s education low

-.056(.074)

.017(.107)

.034(.028)

.021(.032)

Father’s education medium

-.029(.070)

-.079(.077)

.032(.056)

.025(.062)
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I

II

Mother’s education low

.011(.088)

.127(.097)

-.033(.026)

.008(.029)

Mother’s education medium

-.040(.083)

.026(.083)

-.123*(.057)

-.015(.075)

Continue: HBO

.051(.071)

.082(.087)

-.010(.059)

.033(.064)

Continue: university

.038(.091)

.104(.099)

.031(.067)

.093(.075)

Next-to-last year student

.012(.041)

-.026(.063)

.040(.025)

.013(.028)

Probability to complete

-.002(.002)

.002(.002)

.000(.001)

.000(.001)

Constant

III

IV

1.136**(.395)

.511*(.254)

.704***(.132)

.716***(.148)

R2

.010

.011

.034

.019

N

660

660

729

705

(c) VWO
Female

.060*(.028)

.060*(.026)

.059*(.023)

.029(.024)

Age

-.037*(.018)

-.041*(.019)

-.035*(.017)

-.051**(.017)

Immigrant

.066(.046)

.086(.050)

.088*(.038)

.046(.042)

Father’s education low

.062(.038)

.031(.035)

.025(.031)

.056(.037)

Father’s education medium

.003(.095)

.055(.084)

-.113(.062)

-.095(.071)

Mother’s education low

-.039(.032)

-.036(.032)

-.028(.028)

-.022(.031)

Mother’s education medium

-.037(.088)

-.017(.091)

.044(.060)

.123(.068)

Not proceeding to university

.010(.032)

.020(.032)

.015(.027)

.007(.029)

Next-to-last year student

.059(.033)

.024(.033)

.022(.028)

-.004(.031)

Probability to complete

-.001(.001)

-.000(.001)

-.001(.001)

-.001(.001)

Constant

.774***(.163)

.761***(.159)

.830***(.140)

.976***(.151)

R2

.050

.039

.046

.044

N

569

569

608

595

Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%.
Reference group: Male, Dutch, father’s education high, mother’s education high. Reference groups
for future destinations: panel (a): not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (b): MBO or not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (c): university.

Table 2.11: Skewness coefficient regression
(a) VMBO
Entry wage

10 years after

Entry wage

10 years after

secondary educ.

secondary educ.

tertiary educ.

tertiary educ.

Female

-.067(.046)

-.056(.053)

-.057*(.025)

-.057*(.025)

Age

-.001(.026)

.032(.035)

.019(.017)

.019(.017)
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I

II

III

IV

Immigrant

-.064(.063)

Father’s education low

-.051(.049)

.025(.070)

.025(.034)

.025(.034)

.048(.054)

.040(.033)

.040(.033)

Father’s education medium

-.011(.081)

.063(.093)

.031(.048)

.031(.048)

Mother’s education low

.026(.050)

-.037(.054)

-.048(.032)

-.048(.032)

Mother’s education medium

.003(.073)

-.036(.080)

-.052(.053)

-.052(.053)

Continue: MBO

-.118(.155)

-.034(.097)

-.029(.069)

-.029(.069)

Continue: HBO

-.103(.163)

-.109(.137)

.018(.072)

.018(.072)

Probability to complete

.002(.001)

.000(.001)

-.000(.001)

-.000(.001)

Constant

.041(.236)

-.007(.259)

.015(.129)

.015(.129)

R2

.027

.017

.048

.048

N

283

283

319

319

(b) HAVO
Female

.057(.076)

-.041(.032)

-.030*(.015)

-.030(.023)

Age

.014(.037)

.024(.015)

-.004(.009)

.008(.014)

Immigrant

.024(.040)

.025(.037)

-.008(.022)

-.018(.029)

Father’s education low

-.029(.069)

-.038(.067)

-.010(.018)

.002(.025)

Father’s education medium

-.070(.074)

-.006(.053)

-.013(.029)

-.022(.050)

Mother’s education low

.127(.080)

-.069(.042)

.005(.017)

.007(.026)

Mother’s education medium

.121(.075)

.109(.058)

-.012(.041)

.135**(.049)

Continue: HBO

-.074(.063)

-.004(.062)

.088**(.034)

.069(.049)

Continue: university

-.078(.087)

-.014(.068)

.100*(.042)

.083(.063)

Next-to-last year student

-.037(.040)

.051(.044)

-.040*(.017)

-.005(.023)

Probability to complete

.002(.002)

-.001(.001)

.000(.000)

-.000(.001)

Constant

-.196(.417)

.083(.190)

.009(.086)

.060(.126)

R2

.013

.013

.029

.015

N

660

660

729

705

(c) VWO
Female

-.043(.027)

.023(.023)

-.048**(.017)

-.038(.022)

Age

.016(.021)

.008(.016)

.005(.011)

.007(.014)

Immigrant

-.030(.053)

.009(.041)

.025(.024)

-.002(.033)

Father’s education low

.008(.036)

.005(.029)

-.011(.020)

.005(.029)

Father’s education medium

-.026(.080)

-.023(.090)

-.039(.062)

-.216**(.081)

Mother’s education low

.061*(.030)

.015(.025)

-.003(.018)

.014(.025)

Mother’s education medium

.069(.081)

-.189**(.073)

.075(.053)

.034(.055)

Not proceeding to university

-.021(.031)

-.010(.024)

-.016(.018)

.043(.025)
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I

II

III

IV

Next-to-last year student

.025(.034)

-.037(.026)

.016(.018)

.053*(.024)

Probability to complete

.001(.001)

-.000(.001)

.001(.001)

.003***(.001)

Constant

-.140(.181)

.090(.149)

-.023(.091)

-.219(.136)

R2

.019

.025

.030

.061

N

569

569

608

595

Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at 10%/5%/1%.
Reference group: Male, Dutch, father’s education high, mother’s education high. Reference groups
for future destinations: panel (a): not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (b): MBO or not proceeding to tertiary education; panel (c): university.

There are three potential interpretations. The results may reflect purely private information (expectations only depend on unobservables), complete randomness (there is no useful information in the answers), or they may reflect
variation in perceptions of actual labor outcomes. The first interpretation is
not very convincing. If individuals were to use unobservable private information, one would expect them also to use information on their abilities, such as
intended further studies and probability to graduate. The third interpretation
can not be tested with the present dataset, but finds some support in analysis
of comparable Swiss data (Schweri et al., 2008). The second interpretation may
be tested by linking perceived risk to actual behavior; one might, for example,
relate educational choice to perceived risk in combination with information on
individuals’ risk attitude. This would also require additional information.

2.7

Expectations: returns to education

2.7.1

Eliciting perceived returns to education

As noted before our survey elicited wage expectations in four different scenarios12 . This particular feature of the questionnaire allow us to calculate the perceived returns to education for subjects declaring expected earnings, evolution
in time given the accomplishment of a particular education and the counterfactual in case of non accomplishment.
The internal rate of return to education is the rate of discount ρ equating
the present values of lifetime earnings for the two different scenarios – accom12 See

section 5.3.
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plishment or non accomplishment of desired tertiary education. We can obtain
this interest rate by solving the equation:

ˆT

ˆt1
ρt

y1t0 e dt +
t0

tˆ
1 + si
ρt

y2t1 e dt =
t1

ˆT
ρt

y1t0 +si e dt +
t0 + s i

y2t1 +si eρt dt

(2.1)

t1 + s i

The left and right hand side of the equation describe the life cycle earnings
of an individual in case of no further education and in case of accomplished
tertiary education respectively. y1 indicates the expected earnings at time of
entry in the labor market (t0 ), in our case this time is equal to zero. The second period of life starts at t1 , which as we have said, for us corresponds to ten
years after leaving school, and y2 are the expected earnings during this period
until retirement age which occurs at T. We assume retirement age to occur
forty years after entry in the labor market without extended education. On the
right hand side of equation (2.1) s is the additional years of schooling necessary to obtain the diploma each respondent declared to be willing to achieve.
Expected earnings in case of tertiary education completion are described by y3
for entry wages and y4 for wages starting ten years after graduation.
We posses information about the four different y directly provided by the
respondents. It is then possible to plug in these values in equation (2.1) and
numerically solve it, obtaining our parameter of interest ρ13 .
Some descriptive statistics of the distribution of the perceived rate of return to education in our sample are provided in Table 2.12. As we can see it
does not differ at all between genders. Both females and males show a median
perceived rate of return equal to .17 with the same inter-quantile range (IQR)
as well (.18). HBO students present the lower expected return from their educational investment (.13) for both men and women, whilst future university
students the highest with .23. Future HBO students also show the lowest IQR
– .15 for women and .17 for men – while future workers the highest – .44 for
female and .25 for men.

13 For this purpose we used the software Matlab inputting the possessed data and exploiting the
automatic equation solver provided in this software.
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Table 2.12: Descriptive statistics perceived returns to education by future destination
Quantiles
Females
N
Mean S.D. Min. .25 .50 .75 Max.
Work
6
.23
.21
.01
.06 .17 .50
.50
MBO
154
.16
.23
-.60 .02 .13 .27 1.00
HBO
507
.13
.17
-.85 .05 .12 .20
.99
University 343
.23
.19
-.54 .12 .21 .32 1.00
Total
1010
.17
.19
-.85 .07 .15 .25 1.00
Males
Work
4
.21
.21
.06
.08 .12 .33
.52
MBO
74
.19
.23
-.58 .08 .16 .29
.94
HBO
192
.13
.15
-.68 .05 .13 .22
.67
University 155
.21
.17
-.18 .10 .20 .29
.94
Total
425
.17
.18
-.68 .07 .16 .25
.94

2.7.2

Characterizing perceived returns to education

Figure 2.6 report the distribution of perceived returns to education stratified
by future education for males and females. We are not differentiating here by
current education, even though we are aware that such a distinction might be
useful, because further fragmentation of our sample would make this visual
analysis somehow less significant. In the next section, performing regression
analysis on the determinants of expected returns to education, we will control
for both present and future education.
From these distributions it seems clear that no dramatic differences exist
between the three types of schooling for both men and women. Two characterizing factors emerge. First, expected returns for future HBO students are
slightly lower with a fatter left tail of the distribution. Second, future MBO’s
students present a lower dispersion around the median. Both these facts are
common to boys and girls.

2.7.3

Explaining perceived returns to education

Table 2.13 presents simple OLS regressions on our usual demographics, family
background characteristics and proxies for ability – intention to continue and
self-stated probability of completion – on the perceived returns to education
stratified by respondents’ current school as obtained from equation (2.1).
Just like for the variance and skewness regression, also in this case the observables at hand have a really low explanatory power. Ethnicity and family
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Figure 2.6: Distribution of expected returns to education

background have no systematic effect on expected returns. Only the probability of completion shows a positive contribution to the perceived benefit of education for both VMBO and VWO students. “Better” students expect a higher
rate of return. In the case of VWO students also the dummy “not university”
has a strong negative effect on the dependent variable. This is an interesting
corroboration of self-selection: students intending to continue to university
have substantially higher rate of return than those who do not intend to continue.
One thing that clearly emerges from this simple regression is the lack of
any gender differential in expected returns. Even though women expect to
earn less in their future careers, they do not perceive their investment to be
less profitable than men.

2.8

Testing the risk augmented Mincer earnings function

The Risk Augmented Mincer earnings regression takes the form:
ln(wi ) = Xi β 1 + Ri β 2 + Ki β 3 + ei

(2.2)

In this equation Ri and Ki measure risk and skewness, respectively, while
Xi represents the usual vector of personal characteristics, including schooling. If our sample is composed by risk averse people, we would expect R
to positively affect wages. That is because risk averse individuals will request,
through higher wages, compensation for the uncertainty they dislike. The ef-
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Table 2.13: Perceived returns to education
VMBO
HAVO
VWO
I
II
III
Female
-.034(.030) -.004(.014)
.013(.015)
Age
-.012(.017)
.008(.010)
-.013(.011)
Immigrant
.022(.046)
-.019(.026)
-.027(.021)
Father’s education low
-.050(.046) -.044(.025)
.010(.061)
Father’s education medium
-.005(.042) -.025(.022)
-.048*(.020)
Mother’s education low
.114(.070)
-.001(.047)
-.001(.048)
Mother’s education medium
-.013(.041) -.007(.021)
.001(.020)
Probability of completion
.002**(.001) .001(.001)
.002*(.001)
HBO
-.125(.084) -.037(.074)
MBO
-.027(.081)
University
-.023(.077)
Not proceeding to University
-.110***(.014)
Penultimate year students
-.026(.018)
-.040*(.018)
Constant
.097(.105)
.091(.083)
.194*(.096)
R2
.081
.028
.099
N
260
616
549
Note: robust standard errors in parenthesis. */**/*** indicates significance levels at
10%/5%/1%. Reference group: Male, Dutch, father’s education high, mother’s education high, last year students.

fect of K should, instead, be negative. Workers appreciate a wage distribution
skewed to the right. They would be ready to pay for this preference by accepting lower wages. These effects are commonly observed using both realization
data (Hartog et al., 2003; Hartog and Vijverberg, 2007; Diaz-Serrano et al., 2008)
and expectations data (Schweri et al. 2008).
Estimated regressions with the present dataset do not support the predictions. The variance coefficient has statistically insignificant effect in every subsample and in every scenario. The skewness coefficient shows a significant,
but positive effect on expected median wage. We have no convincing explanation for this stark contrast between the results on the Swiss university students
and our dataset of high school students. Perhaps there are differences between
high school students and university students that do provide an explanation:
university students, being older, may have a better understanding of the labor
market. Note however, that ability to understand the workings of the labor
market or to understand the survey questions is not a strong candidate for
explanation: students set to go to university are included in our sample.
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2.9

Conclusion

We started this work with some questions in mind: the level of knowledge of
Dutch high school students on labor market conditions both in terms of wages
paid and in terms of variability of wages; the dynamics of information accumulation; the presence of perceived discrimination that by itself might influence
realized wages via lower benefits from effort. Under a methodological point of
view, the present Chapter being the first in this field dealing with an internet
based survey, we had to examine whether such a methodology is suitable for
our intentions.
Our internet based survey allowed us to easily and quickly come into contact with a vast audience of respondents blowing up the number of observations available. We did not find compelling evidence that our survey is evidently biased, e.g.: towards abler or more interested students. The number of
erroneous answers – as violations of probability theory – was comparable with
earlier, laboratory led, experiments, but by omitting feedback on the errors we
did loose a large number of observations. Mostly, our survey was afflicted by
a high number of early quitters. The population to which our survey was addressed might be particularly prone to leaving surveys unaccomplished. Coming into contact with a questionnaire via internet and probably at home with
no supervision deprived this questionnaire of some importance in the eyes of
teenagers. It is not unlikely that many of them started it only to kill some time
and easily stopped once bored or once they realized that some concentration
was required. This problem would, presumably, afflict every internet based
survey addressed to such a young population and is not specific to the method
of obtaining information on wage expectations. Probably a more accurate design, length and phrasing could contribute in minimizing the number of early
quitters.
The questionnaire generated many interesting conclusions. As in earlier
work, the direct survey method points to wide dispersion of expected median
earnings among individuals, but few systematic influences can be established.
The same holds for variance and skewness. Students allow for wide dispersion in the wages distributions associated with a particular education scenario
and dispersions vary strongly between individuals. But again, there are very
few systematic patterns that can explain the differences between individuals.
In particular, the absence of influence of family background and ability indicators is at variance with what self-selection models based on private informa-
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tion would lead one to anticipate. Surprisingly enough they do not seem to
demand any type of compensation for this risk.
A remarkable result in our analysis is the systematic lower wage expectations that females have for themselves. However, this is a systematic effect in
all expectations and by consequence, anticipated rates of return to education
do not vary by gender. The offspring of originally non-Dutch families do not
share lower wages than natives.
Rates of returns implicit in students’ expectations show wide variation across
individuals with a mean of .17 and an interquartile range of .18 for both genders. Anticipated rates of return differ by education but not monotonically
with education level.
Some evidence is in line with self-selection models. Perceived probabilities to complete an extended education increase the perceived rate of return,
for VMBO and VWO students, not for HAVO students. And secondary school
students that do not intend to continue to university foresee a lower return to
university training than students that do intend to continue. But in expected
earnings levels we do not see patterns in line with self-selection; among VMBO
students and among HAVO students, wage expectations do not differ by intention to continue or not.
In all, we think the method of Dominitz and Manski can certainly be applied in open internet surveys. But much more work is needed to unravel the
precise nature of wage expectations.
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2.A

Appendix: Dutch educational system summarizing scheme
Figure 2.7: Dutch educational system summarizing scheme

Source: Wikipedia http://en.Wikipedia.org/wiki/Education_in_the_Netherlands (accessed 08/07/2011)
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Chapter 3

Wage Variance Estimation
Accounting for Selection and
Unobserved Heterogeneity:
Are the Results Robust?
3.1

Introduction

Benefits from schooling are uncertain. Going to school may either increase or
decrease earnings risk. Realized earnings variances for individuals with given
levels of schooling are well documented, but such data are not informative
on risk as they also include unobserved heterogeneity that may govern potential students’ choice1 . Empirical information on the extent of risk in schooling
choice is very important. With uncertain schooling benefits a fact of life, we
need to know the extent of risk as an input for realistically modeling schooling
choice as a choice under risk (Levhari and Weiss, 1974). Knowing the extent
of risk is particularly relevant for policy issues. Education is often promoted
as an insurance against the vagaries of the labor market (or even life) but the
argument only holds if indeed continued education reduces risk; we have no
solid evidence that it does.
1 Realized earnings variance has no robust relationship with length of education: depending on
time and country, it may increase, decrease or stay constant. See Hartog et al. (2004)
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A recent paper by Chen (2008) recognizes this potential bias in previous
estimations of the risk in education and suggests a method to correct for it.
She claims two major contributions. The first is the identification of the causal
relation between education and inequality. The second is the decomposition
of wage inequality between uncertainty and unobserved heterogeneity2 . We
considered Chen’s method a sufficiently promising approach to learn about
the relationship between schooling and risk and we decided to apply it to data
from different countries, in search of reliable and robust empirical information.
As a natural check on reliability of Chen’s result and on correct application of her method, we will replicate her estimation on the original population.
Economists often praise the virtue of replication, but rarely attempt it. We
strongly believe that putting empirical results under careful scrutiny is an important if not essential task per se. Hamermesh (2007) defines pure replication
as examining the same question and model using the underlying original data
set and scientific replication as the same type of research on different sample
and different population. The present work covers both aspects. Our results
underscore the value of both types of replication.
Chen reports two main conclusions. First, risk does not increase with educational level as previous research on the topic suggested. Second, she finds
evidence of pervasive underestimation of potential wage differences by observed wage inequalities. Our estimations on the same sample and population
do not confirm these findings. On one hand, we find that risk does increase, for
every level after high school. On the other hand, we obtain a theoretically unexpected underestimation of potential inequality by observed inequality. We
cannot locate the exact cause for these deviations, as exact replication was prohibited by US data disclosure regulation and by obscurities in Chen’s report3 .
British data do not confirm our results and are neither in conformity with
Chen’s original results. In fact, risk decreases by schooling level while for only
three out of six educational categories we encounter the expected positive ratio
of potential to observed wage variability. With German data, we find correlations coefficients outside the permitted interval: the model simply does not
apply to these data. We must conclude that the relationship between level of
2 A different method apt to reach the same goal as been proposed by Cunha et al. (2005). Also
Belzil and Leonardi (2007) take endogeneity into account to establish how risk aversion is affecting
educational choices.
3 All our doubts and queries raised in the replication have been submitted to Chen . Unfortunately, we have not received any clarification for any of the unclear passages, not even after the
editors of REStat supported our requests.
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schooling and risk is far from settled.
We proceed as follows. In section II we set forth Chen’s model, in Section
III we discuss the data and in Section IV we present the replication results. In
Section V we apply the model to American women, in Section VI to men in the
UK and in Section VII to men in Germany. Section VIII concludes.

3.2

Chen’s model

3.2.1

The theoretical model

The model in Chen (2008) has been constructed to exploit the data in the NLSY79.
Consider a panel dataset of N workers observed over T time periods indexed
by subscripts i and t respectively. In the first period worker i’s schooling level
is determined; it will not change over the following periods. The schooling
level chosen by the individual will be indicated with s. The possible choices in
the NLSY79 are four: no high school diploma (si = 0), high school graduate

(si = 1), some college (si = 2), and four years college or beyond (si = 3).
yit indicates the observed log wage in period t for person i. The worker’s potential wage is obviously observed only in one educational level, therefore, the
worker’s observed wage is:

yit = y0it I {si = 0} + y1it I {si = 1} + y2it I {si = 2} + y3it I {si = 3},

(3.1)

where I {.}is the indicator function taking value 1 if the subject belongs to that
specific schooling category and 0 otherwise. The link between schooling level
si and potential wage (ysit ) is given by the following regression model:
ysit = αs + xit β s + σs esi + ψst eit if si = s.

(3.2)

αs is the intercept for schooling level s, β s the vector of coefficients of the observable characteristics xit , esi and eit are unit root random variables uncorrelated
with each other. The time invariant individual fixed effects are incorporated in
σs esi . This term measures the unobserved earning potential at schooling level s
which is allowed to be correlated with observable characteristics xit . ψst eit denotes the transitory shock, assumed to be uncorrelated with observables. The
2 for subjects’ schooling choices s and copotential wage variation is σs2 + ψst
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variates at time t. The permanent component σs2 is created by variations in the
individual specific effects which are supposed to vary across educations, but
to be constant in time. The temporary shocks emerging from macroeconomic
2 which can vary with
conditions or institutional changes are incorporated in ψst

both time and schooling level. The variables of interest in this model are the
variances of both components in potential wages.
The selection problem is formalized in a latent-index schooling assignment
rule:
si = s if νi ∈ As for s = 0, 1, 2 or 3,

(3.3)

where the unobserved schooling factor νi summarizes the private information
such as taste for education, ability and so on, which influences the subjects’
educational choices. As ≡ {νi : asi ≤ νi < as+1,i } is the group of individuals
who chose educational level s. αs = κs + −zi θ is the minimal level of the
unobserved schooling factor in As . The vector zi contains both covariates xit
and an instrument for education whose coefficients are contained in θ. κ0 =

−∞ and κ4 = ∞. The structure of error terms is known to all agents and
summarized by:


esi





0







 e  ∼ N  0  


 it 
0
νi

1



0

ρs

1



0 
 .
1

(3.4)

As assumed, the unobserved schooling factor is correlated with the individual fixed effects, but not with the transitory shocks ψst . The correlation coefficient (ρs ) can assume either positive or negative values. In case of positive
value we have positive selection, the opposite in case of negative values.
The parameter νi clarifies why it is important to distinguish between wage
variability and risk. In fact, the private information, by definition unobservable to the econometrician, can be used to predict the distribution of potential
wages accessible to the subject for each schooling level. The expected value of
potential wage at time t and schooling level s, from a personal point of view is
given by:
E[ysit |si = s, xit ,νi ] = αs + xit β s + γs νi ,

(3.5)

where γs νi represents the unobserved heterogeneity component at schooling
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level s and γs ≡ σs ρs . Equation (3.5) follows from the distributional assumptions in (3.4) and E[esi |si = s, xit ,νi ] = ρs νi .
Since the agent knows his own ability and tastes and uses the information
to select the appropriate level of schooling, the degree of wage uncertainty can
not exceed the degree of potential wage inequality. The wage uncertainty at
schooling level s is measured by4 :

2
2
τst2 ≡ Var [σs esi + ψst eit |si = s, xit ,νi ] = σs2 (1 − ρ2s ) + ψst
≤ σs2 + ψst
.

(3.6)

The second equality follows from the distributional assumptions described
in (3.4): Var [esi |si = s, xit ,νi ] = (1 − ρ2s ). This makes explicit that potential
2 ) is formed by two components: inequality created
wage variability (σs2 + ψst

by wage uncertainty τst and inequality from unobserved heterogeneity γs2 =
2 = σ 2 ρ2 + τ 2 .
σs2 ρ2s . In fact, if we rewrite equation (3.6) we obtain: σs2 + ψst
s s
st

This equation also shows the three sources of uncertainty that each individual has to face: the earnings potential σs of the individual fixed effect (esi );
correlation between potential wages and private information (ρs ); transitory
shocks due to institutional changes (ψst ).
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) imply that potential wages are composed of observed heterogeneity ( xit β s ), unobserved heterogeneity (γs νi ) and an unforeseeable component τst plus an error term (uit ):
ysit = αs + xit β s + γs νi + τst uit ,

(3.7)

where (uit ) is a normalized random variable, uncorrelated with observable
and unobservable characteristics. (τst uit ) is called the unforeseeable component of wage residuals, that is to say risk. The first three terms of equation (3.7)
are a direct consequence of the value of potential wage expected (by the individual) as explained in equation (3.5). The last term is describing uncertainty
as modeled in equation (3.6) corrected by a normally distributed error term.
From this discussion it should be clear that the targets of identification are:
wage uncertainty (τst ) and the permanent and transitory component of potential wage inequality (σs and ψst ).
4 We copy this equation from Chen; it is clear that τ should be subscripted for time, but Chen
ignores this. See also Section 3C.
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3.2.2

Model estimation and parameter identification

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) can not be used for regression analysis since νi is unobserved; what is observed is the educational choice of an agent. The mean
and variance of observed wages are derived by the following equations:

E[yit |si = s; xit , zi ] = E[ysit |νi ∈ As ; xit ,zi ] = αs + xit β s + σs ρs λsi ,

Var [yit |si = s; xit ,zi ]
2
σs2 (1 − ρ2s δsi ) + ψst

= Var [σs esi + ψst eit |νi ∈ As ; xit ,zi ] =
2.
≤
σs2 + ψst

(3.8)

(3.9)

These equations specify the requirement for the construction of adjustments
for truncation (δ) and selection (λ), explained below. Equation (3.8) shows that
observed wages overstate or understate the mean potential wages depending
on the sign of the correlation term (ρs ). The selectivity adjustment (λsi ) is an
inverse Mill’s ratio:

λsi ≡ E[νi |νi ∈ As ] = [φ( asi ) − φ( as+1,i )/Φ( as+1,i ) − Φ( asi )].

(3.10)

Equation (3.9) shows how regardless of the sign of selection bias, the observed wages understate the degree of potential wage inequality for each educational level. The degree of understatement is called by Chen truncation
adjustment (δsi ):

δsi ≡ 1 − Var [νi |νi ∈ As ] = λ2si − [ asi φ( asi ) − as+1,i φ( as+1,i )/Φ( as+1,i ) − Φ( asi )],
(3.11)
where φ and Φ denote standard normal density and distribution function, respectively.
The inclusion of inverse Mill’s ratio is not enough if the target of identification is the untruncated variance of wages. For this purpose, a multistage
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process is proposed. The first step is to obtain the truncation and selectivity adjustment in the first stage of a Heckman selection model. Then, a fixed-effect
2)
model based on equation (3.8) is estimated and the transitory component (ψst

identified5 . The fixed effect model is expressed as:

(yit − ȳi ) = ( xit − x̄it ) β s + (ξ sit − ξ̄ si ) if si = s,

(3.12)

where (ȳi ), ( x̄it ) and ξ̄ si denote the averages over time of the corresponding
variables over the survey years.
Next, a between-individuals model identifies the schooling coefficient:
ȳi = x̄i β s + γs λsi + ωi .

(3.13)

The error term ωi = σs usi + ēsi − γs λsi satisfies by construction E[ωi |si =
2 /T . Thus, the cons; x̄it ,zi ]=0 and Var [ωi |si = s; x̄it ,zi ]=σs2 − γs2 δsi2 + ∑tT ψst
i

sistent estimator for the permanent component of potential wage inequality
is:
T

2
σ̂s2 = Var [ωi |si = s; x̄it ,zi ] + γ̂s2 δ̂¯ − + ∑ ψ̂st
/ T̄.

(3.14)

t

The first term of this summation is the mean squared errors of the betweenindividuals model, whose estimates will be presented in table 4a in section III;
the second is the interaction between the consistent estimate of the unobserved
heterogeneity term (γ) and the sample average of the truncation adjustment
(δ̂¯ ); the third the ratio between the transitory component of wage inequality
2 ) and T̄ ≡ ( N T −1 /N )−1 .
(ψ̂st
∑i i
Let’s recollect the concepts that have been introduced so far:

• Observed wages (yit |si = s; xit , zi ): wages observed in the data.
• Potential wages (ysit ): wages obtained by individual i if he had chosen
schooling level s. Potential wage is the sum of observed heterogeneity

( xit β s - known to individuals and econometrician); unobserved heterogeneity (γs νi - known only to the individuals); unforeseeable component
(τst uit - unknown to everyone).
• Observed wage inequality (Var [yit |si = s; xit ,zi ]): within educational category variation in wages. It is decomposed as the sum of transitory
5 The complete process leading to the identification of the transitory component is discussed in
Chen (2008) note 9 p. 278.
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2 - estimates shown in panel B and B’ of table 4a below)
volatility (ψst

and the mean squared errors of the between individual-model (estimates
shown in Panel A of table 4a below).
2 ) wage inequality that would have
• Potential wage inequality : (σs2 + ψst

been experienced for each educational category if education was not chosen, but randomly assigned. It is the sum of the transitory volatility as
2 ) and the permanent component ( σ2 ). The permanent
defined above (ψst
s

component here accounts for selection and truncation biases (Panels C
and D in table 4b).
• Unobserved heterogeneity (γs νi ): includes all the characteristics known to
the individuals, but unknown to the econometrician that influence the
schooling decisions and bias the OLS wage estimates (Panels H and I of
Table 4c).
• Wage uncertainty (τst2 ): proper measure of risk in educational category s,
equal to the sum of transitory component as defined above and a permanent component (estimates in Panel G table 4c) accounting for the
unobserved schooling factor (νi ). Estimates of wage uncertainty (risk)
can be found in Panel H and I in table 4c.

3.3

Data

Chen’s estimates are based on the NLSY: 1979-2000 merged with restricted
geocode data. The geocode gives access to detailed information on the residence of respondents; it allows to control for the population density in the
county of residence and to construct an instrument: average tuition fees in
the county of residence for a public four-year college in the year when the respondent was 17. We do not have access to the geocode data since their use
is limited to researchers at American institutions. We will have to use a different instrument for schooling and we will not be able to control for population
density in the area of residence. However, this should have no consequences
as long as our instrument serves the same purpose as Chen’s instrument. At
worst we will experience some loss of efficiency.
Both our and Chen’s original sample consist of 12,686 respondents aged 1422 in 1979. Chen focuses only on males between survey years 1991-2000, which
corresponds to calendar years 1990-1999, so that all the respondents should
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have already terminated their studies. Sampling weights are used to calculate
all estimates. Since she does not specify which sampling weights were used,
we will apply the standard sampling weights6 provided with the NLSY79. She
excludes respondents that do not provide any information about parental education or the particular ability index that she utilizes. Following her line of
conduct 4,930 individuals remain in our sample7 . We also have to drop 11 individuals who do not have any information on highest grade completed. An
additional 228 observations were deleted since it was impossible to retrieve the
exact work experience accumulated over the period in consideration. Finally,
for as many as 1,318 individuals no information on the hourly rate of pay is
available. Since this is one of the outcome variables, we had to erase them
from our sample. Thus, at this point, our balanced panel sample constitutes of
3,373 individuals.
Chen (2008) is not explicit about the exact size of her sample. Her time
invariant variables, selected with the above mentioned procedure, have 4,302
respondents, 628 individuals less than what we obtained. She also has an unbalanced sample for time variant regressors. For the first year she has 2,826
observations. The size constantly diminishes with time, until only 2,522 individuals remain in the 1999 sample8 . It is not clear to us how she obtained
those numbers since all the variables she claims to select her sample on are
time invariant and the original NLSY79 database has no attrition. She does not
provide any information about sample size used in her first stage regressions.
Her wage regressions are based on 3,184 respondents and 18,245 observations.
Thus, apparently, 1,118 individuals included in Chen’s descriptive statistics
that we will present in Table 3.1 have no information about wages.
We follow Chen’s data choices as much as we can. Schooling is defined by
the highest grade completed according to the 1990 survey when all respondent
were at least 25 years old, and measured with four dummy variables: no high
school (YOS<12); high school (YOS=12); some college (12<YOS<16); college
(YOS≥16). The ability index is the Armed Force Qualifying Test (AFQT). It was
conducted in 1980 for all respondents of all ages and schooling levels; original
scores are regressed on age dummies and quarter of birth and residuals are in6 The sampling weights used are coded as R3655800, R4006300, R4417400, R5080400, R5165700,
R6466300, R7006200 in the NLSY79 for the survey years 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2000
respectively.
7 6283 females, 452 individuals with no information about ability index, 414 individuals with
no information about mothers’ and 607 about fathers’ education were deleted.
8 Chen (2008) Table 1.
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cluded in the choice and wage regressions. Quarters of birth capture schooling
effects through compulsory schooling laws (Angrist and Krueger, 1991). We
use hourly pretax earnings, from wages, salary, commissions or tips from all
jobs in the calendar year preceding the survey9 . The family income measure
considers family income at age 17, or as close to 17 as possible. If family income at 17 is unavailable then the measure is taken at 16 or 18. For nearly half
of the respondents the family income measure at age 17 is unavailable10 . The
work experience measure is constructed from the longitudinal work history in
the NLSY79. Number of weeks worked in past calendar year are converted in
number of full working years by dividing by 49.
We have to deviate from Chen because we have no access to the geocode
data. Chen adds two geographical controls to choice and wage equations: an
urban dummy at age 14 and the county of residence population density in
1980, but population density is not available to us. The instrument for schooling in the original paper is the potential college tuition cost at county level
defined as the average tuition fees at the local public four-year college in the
year when the respondent was 17. This measure also exploits the restricted
information on the respondents’ county of residence that is not available to us.
We instrumented schooling choice with the average unemployment rate differentiated by sex, age group and ethnic origin for the years spent in school
after the mandatory schooling age. The intuition behind this instrument is
that the facility to find a job in the market might influence the outside option
of each student. A possible concern using this variable is that unemployment
rates during youth might correlate with current unemployment rates and thus
wages. We will therefore also include the unemployment rate for the year
in which the wage is measured in the wage regressions. The assumption is
then that conditional on current unemployment rates in the country, past unemployment rates are uncorrelated with wages earned11 . The lack of precise
9 Chen (2008) p. 279 claims to use annual earnings. This claim does not correspond with the
earnings measure presented in Table 1 which is the logarithm of hourly earnings in 1992 dollars.
We tried both outcome variables and chose the latter. In fact, if annual earnings were used as
dependent variable in the between-individuals model, the magnitude of the residuals as presented
in Table 4 panel I would seem to be too small. This is not the case if hourly earnings are the
explained variable used.
10 As is evident from Table 2a and 2b, it seems that Chen included four dummies to characterize
the entire quartile distribution of family income at age 17. Since it is evident that four dummies
plus the constant would create a dummy trap, we suspect that, even if she does not expressly state
it in her paper, she created a dummy variable for non response to the family income question. This
is the way we proceed.
11 Arkes (2010) and Hausman and Taylor (1981) are two of the very few studies that use unemployment during schooling years as instrument for schooling.
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geographical location forces us to use the national rate of unemployment for
young workers. Data about unemployment rates are taken from the Current
Population Survey (CPS)12 .
The risk of taking such a crude measure of unemployment as the national
rate is a weak correlation between the instrument and schooling choices. We
will show in the choice equations presented in Table 3.3 that this concern is
misplaced. 195 individuals dropped out of school before the legal mandatory
age. Unemployment figures from the CPS are only available for people aged
16 and older. If a respondent dropped out of school before that age no unemployment rate is imputable. Our final sample thus counts 3,178 respondents
and 21,573 observations.
In Table 3.1 and 3.2 we report summary statistics. Our sample differs from
the original one13 in some aspects. First, it shows a higher number of individuals without a high school education, which reflects in a lower number of high
school graduates and college (or more) graduates. Second, the average AFQT
score is lower. Last, the share of ethnic minorities, blacks and Hispanics, is
considerably higher in our sample. Also, family income is considerably lower.
In table 1b we can see how our work experience measure is almost constantly
one year higher, while the log of hourly earnings is slightly lower. The difference in hourly earnings might be explained by the larger share of high school
drop outs and high school graduates that our sample has.
Overall, our sample appears to represent a less educated, more ethnically
diversified and poorer share of the population than the one Chen uses for her
analysis. This is an unintended difference for which there is no clear explanation. It can influence the results of our estimations as we will see later on.

3.4

Replication

We will present our results in three steps: first stage estimates to instrument
schooling levels, GLS and IV wage equations, and decomposition of variances
of observed wages, potential wages and uncertainty. In each of these tables,
columns in bold report the results of our estimates, while the normal print reproduces Chen’s original results. We have scrupulously tested our estimation
routine through a Monte-Carlo simulation (results available on request). Our
12 The URL address is:
15/06/2010).
13 Chen (2008) p. 280.

http://data.bls.gov:8080/PDQ/outside.jsp?survey=ln.
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Table 3.1: Mean and standard deviation time invariant variables NLSY79
Our sample

Chen sample

(a) Schooling variables
Years of schooling
12.99(2.57)
13.44(2.50)
Categorical education
No high school
.20(.40)
.10(.30)
High school
.36(.48)
.43(.50)
Some college
.21(.41)
.21(.41)
Four-year college or beyond
.22(.41)
.26(.44)
(b) Ability and family background
Armed forces qualifying test score (adjusted)
43.30(29.21)
62.35(28.50)
Highest grade mother
11.10(3.20)
11.85(2.61)
Highest grade father
11.12(3.93)
12.01(3.53)
Number of siblings
3.63(2.52)
3.16(2.17)
Family income
23,320*(16,941) 50,321*(34,544)
Black
.25(.42)
.11(.31)
Hispanic
.14(.35)
.05(.22)
(c)Geographic controls at age 14
Urban
.79(.41)
.77(.42)
Northeast
.19(.39)
.21(.41)
South
.33(.47)
.29(.45)
West
.19(.39)
.15(.36)
(d) Instrument for schooling
Average unemployment during schooling years
25.33(5.62)
*1999 dollars. Average unemployment rates calculated on CPS data. Standard deviations in parenthesis. Unemployment rates are taken from CPS.

Table 3.2: Mean and standard deviation time variant variables NLSY79
Our sample
Labor market variables
Actual work exp.
Log Hourly earnings*
Unemployment rate

1990
10.03(3,58)
2.18(.98)
5.81(2.13)

Calendar year
1993
1995
1997
12.77(4.05)
14.40(4.35)
16.09(4.68)
2.16(1.06)
2.28(1.06)
2.26(1.14)
8.70(2.51)
6.01(1.74)
5.59(1.87)
Chen’s sample

1999
17.93(5.04)
2.21(1.25)
4.12(1.05)

Calendar year
Labor market variables
1990
1993
1995
1997
1999
Actual work exp.
9.03(3.37)
11.47(3.87) 13.25(4.11)
15.01(4.34) 16.74(4.67)
Log Hourly earnings*
2.42(.68)
2.47(.69)
2.51(.70)
2.59(.84)
2.70(.85)
Note: *in 1992 dollars. Standard deviations in parenthesis. Unemployment rates are
taken from CPS.
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routine was able to retrieve all the parameters of the simulated dataset with
good precision. Therefore, we exclude that discrepancies reported below are
the result of a misunderstanding of the estimation procedure.

3.4.1

First Stage: using national unemployment rates as instrument

Table 3.3 reports the results of the ordered probit taking schooling level as the
explained variable. Given that we have to use a different instrument, it is important to point to the significant effect that our instrument has for every level
of education even after controlling for ability, family background, racial and
geographical origin and age. Overall our fit is similar to Chen’s. All covariates
show the same sign and roughly the same magnitude. The only appreciable
difference between the two estimations is the magnitude of the two sets of
cutoff points. Our cutoff points are negative and the intervals are wider. It’s
perhaps remarkable that the effect of the unemployment rate is negative. One
usually reasons that the opportunity cost of schooling falls when unemployment is high. But of course the benefits from extended schooling may fall even
more during a recession, thus making the investment less profitable.
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Family income second quart.

Family income bottom quart.

Highest grade father

Highest grade mother

Father attended college

Mother attended college

.009*
(.005)

-.005
(.153)

(.031)

(.005)

(.154)

(.035)

-.058

.002

-.199

(.001)

(.009)

(.004)

.010

-.007***

.029**

(.001)

(.011)

(.005)

.048***

-.006***

.033**

(.001)

.040***

-.008***

(.008)

(.001)

-.010***

(.001)

(.027)

.001

(.033)

.039

(.002)

-.005*

(.002)

-.006**

(.002)

(.012)
.009***

.010***

-.055***

Less than high school

.055***

(.009)

.071***

(.005)

years

Interact unempl. rate with/

-.063***

Avg. unempl. rate in schooling

Tuition cost in county/1,000

Coefficients

fects.

(.008)

.016*

(.009)

.003

(.001)

-.012***

(.001)

-.010***

(.002)

-.014***

(.002)

-.018***

(.001)

.016***

(.033)

.001

(.025)

.038

(.002)

-.006**

(.003)

- .007*

(.003)

.012***

High school

(.005)

-.009*

(.005)

-.002

(.001)

.007***

(.001)

.005***

(.001)

.007***

(.001)

.010***

(.001)

-.009***

(.020)

-.001

(.024)

-.029

(.001)

.004***

(.002)

.004*

(.002)

-007**

Some college

Marginal effects at means

Table 3.3: First stage estimates ordered probit and marginal ef-

(.008)

-.016*

(.009)

-.003

(.001)

.013***

(.001)

.010***

(.002)

.014***

(.002)

.018***

(.001)

-.016***

(.040)

-.001

(.34)

-.049

(.002)

.008***

(.003)

.009**

(.003)

-.015**

4 years college
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1,148.6

(.317)

(.229)

9,064.92

2.905***

(0.316)

(.241)

-8.352***

2.148***

(.315)

(.254)

-9.793***

.711*

-11.955***

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

(.008)

-.059***

(.006)

-.082***

(.000)

-.004***

(.023)

-.027

(.025)

-.010

(4)

Yes

Yes

(.011)

-.171***

(.008)

-.206***

(.000)

-.007***

(.008)

-.065***

(.007)

-.007

(5)

Yes

Yes

(.020)

-.113***

(.017)

-.173***

(.000)

-.005***

(.037)

-.038

(.035)

-.014

(6)

Yes

Yes

(.002)

.039***

(.002)

.045***

(.000)

.004***

(.003)

.031***

(.004)

.004

(7)

Yes

Yes

(.004)

.038***

(.004)

.047***

(.000)

.003***

(.016)

.020

(.018)

.009

(8)

Yes

Yes

(.013)

.189***

(.009)

.230***

(.000)

.007***

(.008)

.067***

(.007)

.007

(9)

Yes

Yes

(.024)

.134***

(.020)

.208***

(.000)

.006***

(.044)

.045

(.041)

.016

(10)

and age in the initial survey year. */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses. Our estimates are in bold.

Note: our geographic controls include the urban dummy and three regional dummies for residence at 14. Cohort controls include a full set of birth cohort dummies

Wald

χ2

Cut point (κ2 )

Cut point (κ1 )

Constant (κ0 )

Yes

Cohort and age controls

Yes

(.003)

Yes

(.070)

(.037)

Yes

-.057***

.435***

(.002)

(.056)

(.026)

.587***

-.069***

.653***

(.000)

(.001)

(.000)

.713***

-.004***

.024***

(.004)

(.151)

(.028)

.028***

-.033***

.164

.238***

Geographic controls

Hispanic

Black

AFQT score (adjusted)

Family income top quart.

-.004
(.004)

.061
(.15)

.014

(.028)

(3)

Family income third quart.

(2)

(1)

Covariates
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3.4.2

Causal effects of schooling on average wages

The estimates of the causal effects of schooling on wages are presented in table
3. Our GLS estimation shows the expected positive effect of education, experience and ability on wages. In our case, returns to education increase while
in Chen’s case both high school graduates and college graduates have higher
benefits from schooling after instrumenting. In our case, Hispanics also appear
to earn more after instrumenting. In stark contrast to Chen’s results, we find
no significant effect of the selectivity correction terms. The different effects of
the four inverse Mill’s ratios will have a strong impact on the calculations of
the correlation coefficient (ρs ) and, in turn, on the estimate of potential wage
inequality (σs2 ).

3.4.3

Main results

In Table 3.5 Panel A we report observed wage inequality and its two components. The first is the permanent component, identified by the mean squared
residuals in the between-individuals model14 (Equation 3.13). The second is
2 ) by exploiting the mean-squared errors of the
the transitory component (ψst

fixed-effects model as described in note 9 p. 278 in Chen (2008)15 . Transitory
2 ) is consistently estimated by16 :
volatility (ψst
N

N

i

i

2
ψ̂st
= V̂st N −1 ∑ Ti /( Ti − 2) − N −1 ∑ Ω̂si /Ti ( Ti − 2),

(3.15)

14 Chen affirms on page 283 that the permanent component is defined as the variance in the
individual fixed effect model. This would conflict with the definition given on page 278 and with
equation 12. For this reason, we will adhere to the definition provided on page 278 and use the
mean squared errors of the between-individuals model.
15 In a footnote to table 4 Chen(2008 p. 284) affirms that: “The estimates of transitory volatility
are derived by regressing squared residuals on age dummies and categorical education variables”.
2 provided in
This seems to contrast with the specification of the transitory volatility parameter ψst
note 9 p.278 that we adopted for our estimates. We have estimated the transitory parameter also
with this alternative specification and results are very similar. Estimates available on request.
16 As mentioned in footnote 2, Chen does not add a time subscript to the parameter ( τ 2 ) and
s
when she presents the parameter estimate, she does not make it dependent on time either but only
reports differences by age group (possibly for brevity of exposition). While we do have separate
estimates of this parameter for each year, we will follow Chen’s methodology and distinguish only
within age groups. Measurement of the transitory component is not clear. The note to Chen’s table
4 states that: “the estimates of transitory volatility are derived by regressing squared residuals on
age dummies and categorical education variables.” (Chen, 2008 p. 284). This procedure seems to
contrast with the one highlighted in note 9 p.278. The squared residuals mentioned in Chen’s note
are most likely those obtained from the fixed-effect model. Since we could not understand whether
the outcome variable she regresses the categorical education and age dummies on is the variance
2 ) we have applied both methods. The differences are
of residuals of the fixed effect model or (ψ̂st
negligible.
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Table 3.4: Wage equations: estimates of GLS and Heckman selection model
Between-individual
model (GLS)

Heckman

Covariates
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
High school graduates
.085***(.012)
.088**(.030)
.036(.039)
.371**(.148)
Some college
.132***(.014)
.242***(.081)
.106*(.045)
.242***(.081)
Four-year college or beyond .397***(.016)
.241***(.028)
.428***(.057)
.599***(.116)
Experience
.130***(.005)
.076***(.014)
.184***(.011)
.074***(.014)
Experience2
-.001***(.000)
-.001(.001)
-.004***(.000)
-.001(.001)
AFQT score (adjusted)
.005***(.000)
.004***(.000)
.004***(.001)
.000(.002)
Mother’s years of schooling
-.003(.002)
.008*(.004)
-.003(.004)
-.005(.005)
Father’s years of schooling
-.000(.001)
.003(.003)
.003(.003)
-.004(.004)
Family inc. bottom quart.
.005**(.002)
-.005(.056)
.027(.035)
.015(.057)
Family inc. second quart.
.001(.015)
.037(.055)
-.024(.032)
.025(.055)
Family inc. third quart.
-.030*(.013)
.059(.054)
.018(.030)
.038(.055)
Family inc. top quart.
-.002(.012)
.093(.054)
.085**(.030)
.053(.057)
Number of siblings
.005**(.002)
-.000(.004)
.000(.004)
.003(.004)
Black
.064***(.013)
-.053**(.026)
.331**(.128)
-.158***(.053)
Hispanic
.039*(.015)
.020(.029)
.255**(.087)
-.062(.045)
Unemployment rate
-.001(.002)
-.072**(.026)
Constant
.329***(.046) 1.118***(.103)
.892***(.172) 1.077***(.117)
Geographic controls
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Cohort and age controls
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Selectivity adjustments
No High school
.028(.025)
-.303**(.113)
High school graduates
-.042(.028)
-.182**(.089)
Some college
-.030(.022)
-.099(.079)
Four-year college or more
-.066(.047)
-.324***(.106)
R2
.404
.311
.450
.320
Note: columns (1) and (3) are our estimates, columns (2) and (4) are from Chen (2008)
and also control for local population density. Our geographic controls include the urban
dummy and three regional dummies for residence at 14. Cohort controls include a
full set of birth cohort dummies and age in the initial survey year. */**/*** indicate
confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.
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where V̂st is the mean squared errors of the fixed-effects model and Ω̂si =
∑ V̂st /(1 − 1/Ti ).
Our estimates of the permanent component are larger than Chen’s but the
ranking is the same and even the differences between schooling levels are very
close. Our estimates of the transitory component are smaller than Chen’s; our
profile across levels of schooling is fairly flat, whereas in Chen’s case, there is a
substantial dip after high school drop-outs and stability thereafter. The results
for total observed inequality also differ. In Chen’s results, the group with some
college stands out with low variance, while in our results, college graduates
stand out with the highest variance. Remarkably, in both estimates the oldest
age group has the highest transitory variance. This results contradicts past
results (Chen, 2008) that pointed towards a decrease in wage variance with
age.
As shown in Panel A, for every educational category, we systematically obtain a larger permanent component than Chen. The difference varies between
32% for high school drop outs and 25% for college dropouts. Remember that
the permanent component here is defined simply as the mean squared residuals of the GLS model presented in Table 3.4 Columns 1 and 2. This means
that our residual should be larger than Chen’s. This is contradicted by our R2
which is substantially higher than the one in Chen (2008).
In Table 3.5 we also present estimates of potential wage inequality, the sum
of the permanent component after taking out the effects of selection and trun2 ) Chen has analytically shown
cation and the transitory component (σs2 + ψst

how observed wage inequality systematically understates potential inequality
if education were randomly assigned (see Chen, 2008, p. 278). She corrects
this by incorporating a truncation adjustment term and a heterogeneity term
in equation (3.12) above. Comparing row A in Table 3.5 with row C in the same
table, shows that the prediction is not confirmed in our data: potential inequality is smaller than observed inequality. The result would suggest that pupils
select themselves into the wrong educational category or that their schooling
factor does not influence their choice. Since these results are quite surprising
we conducted some robustness checks with Monte-Carlo simulation. We tried
different instruments such as number of siblings and being raised in a Jewish
family, but both elaborations led to the same surprising result.
The result is theoretically impossible if normality in the error terms is assumed, but there are no restrictions in Chen’s estimation method impeding it.
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Table 3.5: Estimates of variance of wage inequality
Less than high
school

High school

Some college

College
graduates

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

A. Permanent component

.322
(.019)

.218
(0.26)

.306
(.016)

.214
(0.14)

.357
(.023)

.267
(0.28)

.420
(.026)

.292
(.022)

2 ) - Transitory component
B. (ψst
Age 25-30
Age 31-36
Age 37-42

.149
-.056
-.054
-.024

.293
.242
.320
.331

.131
-.051
-.054
-.023

.197
.143
.221
.232

.142
-.043
-.046
-.020

.233
.177
.254
.266

.206
-.104
-.109
-.055

.221
.166
.244
.255

Observed inequality (A+B)

.471

.511

.437

.411

.499

.500

.626

.513

C. (σs2 ) - Permanent component
-Adjusted for sel. and trunc. biases
E. Transitory component (same as B)
Potential wage inequality (C+E)

.223

.284

.223

.242

.256

.274

.312

.356

.372

.577

.354

.439

.398

.507

.518

.577

F. Correlation coefficient
G. Permanent component (C-C*F2 )
-Accounted for unobs. schooling
I. Transitory component (same as B)

.058
.222

-.568
.192

-.092
.222

-.371
.209

-.062
.255

-.190
.264

-.124
.307

-.534
.251

Degree of wage uncertainty (G+I)
.371
.293
.353
.197
.397
.233
.513
γ - Unobserved heterogeneity
.001
.092
.001
.033
.001
.010
.005
(C+E-G-I)
Note: Columns (1), (3), (5) and (7) are our estimates, columns (2), (4), (6) and (8) are taken from

.221
.105

Chen (2008). Standard errors in parentheses.
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The permanent component (σs2 ) is defined in equation (3.14). The first term
of the sum is the observed wage inequality presented in row A and it enters
also in the calculation of the potential wage inequality in row C. The difference between the two rows is due to the two remaining terms in (3.14). The
only restriction on these two terms regards the truncation adjustment (δsi ): it
should range between 0 and 1. This restriction is respected in our estimation.
2 / T̄ ),
If the second term of the addition (γ̂s2 δ̂¯s ) dominates the third term (∑tT ψ̂st
potential wage inequality is higher than observed wage inequality. In our case
the third term dominates the second and thus the unexpected result emerges.
The low value of the second term is related to the low value of the correlation
coefficient, as reported in Table 3.5: the correlation coefficient determines the
magnitude of the correction for selectivity, and in our case, this correction is
very small. Conceivably, the result is due to inability of our instrument to create an adequate correction to the biased GLS estimator. But our instrument
is surely relevant, as shown in the first stages reported. Since we have a just
identified model, we cannot test its validity with a Sargan test, but we have no
reason to believe that the country unemployment rate in youth years would
have any effect on this group of respondent’s wages once we control for current unemployment rates. Furthermore, our instrument performs well in the
IV estimation presented in Table 3.4.
Our results and Chen’s both point to a permanent component in potential
wage inequality that is more or less stable across the lowest three education
levels and then jumps for college graduates. But the outcomes differ for total
potential inequality: in our case it is markedly higher for college graduates
than for the other education levels, whereas in Chen’s case the pattern is Ushaped and inequality for college graduates is not higher than for high school
drop-outs.
The key result of the analysis is the breakdown of observed wage inequality into uncertainty (pure risk) and heterogeneity (Table 3.5). We find dramatically lower correlation between the unobserved schooling factor and the
unobserved permanent component in wages. By consequence, accounting for
unobserved schooling factors, as done in row H, has minimal effect on the estimated magnitude of the permanent component of wage inequality. Only for
college graduates we see a minor reduction of about 5%. Chen’s core conclusion survives: unobserved heterogeneity is negligible; wage inequality is completely dominated by uncertainty. But in our estimates, uncertainty is clearly
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highest for college graduates, while in Chen’s estimates it is highest for high
school graduates.

3.4.4

Conclusion on the replication

We have been unable to replicate Chen (2008) exactly. Data availability regulations prevented us from using the same instrument. Chen’s instrument for
schooling, local tuition cost, may be particularly relevant for students from
poor families and with relatively low ability. Number of siblings, our instrument in the British and German case, may have similar relevance. Our instrument for the US data, the national unemployment rate, has a negative effect on
the inclination to continue into higher education. This is compatible with standard human capital theory if benefits from extended education decline more
than the cost of education with rising unemployment, a case that may well
hold for low ability students from poor families. Chen’s description of her
procedures was not always unequivocal. Following the instructions in Chen’s
original paper did not bring us to the same sample of individuals. In our sample, we have a larger share of lower educated individuals, from poorer family
backgrounds. This may lead to difference in estimated coefficients. If less advantaged people are more prone to lose their job we would observe a higher
transitory volatility. In reality what we observe is a lower transitory volatility
in our replication. Less advantaged individuals might also posses less private
information or they might not be able to use it correctly and that would reflect
in higher share of pure risk and possibly in higher observed than potential
permanent variance. In effect that is what we observe in our elaboration. The
sensitivity of our results to modest changes in sample composition is reason for
concern. We do feel confident though, that our estimation procedure faithfully
reflects Chen’s model.
In our estimates, the transitory component in observed wage inequality
is about 1/2 to 1/3 of the permanent component, while in Chen’s estimates
they are about equal. Chen finds that potential wage inequality is larger than
observed inequality, while we find the reverse (at a larger gap). In our case,
observed wage inequality is virtually identical to uncertainty, leaving no room
for unobserved heterogeneity, and this conclusion is similar to what Chen finds
(her heterogeneity is marginally bigger). We find that uncertainty is close to
40% higher for college graduates than for high school drop-outs, while Chen
finds that high school drop-outs have some 30 % higher uncertainty than col-
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lege graduates.

3.5

Applying the analysis to American women

We extend the analysis to women in the NLSY sample, but to avoid complications due to labor market participation behavior, we restrict the analysis to full
time female workers only. We define full time workers as those women who
worked at least 25 hours per week in each survey year. Applying the same selection criteria adopted in the previous section we obtain a sample with 2,535
observations. The full time working women are more educated, by almost one
year, than the male sample. They are also more able as measured by the AFQT
adjusted test score. This is not surprising given the particular condition we
imposed. It is indeed probable that highly educated women are more likely
to participate in the labor market (Connelly, 1992) and thus be included in our
analysis. As for the time variant variables, full time working women show
a better performance in the labor market. They have a substantially higher
working experience and earn more than their male counterparts.
The first stage estimates are not shown here. No appreciable difference
emerges between the previous first stages based on men only and these new
ones. The instrument is still relevant and has the same impact on further education. The cut-off points are modified. The interval between the three points
is slightly larger than before.
Also, the between-individuals model, instrumental variable estimation and
Heckman second stage do not present appreciable differences between the female and male samples. Full time working females belonging to ethnic minorities earn more than their white counterparts. This is probably reflecting
that ethnic minority females that decide or succeed to work full time are particularly talented or dedicated. The other covariates do not show significant
differences with the estimates presented earlier for men only.
As the results in Table 3.6 show, essentially all inequality measures are
smaller for women than for men, in most cases quite substantially so. The
women that we now included are working full time over the entire period of
analysis and therefore, by construction, the variability of their wages must be
lower than those of males who are allowed to experience unemployment spells
– with the consequent sudden fall of income – and still be part of the sample.
This is also reflected in the very low values of transitory volatility. As for men,
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Table 3.6: Estimates of variance wage inequality – Full time females workers
Less than high
school

High school

Some college

College
graduates

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

.074
(.007)
.009
.007
.005
.001

.322
(.019)
.149
-.056
-.054
-.024

.115
(.005)
.026
-.004
-.004
-.001

.306
(.016)
.131
-.051
-.054
-.023

.118
(.007)
.033
-.005
-.010
-.003

.357
(.023)
.142
-.043
-.046
-.020

.190
(.009)
.032
.003
-.002
-.003

.420
(.026)
.206
-.104
-.109
-.055

Observed inequality (A+B)

.083

.471

.141

.437

.151

.499

.222

.626

C. (σs2 ) - Permanent component
-Adjusted for sel. and trunc. biases
E. Transitory component
(same as B)

.062

.223

.093

.223

.092

.256

.159

.312

Potential wage inequality (C+E)

.071

.372

.119

.354

.125

.398

.191

.518

F. Correlation coefficient
G. Permanent component (C-C*F2 )
-Accounted for unobs. schooling factor
I. Transitory component

.204
.059

.058
.222

-.061
.093

-.092
.222

.023
.092

-.062
.255

.076
.158

-.124
.307

.024
.003

.371
.001

.119
.000

.353
.001

.125
.000

.397
.001

.190
.001

.513
.005

A. Permanent component
2 ) - Transitory component
B. (ψst
Age 25-30
Age 31-36
Age 37-42

(same as B)
Degree of wage uncertainty (G+I)
γ - Unobserved heterogeneity
(C+E-G-I)
Note: Standard errors in parentheses.

potential wage inequality is lower than observed wage inequality. Both observed and potential wage inequality are increasing with education level, just
as for men. The correlation coefficients shown in Table 3.6 are bigger than before, but still much smaller than those calculated by Chen and truncation and
selection adjustment have minimal impact on permanent components. The
most affected category is college drop out whose permanent component has a
28% decrease.

Potential wage inequality is completely dominated by uncertainty, even
stronger than for men; unobserved heterogeneity is virtually absent. Uncertainty, just as for men in our estimates, is increasing in level of education.
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3.6

Estimation on British data

We have also applied the analysis to the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS).
The BHPS is an annually collected survey that begun in 1991. Every year a representative sample of 5,500 households, containing approximately 10,000 individuals, is interviewed. If a member of the original sample splits-off from his
original family, he is followed in the new household and all adults members of
the new family are interviewed as well. Also new members joining a selected
family are added to the sample and children are interviewed once they reach
age 16. Further extensions to Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish families increased the sample size to 10,000 households across the UK. We could access
the surveys until 2008; therefore 18 waves are included in our analysis.
We had to replace the instrument for schooling, as the British Office for National Statistics makes unemployment data freely available on internet dating
back only to 1992 ; most of the respondents in our sample were in school years
before that year. Instead, we used number of siblings in the family. The rationale is that education being costly, one additional brother/sister will limit the
share of family income dedicated to a particular child’s education. Families
might then decide to pay only for the education of those children who show a
better inclination for studies. If our supposition is correct, number of siblings
will be negatively correlated with schooling years and probability to access
higher educational levels. Information about number of siblings is not directly
collected in the BHPS. We could, however, reconstruct the number of siblings
for those young individuals who were still living with their parents in the first
year of the survey. In fact, we can reconstruct the number of people living in
the same household and thus, the number of children and their siblings in that
household. For this reason our sample is limited to those individuals that were
classified as sons in the first wave (we focused on men for the usual reason).
Our sample is, for this reason reduced to 16,359 individuals.
From the original sample, 7,795 females were deleted. Additionally, we
had to drop 1,674 individuals that have no information on income and 12,223
observations lacking information on work experience. Our final sample counts
21,403 time-individuals combinations.
The BHPS does not provide any measure comparable to the AFQT score
collected in the NLSY nor any other proxy plausibly related to ability. An additional difference between BHPS and NLSY is how earnings are recorded:
monthly instead of hourly earnings. This will change the scale of transitory
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and permanent components that will be presented later on.

3.6.1

British educational system

Compulsory education in the UK lasts for 11 years, from age five until age sixteen. It is divided in four key stages. The first two years (age five to seven)
compose the first stage; the following four years (from seven to ten) the second and along with the first stage it constitutes primary education. The third
(3 years from eleven to thirteen) and fourth (2 years from fourteen to fifteen)
key stages form, altogether, the secondary education. At the end of secondary
education the GSCE (General Certificate for Secondary Education) is awarded
in specific subjects. Often, a good score in the GSCE is a requirement for access
to further education.
A-levels (Advanced Level of General Education) are the first degree of non
compulsory education and are a prerequisite for access to academic courses in
UK institutions. They take two years for completion, from age 16 to age 17.
University education is divided in two cycles. The first awards a Bachelor degree and generally lasts three years, while the second leads to a Master
degree and takes in most cases one year. Along with the standard tertiary
education, a number of other professional higher educations such as the Post
Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) or the Bachelor of Education (BEd)
or nursing degrees exist.

3.6.2

Wage variance in British data

In Table 3.7 we only present a summary of the results. Descriptive statistics
along with estimates of first-stage and wage regressions are presented in Appendix 3.B. The British educational system is divided in six categories: no
qualification, vocational secondary education, high school education, A-level
qualification, vocational tertiary education and college education or above.
Secondary vocational education is a residual category where we placed all respondents who declared to have accomplished secondary education, but have
not been awarded a GSCE. The group is heterogeneous and includes workers
in different sectors. In the tertiary vocational education group we include individuals with PGCE, BEd and nursing degrees. The other four groups are of
easy interpretation.
Observed variance is smaller than potential inequality in three out of six
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educational categories and larger in the other three. The transitory component
of inequality is small relative to the permanent component. Correlations differ strongly between education categories and are certainly not low, except for
those without any educational qualification. Uncertainty is mostly substantially larger than heterogeneity, except for vocational high school graduates.
Observed and potential inequality generally decline with increasing levels of
education and so does uncertainty; vocational high school stands out as an exceptional category, with large (negative) correlation, low inequality and high
uncertainty.
The vocational high school group is truly exceptional: observed inequality is about 1/6 of that of the unqualified group. The relatively low variance
among vocational high school graduates is caused both by the permanent and
transitory component of observed wage inequality. In fact, both parameters
are the lowest among the six categories. It is also the category with the highest
unobserved heterogeneity.
Accounting for unobserved schooling factor via the introduction of the sibling instrument (panel G) has a noticeable impact for four out of six categories.
That is particularly true for vocational high school graduates for whom the
36% of the truncation adjustment is due to the inclusion of our instrument.

3.7

Estimation on German data

For Germany we use the Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP). The SOEP is a longitudinal study begun in 1984 and lastly released in 2008, containing a wide
ranging set of variables collected both at individual and family level and representative of the German population. It is conducted yearly by the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW, Berlin) and contains information on 11,000
households and more than 61,668 individuals, German citizens as well as foreign population resident in the country on topics such as household composition, occupational biographies, employment, earnings and health. As for the
BHPS no proxy for ability is available. Additionally, we will not be able to control for parental family income since such information is not collected in the
survey.
Applying the same sample selection procedure used for the previous two
samples we drop 26,524 individuals with no income information; 394 with no
educational attainment information and 16,190 females. Since we are unable to
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-.798
.454

.478
.796

.047
3.197

3.658
.007

1.274

3.449

F. Correlation coefficient
G. Permanent component (C-C*F2 )
-Accounted for unobs. schooling factor
I. Transitory component
(same as B)
Degree of wage uncertainty (G+I)
γ - Unobserved heterogeneity
(C+E-G-I)

1.250

3.204

C. (σs2 ) - Permanent component
-Adjusted for sel. and trunc. biases
E. Transitory component
(same as B)
Potential wage inequality (C+E)

.563
.024
.121
-.004
.122
.056
.113
.587

3.395
.245
.014
.011
.038
.023
.047
3.640

Vocational
high school

A. Permanent component
2 ) - Transitory component
B. (ψst
Age 18-25
Age 26-35
Age 36-45
Age 46-55
Age 56-65
Observed inequality (A+B)

No
qualification

2.225
.044

-.144
2.061

2.269

2.105

2.206
.164
.020
-.001
-.007
.014
.023
2.370

High
school

1.848
.295

.386
1.689

2.143

1.984

1.905
.159
.055
-.002
.007
-.005
-.004
2.064

A levels

1.607
.320

.424
1.459

1.927

1.779

1.612
.148
-.033
-.034
-.057
-.047
-.057
1.760

Higher
vocational

1.019
.168

.412
.822

1.187

.990

1.029
.197
.017
-.049
-.068
-.072
-.067
1.226

College and
beyond

Table 3.7: Estimates of variance of wage uncertainty – BHPS
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retrieve information about unemployment rates by age group for the relevant
years , we rely on number of siblings for the identification of truncation and
selection coefficients as already done for the British estimations.

3.7.1

German educational system

Education in Germany is compulsory from six until sixteen years of age. Compulsory education is composed by two separate cycles: primary education
(Grundschule), common to everyone from age six to age ten17 , followed by a
differentiated secondary education, from ten to sixteen. The main secondary
schools are Hauptschule, Realschule, Gymnasium and Gesamtschule. Hauptschule
offers a lower secondary education and is immediately accessible after primary school irrespective of grades obtained in the preceding education cycle.
It is addressed to students who are likely to terminate their education after
the secondary cycle. Realschule and Gymnasium impose some minimum grades
requirements for admission.
Realschule offers a more applied type of education compared to Gymnasium. Its graduates typically pursue additional vocational education. Gymnasium places a strong emphasis on academic learning. Grade based admission is more selective than in Realschule and students graduating from it typically pursue university education. The nature of Gesamtschule somehow varies
between different landers. It is generally comparable with English comprehensive school. Admission is unconditional on past performance as in the
Hauptschule case, but for some students it provides a preparation for further
academic careers in Gymnasium while others might end up graduating in a
Hauptschule depending on how well they perform during the courses attended
at the Gesamtschule. As a first approximation we could say that the best students usually attend Gymnasium while the worst go to Hauptschule with Realschule and Gesamtschule being the middle ground. Some Lander offer additional types of schools, but the ones listed comprehend the majority of students
and are common to the entire country. Transition from primary to secondary
education and choice among the different paths differs according to the specific regional laws. The main factors are performance at primary school and a
final consultation with parents. The final decision is taken either by parents,
by the school or by school supervisory authority. Certain schools impose some
17 The Lander of Berlin and Brandenburg are an exception. In those two regions primary school
last six years from six to twelve years of age.
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pre-requirements such as a minimum ability level for pupils willing to enroll.
In presenting the results in Table 3.8 we have grouped all students belonging
to these schools in the intermediate school category.
After compulsory education students can access upper secondary education. The type of school entered depends on the qualifications and entitlements
obtained at the end of lower secondary education. Upper secondary education
is organized in two streams: general education (Gymnasiale Oberstufe) – high
school category in Table 3.8 – and vocational education which comprehends
the Berufsfachschule, the Fachoberschule, the Berufliches Gymnasium or Fachgymnasium, the Berufsoberschule and other types of schools that exist only in certain
Lander – vocational high school category in Table 3.8.
Tertiary education is also divided in general education and vocational education. Next to the traditional universities there are the Technische Universitäten
specialized in engineering and natural sciences. These institutions can award
a doctoral degree (Doktorgrad). Vocational tertiary education is carried on in
the colleges of art and music and in the universities of applied sciences (Fachhochschulen).

3.7.2

Wage variance in German data

As for the British data we will present here only the main results on wage variability. Sample characteristics and estimations for choice and wage equations
are in Appendix 3.C.
Observed inequality neither increases nor decreases with level of education; we see a minimum for vocational high school students and a maximum
for people with no qualifications. The transitory component is very small and
much smaller than the permanent component – in most of the cases a tenth of
it. The transitory component is also quite stable across the seven educational
categories; only for high school students there is some noteworthy increase.
What is striking in this estimation is the difference between observed and
potential wage inequality. Observed inequality is only a tenth of the potential for every educational level. The source of this huge underestimation is to
be found in the abnormal correlation coefficient presented in panel D. For all
categories the correlation between wages and unobserved schooling factor is
slightly over or slightly under 1.
Obviously a correlation coefficient above 1 does not make any statistical
or economic sense. It is the result of some huge negative inverse Mill’s ra-
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tios obtained in the Heckman two step procedure18 . This would suggest that
GLS estimation – and thus observed wage inequality – is severely underestimating average returns to education once selection and truncation biases are
accounted for.
Given this weird and, for us, unexplainable result we believe that the whole
estimation significance is in jeopardy and thus would rather not attributing
too much meaning to the remaining coefficients. In fact, the disproportionate
correlation coefficient causes other meaningless results such as a negative permanent component accounted for unobserved schooling factor in panel E or
and negative wage uncertainty.

3.8

Conclusion

Variation in observed wages at given levels of education has often been taken
as an indication of the risk associated with investing in education (Diaz-Serrano,
2005; Bonin et al., 2007; Hartog, 2011). Yet, at least conceptually, part of the
variation will result from heterogeneity among students and may be foreseen
by the potential student when deciding on schooling. In a survey paper of several contributions by Heckman and co-authors, Cunha and Heckman (2007,
p.892) conclude: “For a variety of market environments and assumptions about
preferences, a robust empirical regularity is that over 50% of the ex post variance in the returns to schooling are foreseeable at the time students make their
college choices”. Heckman and his associates use elaborate models based on
the assumption that if information that only becomes available after schooling has been completed has an impact on schooling choices, it must have been
known by the student when deciding on schooling. Their estimation combines different datasets and uses observations on test scores. Chen (2008) distinguishes observed and potential inequality and decomposes potential wage
inequality into uncertainty and unobservable heterogeneity, by allowing for
self-selection and truncation biases along more traditional Heckman lines.
We take six main conclusions from Chen ’s original paper. First, potential
wage inequality is larger than observed wage inequality. Second, the transitory component in observed inequality is about equal to permanent inequality.
Third, observed and potential inequality are both, more or less, stable across
level of education. Fourth, the correlations between the unobserved school18 See

Appendix 3.C
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Potential wage inequality
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Degree of wage uncertainty (E+B)
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Observed inequality (A+B)

-.498

.021
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.004
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E. Permanent component (C-C*D2)
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.406

Observed wage inequality
A. Permanent component

No
qualification

3.341

-.049

-.070

1.010

3.313

3.292

.238

.021
-.003
-.001
.001
.000
.000

.217

Intermediate
school

4.786

-1.040

-1.062

1.132

3.768

3.746

.231

.022
.000
.001
.002
.002
.002

.209

Vocational
high school

2.598

.391

.341

.940

2.989

2.939

.420

.050
.006
-.008
-.008
-.008
-.008

.370

High
school

2.577

.259

.227

.958

2.836

2.804

.321

.032
.002
.003
.005
.006
.006

.289

Vocational
tertiary

Table 3.8: Estimates of variance of wage uncertainty – SOEP.
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ing factor and the permanent individual effect in wages are negative and not
negligible. Fifth, the most essential conclusion for our present purpose: unobserved heterogeneity is negligible compared to uncertainty as it only accounts
for 1.1% of potential wage variability for college graduates and 0.3% for the
other three groups. Sixth, uncertainty is highest for high school drop-outs and
about constant for the other three schooling levels.
In our replication on the same dataset we are unable to confirm these results. We find that potential inequality is smaller, instead of larger than observed inequality. The transitory component in observed inequality is not
equal to the permanent component but only 1/3 to 1/2 of it. Observed and
potential inequalities are only constant for high school graduates and beyond:
high school drop-outs have higher values. The correlation coefficients we obtain are also negative but very small. We only agree firmly on the fifth conclusion: uncertainty strongly dominates unobserved heterogeneity. However, it
is not highest for the lowest level of education but for the highest.
The deviations between original and replication are very substantial for an
attempt at pure replication. However, our attempt was frustrated by several
barriers. First, when following Chen’s instructions we were unable to arrive at
the same sample: ours had a larger share of lower educated individuals and
came from poorer socio-economic background. Second, because of restrictions
on data accessibility to non-Americans we were unable to use the same instrument for schooling as Chen did. To what extent these problems are responsible
for the deviations we cannot assess. We can only note that our instrument
performed quite well. We have shown our instrument to be relevant and even
though we could not test for its validity, we have no theoretical reason to doubt
it. We have also been very careful in checking the correctness of our estimation routine by running Monte Carlo simulations; our program passed this test
with flying colors.
We have performed, in Hamermesh’s terms, three scientific replications:
on women in the same data source as the original paper and on data for the
UK and for Germany. The result for US women are closer to our results for
men than to Chen‘s results. Potential inequality is again smaller than observed inequality, the transitory component is very small and much smaller
than the permanent component, observed and potential inequality are increasing in education, the correlation coefficients are small (except for high school
drop-outs), one of them is negative while the other three are positive and as
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for men in our estimates, uncertainty dominates over negligible heterogeneity
and is increasing in education.
For the UK we find that potential inequality is greater than observed inequality in half the cases and smaller in the other half, both are declining in
level of education, the transitory component is only a fraction of the permanent
component, the correlation coefficient is not negligible, twice it is negative and
in four cases it is positive, uncertainty dominates over heterogeneity with one
exception and is declining in education.
In the German case, we found correlation coefficients close to or even larger
than 1. This leads to results we find unacceptable and we conclude that the
Chen model simply does not apply to our German data.
If we take the results at face value, we can only conclude that the results
differ substantially among countries. This suggests that different schooling
systems and different labor markets have very different effects on the components of inequality and in particular on the relationship between uncertainty
and schooling level. We cannot conclude that a college education is universally a safer investment than a secondary education: in our estimates for the
US, both for men and for women, planning a college education carries more
uncertainty than planning a high school education, while in the UK, the uncertainty of a college education is lower than the uncertainty of A levels. It would
be interesting to investigate which institutional factors drive these results, but
that exceeds the purpose of the present project.
The question is of course whether we can take the results at face value. Our
replication of Chen’s results shows, at the very least, that different instruments
for education give rise to very different results. This does not build confidence
in the robustness or general validity of the outcomes. The results for Germany,
with correlation coefficients above 1, even raise more doubts. So we end with
the usual certainty: more work is needed. While indeed Chen’s model represented a significant step forward towards distinguishing heterogeneity and
risk, we think that it’s validity can be extended by allowing for non-parametric
estimation. This, indeed, will be our next step.

3.A

Appendix: Correct standard errors in Heckman
two-step procedure

Heckman (1979) notes how the two-step procedures suffer from a complication
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in the calculation of correct standard errors. The OLS standard errors and even
the heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors generated in the second stage of
the two-step procedure are incorrect. Correct formulas need to take into account two complications (Heckman, 1979; Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). First,
the error term in the second stage is heteroskedastic. Second, the β’s in the
second stage are estimates taken from the first stage. The usual procedure to
compute standard errors will understate their real value and, in turn, overstate
the estimated parameter significance levels. A way to overcome this problem
is described by Heckman (1979) himself. An alternative to the suggested procedure by Heckman is to use bootstrapping.
We do not know whether Chen acknowledged these complications in her
estimates. She does not mention whether her standard errors are obtained via
bootstrapping or whether she applied any other type of correction. Standard
errors from our estimations presented in the different wage equation for the
Heckman procedure are robust to heteroskedasticity, but do not correct for the
second issue. Since this correction is not a standardized procedure for Heckman two step estimation with an ordered probit first stage for most of the main
statistical packages (e.g.: Stata or Sas) and since Chen does not discuss the
problem, we assumed that the standard errors reported in the original paper
are only robust to heteroskedasticity.
We have also estimated the Heckman correction model with bootstrapped
standard errors. Those estimations are available on request. We only mention
here that the level of significance is reduced for most of the variables, but no
previously significant variable becomes insignificant.

3.B

Appendix: English data and estimations

We report here the estimations results obtained on the English sample that for
brevity were not presented in the main body of the article. There are few differences between the covariates used in the NLSY estimation and the BHPS
data. First, we had to choose one reference category for family income distribution since all the respondents had a declared value for this variable. Second,
we have no measure of ability like the AFQT score for the American sample.
Third, we cannot distinguish among ethnic minorities since the various groups
are too fragmented, forcing us to pool them together. Last, we only use an urban dummy as geographical control. The data at hand classify respondents’
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place of residence in 14 different counties. We could only distinguish between
counties including big cities such as London, Manchester, Liverpool, Newcastle, Birmingham and Leeds that we define as urban and the others.
Table 3.9: Mean and standard deviation – BHPS
Time invariant variables
Schooling variables
Years of Schooling

Family background
10.523
(3.959)

Highest grade mother

Categorical education
No qualification

Highest grade father
.20
(.40)
Number of siblings
Vocational high school
.01
(.10)
Family income
High school
.57
(.49)
Minority
A-levels
.12
(.33)
Geographic control
Vocational tertiary education
.06
Urban
(.25)
College
.03
(.17)
Time variant variables
Calendar year
Work experience

1991
1994
.77
2.74
(.38)
(1.46)
Log monthly wage
5.14
4.95
(2.64)
(2.82)
Size
389
439
Note: standard deviations in parentheses

1997
5.22
(2.24)
5.40
(2.70)
543

2000
8.00
(2.73)
5.97
(2.55)
590

2003
10.70
(3.30)
6.13
(2.59)
624

8.43
(3.25)
7.60
(3.58)
1.10
(.98)
23,462
(16,020)
.03
(.18)
.50
(.50)

2007
14.57
(3.80)
6.38
(2.62)
644

The first-stage estimates are important to check if the instrument is indeed
relevant. We can see that each additional sibling decreases school attendance
by half a year and augments the probability of obtaining no qualification by
4%.
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Table 3.10: First stage estimates OLS – BHPS
Covariates

Years of schooling
(1)
(2)

Number of siblings
-.603***(.045)
Interact number of siblings with/
Mother attended college
Father attended college
Highest grade mother
.002(.011)
Highest grade father
.032**(.012)
Family income second quartile
.804***(.163)
Family income third quartile
1.163***(.142)
Family income top quartile
1.741***(.141)
Minority
2.717***(.231)
Urban
.039(.077)
Constant
10.833***(.200)
R2
.078
Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1
rors in parentheses.
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-.565***(.041)
-.003(.141)
-.577**(.199)
-.007(.011)
.032*(.013)
.751***(.166)
1.100***(.145)
1.700***(.145)
2.784***(.249)
.063(.079)
10.932***(.209)
.082
percent respectively. Standard er-
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Family income top quartile

Family income third quartile

Family income second quartile

Highest grade father

Highest grade mother

Father attended college

Mother attended college

Interact number of siblings with/

Number of siblings

-.159***

(.009)

(.054)
.786***

-.093***

(.010)

.490***

-.047***

(.058)

(.001)

(.004)
.238***

.005***

(.001)

(.003)
-.025***

.003***

(.010)

(.046)
-.014***

-.021*

(.014)

(.067)
.097*

.046**

-.214**

(.004)

(.017)

-.006***

(.001)

-.004***

(.001)

-.002***

(.000)

.000***

(.000)

.000***

(.000)

-.001*

(.001)

.002**

(.000)

.002***

high school

education
.044***

Vocational

No
-.207***

Coefficients

fects – BHPS

-.127***

(.012)

-.091***

(.012)

-.042***

(.001)

.004***

(.000)

.002***

(.007)

-.015*

(.010)

.032**

(.003)

.031***

High school

.106***

(.007)

.065***

(.008)

.033***

(.001)

-.004***

(.000)

-.002***

(.007)

.015*

(.010)

-.032**

(.003)

-.031***

A-levels

Vocational

.121***

(.009)

.079***

(.010)

.038***

(.001)

-.004***

(.000)

-.002***

(.007)

.015*

(.010)

-.033**

(.003)

-.032***

tertiary education

Marginal effects at means

Table 3.11: First stage estimates ordered probit and marginal ef-

.065***

(.006)

.043***

(.005)

.019***

(.000)

-.002***

(.000)

-.001***

(.003)

.007*

(.005)

-.015**

(.001)

-.015***

above

College or
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(.007)

(.030)

603

(.071)

1.836***

(.067)

1.052***

(.066)

.341***

(.067)

-1.112***

(.067)

-1.146***

.030***

(.010)

(.082)
-.138***

-.083***

(.010)

(.052)
.516***

(2)

(1)

(.000)

.001***

(.001)

-.004***

(.001)

(3)

(.005)

.021***

(.023)

-.115***

(.010)

(4)

(.005)

-.021***

(.006)

.058***

(.007)

(5)

Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.

Wald χ2

Cut point (κ4 )

Cut point (κ3 )

Cut point(κ2 )

Cut point (κ1 )

Constant(κ0 )

Urban

Minority

Covariates

(.005)

-.021***

(.015)

.088***

(.009)

(6)

(.002)

-.010***

(.013)

.056***

(.006)

(7)
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Table 3.12: Wage equations: estimates of GLS, IV, and Heckman
selection models – BHPS
Years of schooling
Between-individual

Categorical education
IV

model (GLS)

Between-individual

Heckman

model (GLS)

Schooling coefficients
Years of schooling

.119***

.155

(.031)

(.183)

Voc. high school

High school

A-levels

Voc. tertiary education

College

Experience

Experience2

Mother’s years of schooling

Father’s years of schooling

Family income second quartile

Family income third quartile

Family income top quartile

Minority

Urban

1.727

5.031

(.955)

(-49.056)

.211

.536

(.266)

(-1.278)

.398

.922

(.306)

(-1.414)

.980**

2.045

(.354)

(-1.542)

1.044*

.419

(.509)

(-1.536)

1.114***

1.124***

1.109***

1.106***

(.137)

(.149)

(.139)

(.170)

-.064***

-.065***

-.063***

-.063***

(.011)

(.012)

(.011)

(.012)

.031

.030

.031

.043

(.022)

(.022)

(.022)

(.026)

-.017

-.017

-.006

-.002

(.018)

(.018)

(.019)

(.023)

.810*

.779*

.855*

.718

(.342)

(.388)

(.346)

(.424)

1.181***

1.139**

1.208***

1.039*

(.320)

(.389)

(.324)

(.457)

1.247***

1.178**

1.274***

1.025

(.315)

(.455)

(.319)

(.540)

-.233

-.324

-.249

-.452

(.485)

(.615)

(.500)

(.504)

.124

.120

.165

.167
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Covariates

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(.178)

(.181)

(.181)

(.201)

Selectivity adjustments
No qualification

-.754
(-1.944)

Voc. high school

3.583
(-89.236)

High school

-.535
(.607)

A-levels

.705
(.772)

Voc. tertiary education

-1.295
(.949)

College

-8.878
(-5.823)

Constant

R2

.634

.251

1.573***

1.049

(.519)

(-1.949)

(.451)

(-1.398)

.480

.247

.478

.492

Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 3.13: Mean and standard deviations – SOEP
Time invariant variables
Schooling variables
Years of Schooling
Categorical education
No qualification
Intermediate school
Vocational high school
High school
Vocational tertiary education
Technical College

College and beyond
12.74
(2.82)

.15
(.36)

Family background
Highest grade mother

.01
(.10)
Highest grade father
.07
(.26)
Number of siblings
.56
(.50)
German
.04
(.20)
Geographic control
.12
West German
(.33)
.04
(.21)
Time variant variables

Calendar year
Work experience

1999
2001
18.45
19.85
(10.54) (10.71)
Log monthly wage
7.29
7.38
(.59)
(.59)
Age
41.13
42.61
(9.76)
(9.83)
Size
2,574
4,240
Note: standard deviations in parentheses
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2003
20.67
(10.21)
7.49
(.73)
43.96
(9.97)
4,815

2005
20.95
(10.21)
7.49
(.79)
44.39
(10.01)
4,868

2007
21.69
(10.03)
7.52
(.74)
45.37
(9.71)
4,946

3.09
(1.32)
3.28
(1.58)
1.83
(1.71)
.92
(.26)
.78
(.41)

2008
22.29
(9.82)
7.52
(.83)
46.02
(9.48)
4,535
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Table 3.14: First stage estimates: OLS and ordered probit– SOEP
OLS

Probit coefficients

Covariates
(1)
Highest grade mother
.167***(.012)
Highest grade father
.442***(.010)
Number of siblings
-.215***(.006)
German
1.561***(.042)
West German
-.134***(.028)
Age
.025***(.001)
Constant (κ0 )
8.685***(.078)
Cut point (κ1 )
Cut point (κ2 )
Cut point (κ3 )
Cut point (κ4 )
Cut point (κ5 )
R2
.154
Wald χ2
Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of
rors in parentheses.
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(2)
.080***(.005)
.167***(.004)
-.095***(.003)
.822***(.023)
.021(.012)
.012***(.001)
-.699***(.039)
.392***(.037)
2.333***(.039)
2.460***(.039)
2.877***(.039)
3.071***(.039)
6,052.74
10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard er-
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-.001***
(.000)

(.000)

(.001)

(.000)

-.000***

-.002

(.005)

(.002)

-.000

-.136***

(.001)

(.000)

-.027***

-.018***

(.001)

(.000)

-.002***

-.009***

(.000)

(.000)

-.001***

.010***

.001***

school

qualification

(.000)

-.003***

(.003)

-.005

(.003)

-.081***

(.001)

-.041***

(.001)

-.020***

(.001)

.023***

high school

Vocational

(.000)

.000***

(.000)

.000

(.001)

.023***

(.000)

.004***

(.000)

.002***

(.000)

-.002***

High school

(.000)

.001***

(.001)

.002

(.002)

.077***

(.000)

.015***

(.000)

.007***

(.000)

-.009***

tertiary

Vocational

(.000)

.001***

(.001)

.001

(.001)

.033***

(.000)

.008***

(.000)

.004***

(.000)

-.004***

Technical college

Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.

Age

West German

German

Highest grade father

Highest grade mother

Number of siblings

Intermediate

No

Marginal effects at means

Table 3.15: First stage estimates marginal effects – SOEP

(.000)

.003***

(.002)

.004

(.002)

.111***

(.001)

.035***

(.001)

.017***

(.001)

-.020***

beyond

College and
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Table 3.16: Wage equations: estimates of GLS, IV, and Heckman
selection models – SOEP
Years of schooling
Between-individual

Categorical education
IV

model (GLS)

Between-individual

Heckman

model (GLS)

Schooling coefficients
Year of schooling

.113***

.155***

(.003)

(.012)

Intermediate school

Vocational high school

High school

Voc. tertiary education

Technical college

Experience

Experience2

Highest grade mother

Highest grade father

German

West German

Age

1.727

5.031

(.955)

(-49.056)

.211

.536

(.266)

(-1.278)

.398

.922

(.306)

(-1.414)

.980**

2.045

(.354)

(-1.542)

1.044*

.419

(.509)

(-1.536)

.089***

.094***

.069***

.082***

(.003)

(.004)

(.001)

(.003)

-.001***

-.001***

-.001***

-.001***

(.000)

(.000)

(.000)

(.000)

.003

-.002

.005*

.136*

(.007)

(.003)

(.002)

(.063)

.010

-.005

.013***

.281*

(.006)

(.004)

(.002)

(.129)

.019

-.069***

.022*

1.350*

(.027)

(.020)

(.009)

(.628)

.449***

.461***

.417***

.484***

(.017)

(.008)

(.006)

(.026)

-.032***

-.044***

-.013***

-.008

(.002)

(.004)

(.001)

(.010)

Selectivity adjustments
No qualification

2.564**
(.888)
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Covariates

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Intermediate school

1.833*

Vocational high school

2.193*

(.849)

(-1.057)
High school

1.612*
(.780)

Voc. tertiary education

1.605*
(.790)

Technical college

1.603*

College and beyond

1.975*

(.785)

(.990)
Constant

R2

5.738***

5.723***

6.323***

10.572***

(.057)

(.031)

(.029)

(-1.156)

.299

.188

.283

.310

Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.
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NLSY79-males

NLSY79-females

2 =.245
ψst
τs2 =3.658

BHPS

Table 3.17: Summarizing scheme, main parameters
σs2 =3.197
γs =.007

SOEP

2 =.021
ψst
τs2 =-.477

2 =.008
ψst
τs2 =.067

σs2 =-.498
γs =6.552

σs2 =.059
γs =.003

2 =.021
ψst
τs2 =-0.49

2 =.121
ψst
τs2 =.343

σs2 =-.070
γs =3.341

2 =.022
ψst
τs2 =-1.040

σs2 =.222
γs =.001

σs2 =-1.062
γs =4.786

No qualifications

2 =.024
ψst
τs2 =.478

Intermediate school
σs2 =.454
γs =.796

Vocational
high school
2 =.021
ψst
τs2 =.114

2 =.050
ψst
τs2 =.391

σs2 =.093
γs =.000

σs2 =.341
γs =2.598

2 =.106
ψst
τs2 =.328

2 =.164
ψst
τs2 =2.225

σs2 =.222
γs =.001

2 =.032
ψst
τs2 =.259

σs2 =2.061
γs =.044

High school

σs2 =.227
γs =2.557

2 =.029
ψst
τs2 =.233

2 =.195
ψst
τs2 =1.848

σs2 =.204
γs =2.569

σs2 =1.689
γs =.295

2 =.027
ψst
τs2 =.119

2 =.027
ψst
τs2 =.185

2 =.029
ψst
τs2 =-.502

A-levels

σs2 =.092
γs =.000

σs2 =.158
γs =.001

σs2 =.531
γs =2.901

2 =.148
ψst
τs2 =1.607
2 =.166
ψst
τs2 =.371

2 =.163
ψst
τs2 =.470

2 =.197
ψst
τs2 =1.019

σs2 =1.459
γs =.320
σs2 =.255
γs =.001

σs2 =.307
γs =.005

σs2 =.822
γs =.168

Higher vocational

Some college

Technical college
4 yr. college
or beyond
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Chapter 4

Does risk matter? A
Semiparametric Model for
Educational Choices in the
Presence of Uncertainty
4.1

Introduction

The enormous empirical literature on human capital and earnings stemming
from the seminal works of Mincer (1958; 1962) and Becker (1975) often assumes
utility maximizing agents selecting their educational level as a consequence of
their expected present value of education. This successful approach postulates
agents possessing an adequate knowledge on future payoffs of different types
of educations and on their ability to successfully complete the educational path
chosen. Obviously, investment decisions on education are taken under a considerable amount of uncertainty. Uncertainty regarding one’s performance in
school, uncertainty about the future labor market conditions and uncertainty
about future macroeconomic environment, just to name a few. Incorporating
these elements into the usual framework of schooling and career choices would
be a natural relaxation of standard assumptions and would greatly improve
the understanding of the mechanics of educational choice formation.
Surprisingly enough, empirical evidence on schooling choices under un-
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certainty is scarce at best (Altonji, 1993; Cunha et al., 2005; Zafar, 2011). Even
scarcer is the body of literature assessing the role that concerns about non
predictable future returns play in the selection of education. This seems at
odds with recent literature on risk in education (Cunha et al., 2005; Lemieux,
2006; Chen and Khan, 2007; Chen, 2008) treating self-selection into education,
motivated by risk concerns on the part of choice makers, as given. In this
framework, self-selection might arise as a consequence of risk aversion. The
possibility of self-selecting into education complicates the identification of the
specific parameters of interest. Proper risk, in fact, should be defined as that
part of labor market performance which can not be anticipated by the individual, but each individual possesses some private information inaccessible
to the researcher. If the private information is acted upon and, consequently,
education is selected in order to minimize uncertainty, simple metrics such as
the variance of error terms of a wage equation would confuse risk and private
information.
In this Chapter, I test the existence of self-selection into type of education
triggered by distaste for risk and the role that uncertainty plays in shaping
educational decisions. Before identifying the effects of risk on individuals’
preferences for field of study two hurdles must be cleared. First, potential
self-selection needs to be accounted for. Second, wage variance corrected for
self-selection has to be separated between risk and private information. Building up on recent developments of the literature on semiparametric estimators,
in this Chapter I propose a model for educational choices correcting for selfselection when uncertainty of future payoffs is accounted for and able to disentangle the separate contribution of uncertainty and unobserved heterogeneity.
The empirical strategy adopted falls into the growing literature on semiparametric estimation. As the common parametric techniques have come under closer scrutiny and received growing criticism (see, for example, Goldberger, 1983), a series of new semiparametric estimators for dichotomous choice
models have been developed in the literature (Lee, 1983; Robinson, 1988; Cosslett,
1991; Ahn and Powell, 1993; Newey, 2009). On the other hand, polychotomous choice models have received considerably less attention. Dahl (2002)
proposes a two-step semiparametric method correcting for sample selection
bias in the case of multiple possible outcomes. I combine this semiparametric estimation method for unordered outcomes with a parametric method in
the first stage. Ideally, I would like to avoid any distributional assumption for
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both error terms in the choice and outcome equation. In my case, as I need to
decompose the variance of the wage equation in its different elements, some
structure for the error terms is necessary. The estimation strategy adopted in
the present work assumes normality only for the distribution of the disturbance term for the choice equation without imposing joint normality of the
error terms. Furthermore, I extend the original model by introducing uncertainty of future payoffs in the choice formation routine.
Next to the obvious advantages of producing consistent parameter estimates in a fairly general set of data generating processes, the particular method
adopted here presents some additional attractive features that could be easily extended to other polychotomous settings. In particular, consistency of
the second stage estimation does not require an exclusion restriction as most
other parametric or semiparametric estimators (Robinson, 1988; Cosslett, 1991;
Newey, 2009) do. Since valid exclusion restrictions are, in practice, hard to
come across (Bound et al., 1995) and exogeneity is often hard to justify and
test, not having to depend on a valid instrumental variable can only increase
the estimates reliability. Endogenous instruments, in fact, can lead to an amplification in parameters’ estimates bias compared to simple OLS (Cameron and
Trivedi, 2005).
To my knowledge, this is the first analysis adopting a semiparametric strategy, able to assess the separate impact of risk and unobserved heterogeneity on
unordered choices for type of education. The only other examples of research
semiparametrically correcting for self selection and separately identifying risk
and unobserved heterogeneity is provided in Chapter 5, while Chen (2008) accomplishes the same result, but strictly parametrically. Both works are only
interested in gauging the causal effect of education on risk and not the effect
of uncertainty on schooling choices. Additionally, this is the first analysis that
disentangles the various components of wage variance via a semiparametric
estimator in a context for which a clear order of choices is not a-priori determined.
Theoretical advancement is not the only motivation behind the present research. Understanding the extent of the influence that uncertainty exerts on
individuals’ choices is of direct interest for policy makers and sound empirical
evidence on this matter is severely lacking. Consider, for example, an economy in which some particular occupation can not meet enough supply in the
labor market due to excessive risk in the required education for accessing it.
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A government willing to propel a more efficient labor supply structure might
consider the public provision of insurance coverage for those individual ready
to undertake that particular educational path. Furthermore, if riskier human
capital investments are leading to higher returns to education, and if poorer
individuals avoid them due to the absence of the intrinsic financial buffer that
family income offers, intergenerational and social mobility might be severely
reduced.
The analysis, which exploits data from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth (NLSY), proceeds in four steps. First, probabilities for major field selection are estimated with a multinomial probit model. In the second step these
probabilities serve as basis for the construction of the correction function to get
consistent estimates for the wage equation. The correction functions enter the
wage equation significantly, suggesting that self-selection exists. The results
for the wage equation show that self-selection into education leads to a significant downward bias of OLS estimation for returns to education up to more than
100%. Third, the various elements of wage variance are either point estimated
or bounded within some admissible range of values. Results confirm the well
known increase in transitory earnings volatility for the US in the past twenty
years and show how graduates in Science and Social Sciences disciplines are
better immunized against macroeconomic shocks compared to graduates in
Humanities and Health and Education. At the same time, those same type of
educations protect against total uncertainty defined as the sum of transitory
volatility and individual specific permanent volatility. In the final step, the responsiveness of educational choices to differences in risk associated with the
distinct major type is tested. I find that the theoretical prediction of a negative
impact of risk and a positive impact of expected returns on educational selection is confirmed for three out of four educational groups, the only exception
being the Humanities group.

4.2

Theoretical model

I present here a four steps model for the estimation of the impact of future wage
uncertainty on educational choices. The model builds on Dahl (2002) who proposes a semiparametric estimation method for polychotomous choice models.
The original model concerns internal migration choices in the US where selfselection raises from differentials in returns for education in the 51 US states.
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In my framework choices are limited to four educational categories and selfselection occurs as a consequence of individual specific tastes for education.
Additionally, the focus of my research is not centered on means returns to education, but on the dispersion of returns, thus, uncertainty is added to the
original model.
The first steps of a four stages procedure consist in estimating the probability of selection into one of the four educational groups1 - Humanities, Science,
Social Science and Health and Education, these probabilities serve as basis for
constructing four selection adjustments terms that in the second stage are included in a wage equation reestablishing the condition of zero mean on the
error term allowing estimation by ordinary least squares. In the third step the
real magnitude of risk is assessed and disentangled from private information.
Finally, the assumption of individuals self-selecting into education as a consequence of comparative advantages is tested and the impact of uncertainty
concerns on type of education selection is estimated.

4.2.1

A model for school choice and wages in the presence of
uncertainty

In this section, I present a Roy (1951) model for multiple educational choice
that builds on Dahl (2002) in its general structure, adapting the analysis to
educational choices and introducing uncertainty on future payoffs.
Consider N individuals facing four possible choices for major type in college m: Humanities (mi = 1); Sciences (mi = 2); Social Sciences (mi = 3); and
Health and Education (mi = 4). In this stylized world there are two periods. In
the first period, after high school and conditional to wanting to acquire a college education, the individual selects the type of major that he wants to pursue
according to his inclinations and the expected income that that specific type of
education allows him to earn. In the second period, once a college degree has
been attained, he enters the labor market and a stream of income is earned for
T periods. Observing all relevant variables for schooling choice, each individual (i) compares the benefits obtainable in each of the m categories and opts for
the utility maximizing one, with utility being a function of expected earnings,
earnings uncertainty and tastes affecting choices. Tastes affecting educational
1 The

choice of these four college major categories is fairly standard in the literature. Additionally, many of the college major groups coded in the NLSY count little to no observations, thus some
aggregation is necessary for the statistical analysis. See appendix for detailed major classification.
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choice are potentially infinite. Among others they include tastes and inclination for a specific type of education, private information including individuals’
own assessment on the riskiness of major m and individual specific risk attitude. A common feature of these factors is that they are all unobservable to
the econometrician. How these personal characteristics translate in the labor
market is not completely revealed to the choice maker even though private information allows him to form a more precise estimate for both the profitability
and the uncertainty of incomes associated with each of the m categories compared to the econometrician who is unable to use the same information.
Formally, my model comprises two inter-related equations: an additively
separable utility function (4.1) and a potential wage equation (4.2) for each
major m = 1, 2, 3, 4:
2
E[Vmit0 |νi ] = ϑ1 E[ymit | xit0 , νi ] + ϑ2 E[τmit
| xit0 , νi ] + νi ,

(4.1)

ymit = αm + xit β m + σmi emi + ψmt eit , with (m = 1, 2, 3, 4).

(4.2)

In equation (4.1) the dependent variable E[Vmit0 ] is the expected utility that
individual i attaches to major type m at time t0 , where the subscript 0 denotes the beginning of the first period. Utility is a function of expected wages
2 | x , ν ]) and private informa(E[ymit | xit0 , νi ]), expected uncertainty2 (E[τmit
it0
i

tion (νi ). ϑ1 and ϑ2 are the coefficients associated with expected wages and
uncertainty. Parameter ϑ2 is the key parameter for my purposes, its estimates
are reported in table 4.8. Expectations are formed conditioning on individual
observed (xit0 ) and unobserved (νi ) characteristics evaluated at time t0 .
Equation (4.2) specifies individual log earnings (ymit ) in each of the four
major types m as a function of a major type specific constant (αm ), a vector of individual characteristics (xit ), an individual fixed effect component (σmi emi ) and
an idiosyncratic transitory shock capturing macroeconomics or institutional
changes and affecting individuals earnings (ψmt eit ). emi and eit are random
unit root variables uncorrelated with each other. Note also that the loading
factor σ in front of the individual fixed effect component is allowed to vary
with type of education. In this way, considerations of comparative advantages
enter individuals’ decision mechanism. If the loading factor is equal across
major types, the individual fixed effect is rewarded equally at all levels. For
2 The

2
exact specification of τmit
is provided in equation (4.6).
0
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the scope of this Chapter the identification of the variance of potential wages
2 + ψ2 ) plays a key role since this variance serves as basis for the con(σmi
mt
struction of the risk coefficient whose effect on choices I want to estimate. It
is important to note that while the shock term does not correlate either with
observed or unobserved characteristics, the individual fixed effect does with
both.

Selection of the preferred type of education is determined by considerations
of comparative advantages depicted in equation (4.1). Formally, individuals
choose the educational levels for which:
Imi

=1
=0

if and only if E[Vmi ] = max ( E[V1i ], ..., E[V4i ]),
otherwise

(4.3)

where Imi is an indicator function assuming value 1 if that specific major is
selected and 0 otherwise. Where E[Vmi ] = E[Vmit0 ] since expectations are assumed to be age independent and therefore time subscript t0 is omitted in the
remainder of the Chapter for ease of notation.
The system of equations in (4.1) and (4.2) can not be directly estimated
for three reasons: first, all the relevant variables for major choice are unobserved; second, private information affects both the choice of major type and
the realization of wages introducing a selection bias in the estimation of the
wage equation; third, in the data individuals are observed in only one of the
four possible states thus the estimation of the determinants of major choice
requires generating counterfactual earnings and uncertainty, accounting for
self-selection, for the other three options. Self-selection is treated in section
4.3.1, counterfactual imputation is treated in section 4.6 while for the identifi2 , τ 2 and ν some additional assumption
cation of the unknown parameters σmi
i
mi

regarding the functional form are necessary.
More specifically, I need to specify how unobserved heterogeneity (νi ) relates to the individual specific permanent component (σmi emi ). I indicate the
correlation term between the two with (ρm ) and in equation (4.4), following
Appendix 5.A, I define a linear relation for the conditional expectations of the
two:
σmi emi = γm νi + ξ mi ,

(4.4)

2 , Var [ ν ] = σ2 , Cov [ e , ν ] = γ
where I assume that: Var [emi | xit ] = σmi
m =
i
mi i
ν

ρm σm σν , E[ξ mi |νi ] = 0 and Var [ξ mi ] = σξ2 . As in Willis and Rosen (1979), the
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correlation coefficient is not restricted to assume positive values allowing either positive or negative selection into type of education. In the presence of
positive selection (i.e.: ρm > 0) a high predisposition for a specific type of education translates into higher wages in the labor market, the opposite occurs in
case of negative selection (i.e.: ρm < 0). The linear assumption is needed for
the separate identification of wage uncertainty and unobserved heterogeneity.
Using these distributional assumptions, an equation for expected wages
and expected uncertainty from the individual standpoint can be derived:
E[ymi | xi , νi ] = αm + xi β m + γm νi ,

(4.5)

2
2
2
τmit
= Var [σmi emi + ψmt eit | xit , νi ] = σmi
(1 − ρ2m σν2 ) + ψmt
.

(4.6)

This formulation illustrates the contribution of the parameter νi to wage expectations and, through the correlation coefficient ρs , to personal uncertainty.
Regarding the first relationship, we can easily see from equation (4.5) that in
the presence of positive selection individuals with a high degree of predisposition for a specific type of education are rewarded in the labor market while
the opposite occurs in the case of negative selection. On the other hand, expression (4.6) illustrates the channel through which the unobserved schooling
factor relates to the uncertainty components. In fact, if the correlation between
unobserved schooling factor (νi ) and the fixed individual effect σmi emi is perfect (i.e.: ρm = 1) individuals can predict perfectly how their own inclinations
translate in the labor market and uncertainty is only caused by variance in
2 ). On the other hand, when correlation is absent (i.e.:
transitory shocks (ψmt

ρm = 0) the individual does not posses any additional information compared
to the econometrician on how his unobserved abilities affect his wages in the
future and uncertainty equates observed wage variance.
Using the relation expressed in (4.5) I define an equation for the deviation
of individuals’ expected wages from population average earnings, obtaining:
E[ymit | xit , νmi ] − E[ymit | xit ] = γm νi .

(4.7)

Equation (4.7) simply states that the deviation of individual expected earnings from the average students in category m given his observable characteristics and unobservable tastes for schooling is the individual specific error term
γm νi in equation (4.5). The transitory shock component in equation (4.2) is
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differenced out since it is supposed to be uncorrelated with individual characteristics and thus it affects all individuals with mi = m equally. The equality
makes clear that deviations from the population mean are a function of the
specific schooling tastes expressed by νi and how these tastes correlate with
individual specific component.
I define a similar equation for the deviation of individuals taste for education from the population average:
νi − E[νi | xi ] = wmi ,

(4.8)

wmit is an error term for individual deviations from mean tastes. Tastes for type
of education m include a number of possible variables such as the inclination
for a specific subject, anticipated likelihood of obtaining a degree for major m,
or the anticipated individual wage risk associated with that type of education.
I can now rewrite expression (4.1) in terms of population means and individual specific error component:
E[Vmit ] = E[Vmt ] + smi

(4.9)

where E[Vmt ] = E[ymit | xit , mi = m] + E[νi | xi ] and smi = wmi + γm νi . In the
selection literature Vmt is referred to as the subutility function. I assume the
error term smit to be multivariate normally distributed with mean zero and
covariance matrix:




Σ=



σ12
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.
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σ41
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σ14








σ22
σ32
...


(4.10)

σ42

The selection rule expressed in equation (4.3) can now be rewritten as:
Imi

=1
=0

if and only if Vm + smi ≥ Vr + sri ∀r 6= m,
otherwise.

(4.11)

Thus, earnings are observed only for the utility maximizing choice and if
the selection equations outlined in (4.11) are satisfied simultaneously. Equations (4.1)-(4.11) describe a Roy model of schooling and earnings with multiple
choices and in the presence of uncertainty. For this analysis the main equation
of interest is equation (4.1) which, after the necessary transformation, is esti-
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mated in section 4.6.

4.3

Semiparametric estimation of a Roy model with
multiple sectors

The most common procedure for estimation of models with self-selection and
binary outcomes is the Heckman selection model (Heckman, 1974; 1976; 1979).
The model presented here allows for four possible choices. In case of multiple
options, the approach depends on the structure of the outcomes that can either
be ordered according to some natural and evident structure, or unordered, in
case this ordering is not apparent. In the first case, the selection correction term
is usually derived from an ordered probit regression in the first stage which,
after some transformation, is then included in the outcome equation (Vella,
1998) obtaining consistent estimates of the β’s. In the second case, when no
ordering of choices is possible, the first stage can be estimated via a conditional
logit model or its extension the nested logit model (McFadden, 1984; Trost and
Lee, 1984; Falaris, 1987).
All these methods rely on heavy assumptions on the distribution of the error terms in the choice and selection equations. If the true joint distribution is
not correctly specified and it is different from the designated one, the estimated
parameters in the outcome equation are severely biased (Goldberger, 1983)
with the level of bias increasing as the self-selected sample size increases(Dahl,
2002). These criticisms generated a fertile line of research proposing alternative methods imposing limited distributional assumptions (Cosslett, 1983; Gallant and Nychka, 1987; Robinson, 1988; Ahn and Powell, 1993; Powell, 1994;
Newey, 2009).
All these methods address binary choice models and, similarly to their
parametric counterparts, imply estimation in two steps3 . In the first step, some
nonparametric or semiparametric estimator of the parameters in the choice
equation, for which the distribution of the error term remain unspecified, is
used. These estimates form the basis for the construction of a ’single-index’
correction function g(.) which is then included in the second stage allowing
consistent estimates of the parameters in the outcome equation.
If research on semiparametric estimation methods for binary response mod3 For a textbook discussion of parametric and semiparametric selection models see Cameron
and Trivedi (2005).
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els has received some attention in recent literature, very little effort has been
dedicated to the semiparametric estimation of polychotomous choice models.
One of the few exceptions is Dahl (2002) who proposes a model for unordered
choices regarding migration decisions.
I exploit Dahl’s work and adapt it to the different needs that my research
question poses. The main methodological difference between my and Dahl’s
framework resides in the structure of the error term in the choice equation. In
fact, in order to be able to separate risk from private information, the error term
in the first stage is assumed to be normally distributed.
Additionally, Roy models based on utility maximization, such as the present
one, present a specific challenge: the correct specification of the subutility function Vm and the choice of variables to include in it. In my framework, a plethora
of variables are potential candidates for inclusion and many of these variables
are either unobservable or non perfectly measurable. The model that I present
here sidesteps the estimation of underlying parameters of the subutility function and thus, does not require the correct specifications of tastes.

4.3.1

Schooling probabilities as sufficient statistics in single
and multiple-index models

The estimation method that I present here for schooling choices is building
on previous works by Dahl (2002), Lee (1983) and Ahn and Powell (1993) on
semiparametric estimation methods.
As already noted by Heckman and Robb (1985) and Ahn and Powell (1993)
in single-index selection models the selectivity bias can be expressed as the
probability of selection given covariates. This follows from the fact that in
latent index models, the mean of the error term in the outcome equation for
the selected sample is an invertible function of the selection probability (Dahl,
2002). Ahn and Powell exploit this fact in order to avoid estimation of an unknown distribution function for the selection errors. Dahl extends this idea
to multiple-index models providing a relatively simple semiparametric correction for polychotomous selection models. In this section I first show the
formulation of Ahn and Powell (1993) for single-index models and then the
extension that Dahl provides to multiple-index.
Considering the theoretical model presented in section 4.2.1 I rewrite the
earnings equation as:
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M

ymit = αm + xit β m +

∑ [ Imi ς m (Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr )] + ηmit .

(4.12)

m =1

In this formulation ς m (.) = E[umit |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ], ηmit is a zero mean
error term in the selected sample and Imi is the usual indicator function assuming value 1 if mi = m. This is a partially-linear, multiple-index model
since the control functions ς m are unknown functions of the multiple index
Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr .
Let’s now define the joint density function of the error term in equation
(4.2) and in equation (4.11) describing the selection criteria, as: f m (umit , smi −
sri , . . . , s Mi − sri ). Lee (1983) shows that f m (umit , smi − sri , . . . , s Mi − sri |Vm −
Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) = gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr )4 .
Dahl takes advantage of Lee’s results and imposes the following index-sufficiency
assumption:

gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) =
gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi | pmi )

(4.13)

where pmi is the probability that individual i selects major type m given the
vector of subutilities differences Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr . Equation (4.13) assumes
that pmi = pmi (Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) exhausts all the information about how
the differences in subutility functions influence the joint distribution of the error term in the outcome equation and maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi ) contained in
the sample, which is equivalent from stating that the conditional distribution
of umit and maxr (Vr − Vm + sir − smi ) can depend on the conditioning variables
only through the single index pmi .
The single index pmi is the probability of each individual first best education choice; in other words it is the major choice observed in the data and can
be rewritten as:
pmi = Pr ( Imi = 1|Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ).

(4.14)

The differences in subutility functions determine the choice for type of educa4 To see how the equality is derived remember the selection criteria expressed by equation (4.11).
That relation states that selectivity bias in ysit is driven by the event that the maximum of the
collection of random variables Vr − Vm + tri − tmi , . . . , VM − Vm + t Mi − tmi is less than or equal to
zero.
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tion, thus they need to be accounted for when estimating pmi . Using equation
(4.13) the earnings equation expressed in (4.12) can be rewritten as:
M

ymit = αm + xit β m +

∑ [ Imi λm ( pmi )] + ωmit ,

(4.15)

m =1

where for each supergroup m, λm (.) is an unknown function of the single index
pmi and E[ωmit | xit , pmi , Imi = 1] = 0 by construction5 .
All the results reported until this point were already obtained by Lee (1983).
The specific contribution of Dahl (2002) is extending the single index correction
function in equation (4.15) to multiple index framework.
Dahl’s intuition is that, subject to the invertibility condition:

gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + writ − wmit |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) =
gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + writ − wmit | pim , . . . , piM )

,

(4.16)

which simply implies that multiple education type choice probabilities contain the same information as the difference in subutilities functions, the earnings equations can be rewritten as multiple-index, partially linear models that
depend on all M schooling probabilities:
ymit = αm + xit β m + ∑[ Imi µm ( pim , . . . , piM )] + ηmit

(4.17)

where µm (.) = E[umit | pmi , . . . , p Mi ] = E[umit |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ]. The assumption contained in equation (4.13) reduces this equivalence by imposing
that only the probability of the utility maximizing choice matters. The assumption can be relaxed allowing for other probabilities beside the first-best choice
to influence the distribution of gm . Indicating with ~q the subset, or full set,
of schooling probabilities { pim , . . . , p Mi }, a less restrictive assumption can be
written as:

gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + writ − wmit |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) =
gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + writ − wmit )| pim , ~q)

.

(4.18)

From this expression the earnings equation can be rewritten as a multipleindex, partially linear model, where the bias correction is an unknown function
5 See

Dahl (2002) for analytical proof of this result.
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of the revealed first-best choice plus a few other chosen probabilities.
In my application of this model to type of major choice the number of probabilities, other than the revealed choice, candidate for inclusion is necessarily
limited. I can then estimate a very rich model with the inclusion of all major
type selection probability and compare it with the most parsimonious model
possible. This is the way I proceed and describe in Section 4.5.3. The choice of
these probabilities implies the following distributional assumption:

gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi |Vm − Vr , . . . , VM − Vr ) =
gm (umit , maxr (Vr − Vm + sri − smi )| pim , . . . piM )

,

(4.19)

and the following earning equation:
M

ymit = αm + xit β m +

∑ [ Iim λm ( pim , . . .

piM )] + ωmit

(4.20)

m =1

I refer toλm (.) as the selection correction function which is an unknown function of four probabilities p(mi = 1), p(mi = 2), p(mi = 3) or p(mi = 4).

4.4

Empirical estimation

In the previous section I have outlined the general structure of a semiparametric model in a polychotomous choice framework in the presence of selfselection as presented by Dahl (2002) and my adaptation to the present application for college major choice. OLS estimates of equation (4.20) produce
consistent estimates for the parameters of interests.
The focus of this Chapter is first obtaining consistent estimates for the level
of unanticipated wage dispersion that each schooling level entails and then, in
a second step, assessing how heavily individuals weigh the risk factor when
taking schooling decisions. Both steps need to account for individuals’ private
information and thus, intrinsic to risk estimation, is the identification of private
information. In the following section I illustrate the empirical implementation
choices and the necessary steps for identification of the transitory component
2 ), the permanent component of wage variance ( σ2 ), risk
of wage variance (ψmt
mi
2 ) and private information ( ν ) starting from the wage equation corrected
(τmit
i
for self-selection presented in (4.20).
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4.4.1

Estimation for the selection probabilities

The model presented hinges on the assumption that the researcher can consistently estimate the probabilities associated with each schooling choice for each
individual. The most common procedures adopted in the literature for estimation of selection probabilities are the conditional logit model and the ordered
probit model in case of unordered or ordered outcomes respectively. The main
drawbacks of these two methods are their dependence on heavy distributional
assumptions6 .
Ideally, I would like to semiparametrically estimate both stages. The literature on semiparametric estimators in the presence of unordered choice structure is very scarce (Matzkin, 1993; Dahl, 2002; Bayer et al., 2011) and for none
of these estimators the full asymptotic properties are derived. As evident from
the expressions for σmi , τmit and δmi estimates for the conditional and unconditional variance of the error term in the choice equation are needed if the
variance of wages has to be decomposed between our parameters of interest.
Therefore I estimate the first stage and the probabilities of schooling selection
via a multinomial probit model, assuming normality for the distribution of the
disturbance term in the secondary equation, but avoiding to impose joint normality on the error terms for the selection and outcome equation.
Compared to the conditional logit model the multinomial probit has the
considerable advantage of allowing for the error terms for the different options to be correlated eluding the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
assumption imposed by multinomial or conditional logit models.

4.4.2

Identifying the two components of wage variance

Intra-educational wage variance can result from observed heterogeneity expressed by β m in equation (4.2) or unobserved heterogeneity which is captured
by the error term in the same equation.
In this model the error term in equation (4.2) is composed by an individual
specific fixed term (σmi emi ) and an idiosyncratic shock (ψmt eit ); the variance of
2 + ψ2 ) captures the unobserved part of wage variance
these two elements (σmi
mt

which, in turns, includes both risk and private information. This part of wage
variance is my target of identification in the first step.
6 An additional and unattractive property of the conditional logit model is the independence of
irrelevant alternatives .
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Starting from the same premises of Chen (2008) in a parametric setting
we semiparametrically derive in Appendix 5.A an expression for variance of
wages. Adapting those results to the present framework with utility maximization I obtain:
2
2
Var [σm emi + ψmt eit | pim , . . . piM ] = σm
(1 − ρ2m δmi ) + ψmt
.

(4.21)

δmi is referred to as the truncation adjustment needed in order to retrieve the
untruncated distribution of wage variance. Following Lee (1982; 1983) and
Maddala (1983) and given the distributional assumptions in (4.10) its analytical
expression is given by:
δmi = 1 − Var [νi | pim , . . . piM ] = λ2 −
Where λ = E[νi | pim , . . . piM ] =

φ ( zi ϕ )
.
Φ ( zi ϕ )

− φ ( zi ϕ )
Φ ( zi ϕ )

The probabilities for schooling selec-

tion are estimated with a multinomial probit model given the distributional assumptions in (4.10)7 . δmi determines whether observed wage inequality overstates or understates potential wage inequality. If δmi > 0 observed wage inequality overstates potential inequality and vice versa in case δmi < 0.
In order to be able to disentangle the transitory shock component from the
permanent component a panel data structure is essential. In fact, an individual fixed-effect model differences out the time invariant permanent component
σmi emi so that the unexplained part of wage variance in the model can be attributed to external and unanticipated idiosyncratic shocks which is one part
of wage risk properly defined.
In the present framework a fixed-effect model for individual earnings takes
the form:

(yit − yi ) = ( xit − xi ) β m + (κmit − κ̄mi )

if mi = m,

(4.22)

yi , xi and κ̄mi denote the average of individual earnings, time varying covariates and error term, respectively, over the time period taken into consideration
and κ̄mi ≡ ψmt eit . Consequently, the transitory component of wage variance
2 is identified as the variance of the error term in equation (4.22).
ψmt

The next step is identifying the permanent component of wage variance
2 .
σmi

The parameter is identified with a between-individual model based on

7 For

derivation see Maddala (1983).
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equation (4.20):
yi = αm + xi β m + ∑[ Iim λm ( pim , . . . piM )] + ω mi

(4.23)

With the inclusion of the correction term, the between-individual model can
be consistently estimated by OLS since E[ω mi | xi , γm ] = 0. In Appendix 5.A is
shown that with only the assumption of linearity on the error terms discussed
in section 4.2.1, it is possible to obtain an analytical expression for the permanent component corrected for truncation and self-selection:
2
2
d [ωmi | xi , mi = m, zi ] + γm δ̂mi − ∑ ψ
bmt
b
/T.
σmi
= Var

(4.24)

t

d [ωmi | xi , mi = m, zi ] is estimated as the mean squared erAs in Chen (2008) Var
ror of the between individual model in equation (4.23), T ≡ (∑i Ti−1 /N )−1 and
δ̂mi is the truncation adjustment. The only parameter that remains unidentified
is γm . The very flexible structure of the error terms and of the correction function selected in this application hampers point identification of this parameter.
In section 4.4.3 I show how this parameter can be bounded within a given interval of admissible values. As I show in the last section of the present work,
these bounds are informative enough for determining the contribution of the
permanent component to education selection.
I have now point identified or bounded both elements of wage variance.
Remember that since individuals posses private information, the permanent
2 bounded in (4.24) cannot be imputed completely to proper risk
component b
σim

as the individual can foresee part of it. The proper expression for risk, defined
as the unforeseeable part of wage variance from the individual standpoint,
2
2 (1 − ρ2 δ ) + ψ2 . Remembering that ρ
is τmit
= Var [umit |zi ; xit , νi ] = σmi
m
m mi
mt

expresses a correlation and can thus vary only between -1 and 1, I can conclude
2 are at hand.
that all elements for bounding the risk parameter τmit

4.4.3

Separate identification for risk and unobserved heterogeneity

For the purpose of this Chapter it is essential to separately identify the risk
2 from the unobserved heterogeneity component ν and further
coefficient τmit
i
2 into transitory shock ψ2 and permanent component of wage variance
split τmit
mt
2 .
σmi
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Transitory shocks are easily identified as the variance of the error term in
2 is more comequation (4.22). Identification of the permanent component σmi

plicated. The complete specification of the permanent component given in
equation (4.24) includes the coefficient for the selectivity adjustments differen2 presupposes
tiated by schooling type γm . Therefore, point identification of σmi

the possibility of separately identify one selectivity adjustment per schooling
level. This is not possible in the context of this analysis where the correction
function is a series of polynomial expansions.
Instead of pursuing point identification for the permanent component of
wage variance, I derive informative lower and upper bounds for the range of
possible values that this component can assume. I decide to trade off precision
of identification, that would be possible if stricter assumptions on the structure
of the error terms were imposed, with generality of results that in my case do
not rely on the specific distributional form chosen. I believe that these bounds
are still informative since they allow for estimation of schooling choices based
on comparative advantages which is the final purpose of the present work. To
see how the permanent component can be bounded consider equation (4.24)
and rearrange it to obtain:
2
σmi
=

2 /T
d [ωmi | xi , mi = m, zi ] − ∑t ψ
bmt
Var
1 − ρ2m δ̂mi

(4.25)

the numerator of this fraction is easily identified8 , following Appendix 5.A
I can also identify δmi as 1 − Var [νi |zi , Imi = 1] where Var [νi |zi , Imi = 1] =
E[νi2 |zi , Imi = 1] − E[νi |zi , Imi = 1]2 . The only unknown in this equation is the
squared correlation coefficient ρ2m which can be bounded between 0 and 1. In
case of no correlation between wages and the unobserved schooling factor (i.e.:
ρm =0) the permanent component is simply the variance of the error term in the
between individual model of equation (4.24) minus the transitory shock; thus
no private information is exploited for minimizing wage variance. The other
extreme is given for perfect correlation (i.e.: ρm =1). In this case, the width of
the bounds depends on the magnitude of δ̂mi .

4.4.4

Estimating the correction function

In a semiparametric framework the correction function is left unspecified. Different methods exist for estimation of an unknown function. In this Chapter
8 See

section 4.4.2.
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I employ a series expansions for estimation of the unknown function. The
method was first introduced by Newey (1997). The approximation for individuals in major category m is:
Q

λm ( pmi , . . . piM ) w

∑ κm bm ( pmi , . . .
q

q

piM )

(4.26)

q =1
q

where the functions bm (.) are referred to as the basis functions. Common
choices for basis functions are the terms of a polynomial or Fourier series. In
my estimation I chose the polynomial expansion so that Q denotes the number of terms in the approximating series. I now have a model that is linear in
parameters and thus estimable by ordinary least squares. The number of series expansions should increase as the sample size increases, in practice, there
is no standard procedure that the researcher can follow for choosing the correct number. Additionally, consistency for the parameters estimation in the
outcome equation requires the number of probabilities entering the basis function to be sufficiently large. The probabilities for each individual and for each
schooling categories are calculated with a multinomial probit in the first stage.

4.5

The causal impact of risk on education

My empirical estimation for the importance of concerns on risk on the choice
of education proceeds in four steps. In the first, the probability of major type
selection is estimated following the procedure explained in section 4.4.1; these
probabilities are then used for calculating the basis functions, and thus the selectivity correction terms, in equation (4.26) in the second step. The correction
functions are included in the wage equation obtaining estimation corrected for
selectivity, these estimations serve as basis for identification of permanent com2 , transitory component ψ2 , private information ν and risk τ 2 as
ponent σmi
i
mt
mit

described in section 4.4.2. In the last step the responsiveness of major type selection probabilities to differences in risk level, corrected returns to education
and other amenities, are estimated.

4.5.1

Data

For my purpose I use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79).
The NLSY is a longitudinal study of a representative sample of U.S. citizens
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who were 14 to 22 years old in 1979 when the survey first started. The sample
size is 12,686 strong and it includes a wide variety of economic, sociological
and psychological measures. Particularly important for my study, the survey
includes information about the major selected in college for those individuals
who proceed to tertiary education. The survey begun in 1979 and it is still
ongoing as the last available wave dates back to 2008. The cohort was interviewed annually until 1994 and biennially thereafter.
Since my analysis regards major choice in college, I restrict the sample analyzed to males and females who attended college, this reduces my sample to
6,325 individuals. The first wave considered in my analysis is that of 1990 so
that all individuals in the sample have already terminated their studies and are
entering the work force. Observations are organized in 11 subsequent waves
until the last available survey of 2008.
My model counts two dependent variables: major choice for the selection
probabilities and earnings for the wage equation. Major in college is recorded
as a four digit code distinguishing among the various fields of study9 (e.g.: Biological Sciences, Engineering, Business and Management, etc.) and sub fields
within the bigger field (e.g.: Microbiology, Chemical Engineering, Banking and
Finance etc.). Earnings are expressed as the logarithm of hourly earnings in the
period considered translated in 2008 dollars. The historical series for the Consumer Price Index (CPI) in the US for the period considered is obtained from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics10 .
The information contained in the NLSY allows me to control for gender,
ethnic background, family income when the respondent was 17 years old or
as close to 17 as possible (in 2008 dollars), parents’ levels of education, ability
measured by the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) and dummies for
geographical characteristics for the area of origin at age 1711 . The AFQT is a
series of four tests in mathematics, science, vocabulary and automotive knowledge. The test was administered in 1980 to all subjects regardless their age and
schooling level. For this reason it can include age and schooling effects in the
ability index that the test is meant to construct. To correct for these undesired
effects, I follow Kane and Rouse (1995) and Neal and Johnson (1996). First I
regress the original test score on age dummies and quarter of birth, then we
9 For

a detailed description of the NLSY79 major classification see the appendix.
ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt (accessed 11/07/2011)
11 The geographical controls include a dummy indicating whether the respondent grew up in a
urban area and four dummies for the area of origin: North Central, North East, South and West
10 source:
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replace the original test score with the residuals obtained from this regression.
The choice variable deserves some further discussion. The multinomial
probit estimation procedure becomes intractable with the standard statistical
package used12 , when the possible outcomes exceed four. Therefore, I grouped
the different major as defined in the NLSY in four big categories: Humanities,
Sciences, Social Sciences and Health and Education13 . In this way I obtain four
unordered categories that can be estimated via a multinomial probit procedure
that allows for correlation of errors.
All the control variables used in the first stage14 are also added to the between individual model in equation (4.23). In addition to these common variables, work experience is added as a time varying control in both the between
individuals and fixed-effect estimation. In case information for any of the control variables is lacking the observation is dropped. For this reason I delete 319
individuals lacking information about the AFQT test score, 748 about parents
education, 947 without information for family income and 647 whose information for earnings in the labor market is lacking. The final balanced panel counts
3,664 individuals observed in 11 waves generating 40,304 individual-year pair
observations15 .
Descriptive statistics for the entire sample as well as for the four major categories appear in table 4.1 and table 4.2. The tables reveal sufficient variation
in individuals own characteristics and background. Graduates from Social Sciences constitute the largest group in my sample and Humanities graduates the
smallest, the other two groups of Sciences and Health and Education are quite
balanced.
It is evident that people graduating from Humanities belong to families
with a more favorable economic and educational background. Both mother’s
and father’s education, as well as family income, are at their highest for this
category. Additionally, AFQT score is also higher for them, while the share of
ethnic minorities is the lowest among the four categories. The opposite occurs
in the case of Health and Education group which is at the bottom for parents
education, family income and ability measure.
It is also worth noting how ethnic minorities are overrepresented and that
12 Stata

version 10.0.
appendix for the exact definition of these categories.
14 See section 4.4.1.
15 A simple probit analysis for the probability of dropping out of my sample due to lack of information shows how females and ethnic minorities are less prone to attrition than white males while
family income and AFQT score are very precisely estimated to have a 0 effect. All coefficients for
the other observable characteristics are not significant. Estimation results available on request.
13 See
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Variable
Percentage of total sample
Background and ability
Female
African American
Hispanic
AFQT score (adjusted)
Mother’s years of schooling
Father’s years of schooling
Family income (in 2008 dollars)
Geographic region grew up in:
Urban
Northeast
North Central
South
West
Observations

.81
(.39)
.19
(.39)
.26
(.44)
.35
(.48)
.18
(.38)
3,664

.55
(.49)
.23
(.42)
.15
(.36)
54.20
(27.29)
11.75
(3.01)
11.94
(3.82)
38,443.4
(29,403.64)
.81
(.39)
.24
(.43)
.22
(.41)
.33
(.47)
.20
(.40)
355

.50
(.50)
.18
(.39)
.17
(.38)
57.00
(28.23)
12.06
(3.18)
12.51
(4.12)
39,782.29
(32,440.4)
.81
(.39)
.18
(.38)
.27
(.45)
.34
(.47)
.18
(.39)
1,019

.36
(.48)
.23
(.42)
.16
(.36)
55.55
(27.38)
11.81
(2.90)
11.94
(3.83)
36,696.87
(26,449.62)

.81
(.39)
.21
(.41)
.27
(.44)
.34
(.47)
.17
(.37)
1,360

.55
(.50)
.25
(.43)
.13
(.34)
54.91
(26.97)
11.76
(3.01)
12.03
(3.67)
40,472.96
(31,555.33)

.79
(.40)
.16
(.37)
.26
(.44)
.37
(.48)
.19
(.39)
930

.77
(.42)
.23
(.42)
.17
(.37)
50.59
(27.01)
11.54
(3.07)
11.59
(3.85)
36,878.01
(27,788.65)

Humanities
9.7
(.29)

Table 4.1: Summary statistics: time invariant variables
Total sample
Sciences
Social Sciences Health & Education
27.8
37.1
25.4
(.45)
(.48)
(.43)

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses.
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Table 4.2: Summary statistics: time variant variables
1990
1995
2000
2005
2008
4.81
5.19
4.91
4.80
5.10
(2.72) (2.95) (3.45) (3.59) (3.64)
Work experience
8.64
10.97 15.47 18.24 19.71
(3.01) (3.56) (5.05) (6.22) (6.85)

Year
Log hourly wage

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses.

the majority of individuals in my sample were brought up in an urban environment.

4.5.2

Step 1: Schooling choice first stage estimates

The individuals probabilities to chose one of the four fields of study in college
q

serve as basis for the construction of the correction functions bm (.) in equation
(4.26). The first stage estimates for the multinomial probit model described in
section 4.4.1 from which the choice probabilities are derived are presented in
table 4.3. The omitted category is Humanities, therefore all coefficients should
be interpreted in comparison to this category.
The covariate high school curriculum records the number of hours per
week that each respondent dedicates to subjects belonging to one of the four
educational supercategories in the last year of high school16 . The coefficient
shown is not group dependent (i.e.: it holds for each of the four categories).
As expected, there is a positive relation between this variable and college major selection. The only other factors consistently affecting the choice for field
of study are gender, being Afro-American and ability. Not surprisingly, girls
are significantly more likely to select Humanities than Sciences, but even more
likely to choose Health and Education. African-American college students are
particularly attracted by Social Science subjects and little by Health and Education. No discernible pattern is evident for Hispanic students. Last, students
with high AFQT score appear to select Social Science category.
Table 4.4 reports the estimated variance covariance matrix. The variance for
Sciences is fixed at 2. The interpretation of the estimated covariance matrix coefficient is quite difficult and of limited practical interest since it only describes
the differences in errors relative to alternative Humanities (i.e.: (m2 − m1 )).
16 For

example a students whose curricula include 4 hours of history and 4 hours of English
literature per week in the last year of high school is recorded to have a 8 hour experience for
humanities in high school.
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Table 4.3: First stage estimates
Full sample
High school curriculum
Mother education

Science

Social science

Health and
education

.090***
(.018)
.011
(.052)
-.080*
(.044)
-1.089***
(.081)
.180*
(.118)
-.097
(.122)
.002
(.001)
.058
(.101)

-.341
(.320)
Father education
.155
(.222)
Female
.711*
(.383)
Afro-American
1.212***
(.503)
Hispanic
-1.069
(.805)
AFQT
.015**
(.008)
Urban
.454
(.488)
Wald χ2
425.86
Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively.
egory: humanities. White ethnic background is the reference category.

-.045
(.139)
-.149
(.115)
3.569***
(.217)
-.605**
(.316)
-.178
(.301)
-.011***
(.005)
-.089
(.267)
Reference cat-

Table 4.4: Estimated variance-covariance matrix
Sciences Social sciences Health and educ.
Sciences
2
Social sciences
-.265
84.112
Health & educ.
-4.906
-8.840
14.907
Note: covariances are for alternatives differenced with Humanities. Variance for Hard
sciences fixed at 2 for identification purposes.
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Table 4.5: Mean best probability
Humanities

Sciences

Social sciences

White
.100 (.033)
.278 (.110)
Afro-American
.075 (.026)
.278 (.106)
Hispanic
.112 (.033)
.280 (.114)
Female
.085 (.030)
.181 (.020)
Male
.109 (.034)
.397 (.028)
Urban
.095 (.034)
.280 (.109)
N
355
1,019
Note: standard deviations in parentheses.

.372 (.021)
.402 (.020)
.323 (.020)
.375 (.033)
.367 (.029)
.374 (.032)
1,360

Health and
education
.250 (.118)
.244 (.109)
.284 (.128)
.357 (.037)
.127 (.021)
.249 (.118)
930

In table 4.5 the probabilities for the best choice by personal characteristics
are reported. Looking at gender first, there is a clear dominance of Social
Science and Health and Education choice for females, while males are, predictably, dominant in scientific majors. Humanities is clearly the least favored
selection among all three ethnic groups, with Hispanic students showing the
highest probability of selection for this category. Social science is the most
likely choice for both African-American and Caucasian respondent, while Hispanic prefer Health and Education disciplines.

4.5.3

Step 2: Corrected estimates for the returns on education

The estimation of field of study choice probabilities illustrated in the previous section is propaedeutical to the identification of unbiased college major
coefficients in the earning equation. In this section I report estimates of the
earnings equation according to the implementation choices outlined in section
4.4. The dependent variable of the earnings equation is here the log of hourly
wages. The independent variables are gender, work experience, ethnic origin
(Caucasian is the omitted category), mother’s and father’s years of education,
family of origin income, three dummies for field of study category (I exclude
the dummy for Health and Education), four dummies for geographic area of
origin (with people grown up in the North East the excluded category) and a
control for personal ability measured by the AFQT (adjusted) score. As most
of these variables, particularly the four major categories, are time invariant I
use the between-individual model in equation (4.23) for identification.
q

In the specification of the basis function bm (.) the choice of the number of
probability to be included is essential. The first natural choice is that of including only the best (revealed) choice. As mentioned in section 4.4.4 consis-
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tency of the methodology adopted here requires the number of probabilities
included in the basis function to be sufficiently large. Since no standard procedure exists for guiding the researcher in the correct choices of probabilities to
include, in a second specification of the earning equation I augment the most
parsimonious specification possible by the inclusion of the probabilities for all
schooling types. A likelihood ratio test for the two models will provide me
with some insight for the choice of the best specification. The test shows that
the more extensive model outperforms the other, therefore I show, and base
my estimates for wage variabilities on, only the favorite specification17 . As
for the choice of the order of polynomial expansions used for the creation of
the correction functions, after the appropriate likelihood ratio test for model
selection, I decide to use a third degree expansion18 .
Since I substitute estimates of the real schooling probabilities in the earning
equation, in the second stage naive standard errors would probably be downward biased (Dahl, 2002; Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). I correct for the extra
sample variability by bootstrapping 19 .
Results of the wage equation estimation are presented in Table 4.620 . The
two columns in Table 4.6 report estimations of the uncorrected model and the
corrected model respectively.
When reading the results, particular attention should be paid to the major
field coefficients. The difference between the uncorrected and the corrected
college major coefficients is evident. Major coefficients increase by a factor of
ten in all three cases and change sign.
A test for presence of self-selection is given by the Wald test statistic testing
the significance of the correction term in my wage equation. The test statistic
reported in Table 4.6 indicates that the correction function enters significantly
at the one percent confidence level granting some confidence on the ability of
my correction function to detect selection bias.
The other coefficients are very similar between the corrected and uncorrected specification: they all show the expected sign and, with the exception
of parents schooling, are very precisely estimated. The only exceptions are
17 Results

of the test are available on request.
model choice I used a likelihood test ratio. The null hypothesis is strongly rejected at a 1%
confidence level. Results of the test are available on request.
19 Bootstrapping, with 400 repetitions, increases the standard errors by around 2% for most of
the imputed regressors, but has no impact on standard errors for the other regressors.
20 My estimation results are based on a more parsimonious specification for the wage equation
assuming β m = β for all m in equation (4.2). The identification method and results, are not affected
by allowing β to vary with major type. Results available on request.
18 For
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Table 4.6: Estimated wage equations
Uncorrected
Humanities
Science
Social sciences
Work experience
Female
Mother education
Father education
Black
Hispanic
AFQT score
Geographic controls
Demographic controls
Wald test for λ

Corrected

-.130***(.035)
-.072***(.025)
-.166***(.022)
.401***(.002)
-.154***(.018)
.001(.004)
.001(.003)
.936***(.024)
.557***(.027)
.002***(.000)
yes
yes

2.050***(.322)
1.725***(.286)
1.479***(.282)
.401***(.002)
-.108(.029)
.001(.004)
-.002(.002)
.931***(.025)
.555***(.026)
.002***(.000)
yes
yes
226.30
[.000]
Note: Bootstrapped standard errors based on 400 replications in parentheses. p-values
in brackets. */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Geographic controls include three dummies for residence at 14 (South is the excluded category). Demographic controls for year and quarter of birth.

the two coefficients for ethnic minorities that show a counterintuitive positive
sign. This somehow surprisingly result was encountered also in previous estimates of wage equations by Cameron and Taber (2004) and Chen (2008) on the
same sample of American young men.

4.5.4

Step 3: Point identification and bounds on wage variance
parameters

In this section I provide estimates and bounds for the four crucial parameters
for assessing the impact of risk on college major choice: the transitory compo2 ) and bounds for the permanent component (σ2 ),
nent of wage variance(ψmt
mi
2 ) and unobserved heterogeneity (ν ).
the risk parameter (τmit
i

As explained in section 4.4.3 point identification for the permanent compo2 is not possible given the flexible structure of the error term and of the
nent σmi
2 is a
correction functions adopted in this chapter. Since the risk parameter τmit

function of the permanent component also this parameter can only be bounded
within a given interval.
The only parameter which can be point estimated, given the methodology
adopted in this work, is (ψmt ). Details for its derivation are given in section
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4.4.2. Figure 4.1 plots the time series of estimated transitory component of
2 ). At lest two important pieces of evidence
wage variance by field of study (ψmt

can be extrapolated from this figure, the first regarding the coverage that different educational paths offer to macroeconomic and institutional shocks, the
second concerning the evolution of wage volatility for American college graduates throughout the past twenty years.
From this plot we can easily see how graduates of scientific disciplines,
in particular, and Social Sciences are those better protected from macroeconomic and institutional shocks. At the opposite, Humanities graduates are
those more exposed to macroeconomic fluctuations in almost every survey
year staring from the early 1990s onwards. The last category of Health and
Education behaves quite similarly to Humanities.
As for the time trend, the well known long-running rise of earning transitory volatility (Dynan et al., 2007) is confirmed here and it is irrespective of
schooling level. In accordance with previous literature (Haider, 2001; Shin and
Solon, 2011), I find a consistent increase in earning volatility starting with the
last years of the past century and accentuating in the past decade.
It is worth noting that in my model on the job training is absent by construction. In fact, remember that the model envisages only two periods: the first
when individuals invest in education and the second when individuals enter
the labor market and collect their wages. It is evident that if on the job training
investments are undertaken after completion of the selected course of study,
these investments are overlooked in my estimation and their effects would be
confounded with macroeconomic shocks in the transitory component.

Estimates for all the parameters of interest are concisely reported in table
4.7. Row A describes the mean over time and by schooling level for the transitory component of wage inequality visually described in figure 4.1. Clearly,
wage uncertainty due to idiosyncratic shocks is minimal for the Science group
and at its maximum for the Humanities graduates.
Row B shows lower and upper bounds for the permanent component corrected for selection and truncation as described in equation (4.25). Remember that the lower bound is set for ρ2m = 1 while we have an upper bound
when ρ2m = 0. The situation changes for this parameter. In fact, whilst for
the transitory component we have that scientists experience the lowest variation, in terms of permanent component, the lowest level is encountered, here,
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Figure 4.1: Transitory component of wage variance by college major, 1990 to
2008
Sciences
Social sciences

.4

.5

Health & educ.

2005

2000

1995

1990

.3

Transitory wage variance

.6

Humanities

Year

for Social scientists. The width of the bounds is largest for Health and Education disciplines graduates and lowest for Social scientists. Compared to the
least varying category of Social scientists, people belonging to the Health and
Education category experience a 100% permanent component induced higher
wage variance if we consider the high end of the admissible values. Interestingly enough, the lower bound for the latter category is slightly smaller than
the former. Undeniably, the permanent component is the biggest contributor to
total wage variance. The ratio of the permanent to transitory component (considering the upper bound) varies between 10 to 1, for the Science and Social
Science group, and 20 to 1, in the case of the Health and Education group.
The key parameter in this study is pure risk and its effect on educational
choices. The estimated intervals of admissible values for wage uncertainty are
reported in Row C. Reassuringly for my methodology, the width of bounds is
greatly diminished compared to the estimated bounds on the permanent component. The widest bound is on risk for Health and Education while bounds
on values for Social Science almost collapse to point identification. Estimated
risk reflects the same pattern of the permanent component. The highest risk,
both in terms of upper and lower bounds, is associated with Humanities and
Health and Education, while risk is minimized for Social Scientists.
The last parameter of interest is unobserved heterogeneity. Compared to
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2 )
A. Transitory component(ψmt
2 )
B. Permanent component(σmi
Potential inequality (A+B)
2 )
C. Degree of wage uncertainty(τmi
D. Unobserved heterogeneity(νi )

Humanities

.407
LB
UB
2.854 4.570
2.946 4.977
4.379 4.977
0
.598

Sciences

.415
LB
UB
2.512 3.501
2.927 3.916
3.381 3.916
0
.535

Social
sciences

.435
LB
UB
2.357 7.747
2.792 8.182
5.388 8.182
0
2.794

Health and
education

Table 4.7: Estimates of variance of potential wages

.449
LB
UB
2.629 5.867
3.078 6.316
5.593 6.316
0
.723
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Figure 4.2: Potential wage variance, risk and unobserved heterogeneity by
schooling level: bounds
Upper/lower bound risk

5
4
0

0

1

1

2

3

Wage variance

5
4
3
2

Wage variance

6

6

7

7

Upper/lower bound unobs. het.

1

2

3

4

College major category

1

2

3

College major category

Note: College major category classification: 1 = Humanities; 2 = Sciences; 3 = Social
Sciences; 4 = Health and Education

all other estimated parameters, its magnitude is minimal. Also in this case,
with the exception of Health and Education, the bounds are comfortably narrow and the most precisely estimated bounds are those for the Social Science
category. The highest unobserved heterogeneity is found in the Health and
Education category, probably reflecting the heterogeneity of this specific category classification, but even in this case and considering the largest possible
impact, its contribution to total wage variance is a mere 34%. The much higher
contribution of risk compared to unobserved heterogeneity to wage variance
was also encountered by other estimations concerned with level of education
(Chen, 2008).
Figure 4.2 graphically and concisely displays the estimated intervals for the
permanent component on the left panel and for risk and unobserved heterogeneity on the right panel. The results discussed above are effectively summarized in this graphical representation. The difference in level between risk
and unobserved heterogeneity is evident as is the narrowness of the estimated
bounds for these two key parameters.
The key empirical results reported in this section are four. First, some types
of education, namely Scientific and Social Sciences disciplines, offer better immunization than others to idiosyncratic shocks. Second, the permanent component of wage variance, as well as the transitory component, is highest for
graduates of Humanities and Health and Education in particular and lowest
for the other two groups. Third, risk is highest for students of Health and Education disciplines. Fourth, pure risk accounts for the vast majority of potential
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wage variance.

4.6

The effect of risk on educational choices

In this section I estimate the responsiveness of educational choices to differences in individual specific risk level across the four college major categories. If
personal risk differs across the four categories and if individuals are informed
and act on this information, behaving according to what the theory of comparative advantage suggests, the probability of selecting one of the four possible
choices should respond to these differences.
Equation (4.27) describes a multinomial probit model for the selection of
major m instead of type r in terms of earnings, risk and individual specific
taste for education:
Vim = ϑ1 + ϑ2 ŷim + ϑ3 τ̂imt + ϑ4 ν̂i + $mi .

(4.27)

The two main explanatory variable for the probability of selecting major type
m are the wage and risk associated with that specific category estimated in the
previous step. ŷim is the estimated log individual earnings for major type m,
τ̂im the log of the risk component, νi the log of the estimated taste for schooling
parameter and $ an error term. The subscripts m indicate the different college
majors. I only observe earnings and associated risk in the case that mi = m,
while earnings and risk for the counterfactual are not observed. What I can
observe in the data is the outcome for individuals for whom observable characteristics xit closely match those of the individual of interest. Matching the
two type of individuals and imputing the revealed outcome for the "treated"
as counterfactual for the "untreated" individual is a viable methodology given
that I can control for a rich set of variables and given that selection is driven
only by observables (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). The assumption is strong
and most likely not respected in my framework. Equation (4.1), in fact, describes the mechanism governing schooling selection and makes evident that
individual select into education according to two criteria: expected income
and the unobserved schooling parameter νi . Nevertheless, in section 4.5.4 I
provide estimates for the admissible range of values of the unobserved heterogeneity parameter. I can then include this parameter in the matching algorithm and match on both observable characteristics and unobservable schooling factor rendering the selection mechanism only dependent on observable
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Table 4.8: Responsiveness of education selection to risk and returns to education
Coefficients
Humanities

Dependent variable: major choice
Log Return to education
Log Risk
Log unobserved heterogeneity
Wald χ2

Marginal effect at mean
Sciences
Social sciences

Health and
education

.797***
(.095)
-.851***
(.105)

.009*
(.005)
-.010
(.013)

.064***
(.010)
-.069***
(.010)

.183***
(.010)
-.196***
(.017)

.222***
(.012)
-.237***
(.020)

.001***
(.000)

-.000
(.000)

-.000
(.000)

-.003***
(.001)

.003***
(.001)

79.73

N
3,664
355
1,019
1,360
Note: */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Bootstrapped standard
errors based on 400 replications in parentheses.

characteristics. As for the implementation of the matching procedure, I apply
the propensity score matching method originally proposed in Rosenbaum and
Rubin (1983) with "caliper matching"21 .
Remember that I do not posses point estimation neither for the risk parameter nor for the unobserved schooling factor. I decide to estimate the effect of
risk on educational choice when both unobserved heterogeneity and risk are at
their maximum possible values. Therefore, estimates shown in table 4.8 should
be interpreted as the upper bound of the effect of risk on education decisions.
Estimation of equation (4.27) via multinomial probit would produce consistent estimates, but since I substitute estimates for the schooling coefficient
νi and for wage and risk, the extra sampling variability needs to be accounted
for. Therefore, standard errors shown in table 4.8 are obtained through bootstrapping.
Table 4.8 lists the estimation for the coefficients and marginal effects at
mean for equation (4.27) by college major category. In order to make the coefficient more readily interpretable, I take logarithms for all covariates. Therefore,
the β’s reported should be interpreted as the percentage change in the probability of selecting that particular group of majors, that a 1% change in the
covariate causes.
The key parameters are the effect that differences in personal risk have
on educational choices. From the estimated coefficient it is immediately evi21 Caliper

matching matches individuals within a predefined radius around the estimated
propensity score to the untreated observation. For a textbook discussion of matching procedures
see Cameron and Trivedi (2005). Matching procedure and results available on request.
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dent how educational decisions are significantly and negatively influenced by
comparative differences in risk levels. As the theory would suggest, risk discourages selection of the specific supergroup. This holds for three out of four
categories, Humanities being the only exception. The distaste for risk is particularly strong for the Health and Education group, in fact, doubling the risk
associated with this category would cause a 23.7% decrease in the likelihood of
selection for this particular category. The absence of any effect for the Humanities group might signal some different inclination towards risk for individuals
of this category as consequence of their particular socio-economic status. In
fact, if we look back at Table 4.1 we see how this group is formed by individuals with the best possible family background in terms of parents education and
family income. This piece of evidence might support the intuition that good
family background, serving as a buffer in case of failure, encourages people to
select riskier educations.
The effect of returns to education is also of the expected sign and also particularly strong for Health and Education group. As for the risk coefficient,
the faintest effect of wages on educational selection is detected for Humanities
graduates.
Table 4.9 provides a further scrutiny of the correlation patterns and thus
individuals’ personal advantages in terms of both expected wages and wages
uncertainty in selecting one of the four major categories. The terms presented
here refer to the correlation across the four possible major categories of expected wages and risk used in equation (4.27) for the estimation of the effect of
returns and risk on choices. The three counterfactuals are imputed by matching and the risk coefficients are correlated under the hypothesis of ρ = 1. From
the Table we can detect a weak negative correlation for wages and a weak positive correlation for uncertainty for each possible pair. The highest correlation
exists between Social Sciences and Sciences for wages and Social Sciences and
Health and Education for wage uncertainty. Both the direction and the size of
correlation signal the existence of comparative advantages. In fact, the direction suggests that individual do select their most advantageous options as a
high income in the selected category is always associated with lower income
in the alternative category and the opposite happens in the case of wage uncertainty. On the other hand, the low correlation detected points towards the
existence of real outcome differences as a consequence of major type selection.
In conclusion, the results presented here support a Roy model for selec-
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Table 4.9: Correlation matrices for wages and wage uncertainty

Humanities
Sciences
Social Sciences
Health&Education
Humanities
Sciences
Social Sciences
Health&Education

Expected Wages
Humanities Sciences Social Sciences
1
-.087
1
-.131
-.260
1
-.137
-.197
-.244
Wage uncertainty
1
.031
1
.078
.126
1
.185
.102
.259

Health&Education

1

1

tion of education driven by comparative advantages. As expected, higher risk
discourages selection of a particular type of education, while higher returns
have the opposite effect. The parameter estimates for the Humanities group,
in light of the particularly favorable environment that these people enjoyed
during their upbringing, offers some ground for theories suggesting that socioeconomic status bears consequences on risk taking behaviors of individuals.

4.7

Conclusions

Exploiting recent advancements in the literature for semiparametric estimators
in the case of polychotomous choice models, this paper tests the often made
assumption of endogenous schooling choices when future outcomes are uncertain and estimates the effect that differences in personal risk level have for
those choices.
My main finding is that concerns about risk significantly bias observed
wages and observed wage variances for every College major category. The test
of the Roy model for educational choices supports the role of comparative advantages in schooling decisions for three out of four categories. I advance the
hypothesis that the almost complete absence of risk aversion for the Humanities graduates group could be a resultant of the particularly favorable family
background that this group enjoys. I also find that OLS estimation severely
underestimates returns to education up to more than 100%. Additional results,
contributing to the growing literature of causal effects of schooling on risk,
show how some types of education protect against macroeconomics shocks
better than others, how Scientific and Social Sciences type of degrees entail
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less risk compared to Humanities and Health and Education type of educations and confirm the long-running growth of transitory volatility for college
graduates earnings in the US for the past twenty years.
The semiparametric approach employed in the present work can be easily
extended to other unordered or ordered choice settings with just few modifications. In the context of schooling choices the most relevant case would probably regard choices between vocational or academic educations at high school
level. Future research could tackle this aspect and could also try to explain how
and through which channels, socio-economic status influences educational investments under uncertainty as the results in this chapter appears to suggest.

4.A

College majors classification

In the following scheme I report the different college majors as coded in the
NLSY and the educational group that I classify them into.
Humanities

Sciences

Social Sciences

Health and
Education

Agriculture and
Fine and Applied Arts

Area Studies

Education
-Education, General

Natural Resources
-Fine Arts, General

-Agriculture, General

-Asian Studies, General

-Art

-Agronomy

-East Asian Studies

-Art History and
Appreciation
-Music (Performing,
Composition, Theory)
-Music (Liberal Arts
Program)
-Music History and
Appreciation
-Dramatic Arts

-Dance

-Soils Science

-Animal Science

-Elementary Education,
General

-South Asian (India,

-Secondary Education,

etc.) Studies

General

-Southeast Asian

-Junior High School

Studies

Education
-Higher Education,

-Dairy Science

-African Studies

-Poultry Science

-Islamic Studies

-Fish, Game, and

-Russian and Slavic

-Adult and Continuing

Wildlife Management

Studies

Education

-Horticulture

-Latin American Studies
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General
-Junior and Community
College Education

-Special Education,
General

4.A. College majors classification

-Applied Des. &
Graphic Des. & Fashion
Des.
-Cinematography

-Photography
-Applied Music

-Studio Arts

-Commercial Art

-History of Architecture

-Other

-Ornamental

-Middle Eastern Studies

Horticulture

-Foreign Languages,
General

-European Studies,

-Education of the

Management

General

Mentally Retarded

-Agricultural

-Eastern European

Economics

Studies

-Agricultural Business

-West European Studies

-Food Science and
Technology

-Italian

-Forestry

-Education of the Deaf
-Education of the

-American Studies

-Pacific Area Studies

-Natural Resources
Management
-Agriculture and
Forestry Technologies

Culturally

-French Studies

-Other

-Education of the
Visually Handicapped
-Speech Correction and
Communicative Disord.
-Education of the
Emotionally Disturbed
-Remedial Education

-Pest Control and Crop

Business and

-Special Learning

Protection

Management

Disabilities

-Business and

-Other

Commerce, General

-Accounting
Architecture and
Environmental Design
-Environmental Design,
General

-Spanish

-Architecture

-Russian

-Interior Design

-Chinese

-Education of the Gifted

Disadvantaged

-French

-German

Special Education

-Agricultural and Farm

-Range Management
Foreign Languages

-Administration of

-Landscape

-Business Statistics

-Banking and Finance
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Physically
Handicapped
-Education of the
Multiple Handicapped
-Social Foundations
-Educational
Psychology

-Investments and

-Pre-Elementary

Securities

Education

-Business Management

-Educational Statistics

and Administration

and Research

-Operations Research

Architecture

-Education of the

-Educational Testing,
Evaluation and Measur.
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-Japanese

-Latin

-Greek, Classical

-Urban Architecture

-Hotel and Restaurant
Management

-Student Personnel

-City, Community, and

-Marketing and

-Educational

Regional Planning

Purchasing

Administration

-Transportation and

-Educational

Public Utilities

Supervision

-Other

-Curriculum & Instruct.
&
-Hebrew

-Real Estate

Educational Media
Nurs. Educ.

-Arabic

Biological Sciences

-Insurance

-Reading Education

-Indian (Asiatic)

-Biology, General

-International Business

-Art Education

-Botany, General

-Secretarial Studies

-Music Education

-Personnel

-Mathematics

Management

Education

-Scandinavian
Languages
-Slavic Languages
(Other than Russian)
-African Languages
(Non-Semitic)
-Portuguese
-Other

-Bacteriology

-Labor and Industrial

-Plant Pathology

Relations

-Plant Pharmacology
-Plant Physiology
-Zoology, General

Law

-Law, General

-Science Education

-Business Economics

-Physical Education

-Organizational

-Driver and Safety

Behavior

Education

-Other

-Health Education

-Pathology, Human and

-Business, Commerce,

Animal

and Distributive Educ.

-Pharmacology, Human
and Animal

-Industrial Arts,
Communications

Vocational & Technical
Educ.

-Physiology, Human

-Communications,

-Guidance and

and Animal

General

Counseling

-Microbiology

-Journalism

-English Education

-Anatomy

-Radio - Television

Letters

-Histology

-Advertising

-English, General

-Biochemistry

-Communication Media

-Pre-law
-Other
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-Foreign Languages
Education
-Social Studies
Education
-School Management

4.A. College majors classification

-Speech and Drama

-Literature, English

-Biophysics

-Mass Communications

-Comparative Literature

-Molecular Biology

-Public Relations

-Classics

-Cell Biology

-Linguistics

-Marine Biology

-Speech, Debate, and

-Biometrics and

-Multicultural

Forensic Science

Biostatistics

Education

-Creative Writing

-Ecology

Home Economics

-Community Education

-Entomology

-Institutional Management and

-Agricultural Education

-Teaching of English as
a Foreign Language

-Group
Communications
-Other

Education
-School Librarianship
-Urban Education
-Bilingual Education

-Education of
-Philosophy

-Genetics

-Cafeteria Management

Exceptional Children,
Not Classified Above

-Religious Studies
-Literature, General
(except English)
-Other

-Radiobiology

Psychology

-Nutrition, Scientific

-Psychology, General

-Library Science,

Education
-Other

-Experimental

-Neurosciences

Psychology

-Toxicology
Library Science

-Home Economics

-Embryology

-Clinical Psychology

Health Professions

-Psychology for

-Health Professions,

Counseling

General
-Hospital and Health

-Pre-med

-Social Psychology

-Pre-vet

-Psychometrics

-Nursing

-Pre-dentistry

-Statistics in Psychology

-Dental Specialties

History

-Immunology

-Industrial Psychology

-Medical Specialties

-Archaeology

-Other

General
-Other

-Developmental
Psychology
-Physiological

-History

Psychology
Computer and
Information Sciences
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-Behavioral Science

Care Administration

-Occupational Therapy

-Optometry

-Pharmacy

Does risk matter?

-Computer and
Theology

Information Sciences,
General

-Comparative
Psychology

-Theological

-Information Sciences

-Rehabilitation

Professions, General

and Systems

Counseling

-Religious Music

-Data Processing

-Animal Behavior

-Biblical Languages

-Computer

-Other

Programming

-Religious Education

-Systems Analysis

-Other

-Other

-Engineering, General
-Aerospace,

Astronautical Eng.

-Public Health
-Medical Record
Librarianship

Medicine
Public Affairs and

-Biomedical

Services

Communication

-Community Services,

-Veterinary Medicine

General

Specialties

-Parks and Recreation
Management
-Social Work and

Aeronautical,

-Dental Hygiene

-Podiatry or Podiatric

-Public Administration

Engineering

-Physical Therapy

Helping Services

-Speech Pathology and
Audiology
-Chiropractic

-Clinical Social Work

-Agricultural

-Law Enf. & Correct. &

-Medical Laboratory

Engineering

Criminol. & Crim. Just.

Technologies

-Architectural

-International Public

Engineering

Service

-Bioengineering and

-Administration of

-Radiologic

Biomedical Engineering

Justice

Technologies

-Chemical Engineering

-Other

-Rehabilitation
-Expressive

-Petroleum Engineering
-Civil, Construction &
Transportation Eng.
-Electrical, Electronics,
Communications Eng.
-Mechanical
Engineering
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-Dental Technologies

Therapy(ies)
Social Sciences
-Social Sciences,
General
-Anthropology

-Allied Health

-Other

4.A. College majors classification

-Geological Engineering
-Geophysical

-Economics
-Geography

Engineering
-Industrial and

-Political Science and

Management

Government

Engineering
-Metallurgical

-Sociology

Engineering
-Materials Engineering

-Criminology

-Ceramic Engineering

-International Relations

-Textile Engineering

-Afro-American (Black
Culture) Studies

-Mining and Mineral

-American Indian

Engineering

Cultural Studies

-Engineering Physics

-Mexican-American
Cultural Studies

-Nuclear Engineering

-Urban Studies

-Engineering Mechanics

-Demography

-Environmental and
Sanitary Engineering
-Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering
-Ocean Engineering
-Engineering
Technologies
-Other

Mathematics
-Mathematics, General
-Statistics,
Mathematical and
Theoretical
-Applied Mathematics
-Other

Physical Sciences
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-Group Studies

-Other

Does risk matter?

-Physical Sciences,
General
-Physics, General
-Molecular Physics
-Nuclear Physics
-Chemistry, General
-Inorganic Chemistry
-Organic Chemistry
-Physical Chemistry
-Analytical Chemistry
-Pharmaceutical
Chemistry
-Astronomy
-Astrophysics
-Atmospheric Sciences
and Meteorology
-Geology
-Geochemistry
-Geophysics and
Seismology
-Earth Sciences, General
-Paleontology
-Oceanography
-Metallurgy
-Industrial Chemistry
-Other Earth Sciences
-Other Physical Sciences

Interdisciplinary
Studies
-Biological and Physical
Sciences
-Engineering and Other
Disciplines
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Chapter 5

Separating risk in education
from heterogeneity: a
semiparametric approach
5.1

Introduction

Empirical evidence suggests that earnings inequality has increased in the US in
the second half of the past century (Katz and Autor, 1999; Angrist et al., 2006).
This observation involves both between and within educational group inequality (Acemoglu, 1999; Autor et al., 2006) and has attracted attention to the link
between wage variance and schooling: if wage variance increases with schooling level and individuals are risk-averse, the increasing differences might reflect compensation for risk.
The identification of the causal effect of risk on education attainments is
complicated by selection biases (Acemoglu, 2002). Observed wage inequality is calculated from truncated wages distributions. The truncation is an effect of private information: individuals possess information about their tastes
and inclinations and might use this information to select their level of education assuring them the best risk/pay-off profile. Since this information is not
observed, researchers have to rely on the revealed schooling choices and observed wages and they should not make the mistake to confuse total observed
variance with risk. In our terminology risk is the part of wage variability which
is not foreseeable by the individual even with the superior knowledge that he
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possesses about himself. Unobserved heterogeneity, instead, is that part of wage
variability that depends on factors known to the individual, but not observable
by the researcher. Neglecting to disentangle risk and heterogeneity will cause
an overestimation of risk and, in turn, an underestimation of the risk premium
offered in the labor market in the form of higher wages. The sum of risk and
unobserved heterogeneity forms what, in the reminder of this Chapter, we refer to as wage dispersion.
Our two main goals are to establish a causal relation between education
and wage inequality and to estimate a proper measure of risk that various educational categories entail disentangling it from unobserved heterogeneity. The
literature on this issue is scarce. Chen (2008) tackles the issues of selectivity
and unobserved heterogeneity taking dispersion of wages as the outcome of
interest implementing a standard parametric selection model based on normal
distributions with instrumental variables as originally proposed by Heckman
(1979) and extending it to the polychotomous case. We apply the same formalization, but we depart from it in an essential aspect: we do not impose
normality on the distribution of disturbances in both the schooling choice and
wage equation.
Parametric methods have undergone increasing criticism for imposing excessive restrictions on a model (Goldberger, 1983; Vella, 1998; Moretti, 2000).
The main issue being that incorrect specification of joint distribution of errors
of wage and selection equation may lead to inconsistent estimates. This criticism spurred a growing literature (Robinson, 1988; Cosslett, 1991; Ahn and
Powell, 1993; Newey, 2009) proposing alternative and usually semi-parametric
estimation methods.
In this Chapter we apply a two stage semi parametric estimation method.
Similar to the two step Heckman method we first estimate a selection equation from which we build four selection correction terms, one for each level of
schooling, and include them as additional regressors in the outcome equation
to re-establish zero conditional mean of the error term. We do so by exploiting
the semi parametric1 estimator developed by Gallant and Nychka (1987) in the
first stage and a procedure proposed by Cosslett (1983; 1991) in the second.
Additionally, we propose an alternative method to correct for self-selection via
the direct inclusion of estimates of the expected value of unobserved hetero1 Gallant

and Nychka (1987) refer to their method as "semi-non parametric". Since we use both
semiparametric and semi-non parametric methods to estimate our model, we use only the term
semiparametric when referring to it.
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geneity obtained by Gallant and Nychka’s procedure in the wage equation. In
the continuation of this Chapter we refer to this method as the linear method
since it relies on assumptions of linearity of the error term. Both estimates
are robust to misspecification of error distribution functions and allow us to
minimize the distributional assumptions.
To our knowledge, this is the first study dealing with both issues of selfselection and unobserved heterogeneity semiparametrically. Chen (2008) deals
with both issues, but strictly parametrically, while the semiparametric methods proposed in the literature tackle either self-selection or unobserved heterogeneity. Chen and Khan (2007) use kernel weighting schemes and symmetry
conditions on the joint distribution of outcome and selection equation errors
obtaining estimates for wage inequality among college graduates corrected for
selection, but do not examine the impact of unobserved heterogeneity. Abadie
(2002) proposes a method based on instrumental variables concerned with estimation of causal effects on the entire distribution and not only mean effects,
while Abadie et al. (2002) propose a generalization of the quantile treatment
effect estimator for the case that selection into treatment is endogenous where
the first step of the econometric model is estimated non parametrically. Abadie
(2002) and Abadie et al. (2002) do not distinguishing between intrinsic heterogeneity and uncertain shocks.
Our empirical analysis is based on the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth (NLSY). We first obtain estimates of potential wage inequality robust to
selection and truncation biases and then distinguish between the two components of inequality, heterogeneity and risk, semiparametrically. Results suggest that observed wage dispersion and potential wage dispersion are maximum for high school and college drop outs. Risk increases with college entry
while unobserved heterogeneity accounts for a larger share of potential wage
dispersion than previously established.

5.2

Econometric specification

To identify the magnitude of risk in each education and its impact on individual choices and wages, two obstacles have to be bypassed: a) observed wage
dispersion is not the correct quantification of real wage dispersion due to selfselection and b) even if we were able to correct for self-selection the corrected
wage dispersion would still pool risk and unobserved heterogeneity together.
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The Chen (2008) model, that we use as a starting point, offers a solution to both
these identification puzzles. Chen (2008)’s procedure is divided in two separate parts. First wage inequality corrected for self-selection is identified and
then unobserved heterogeneity is separated from risk. The model exploits the
panel structure of NLSY to control for time invariant individual fixed effects, as
for example taste for education, which are not observable and therefore would
bias estimates if not accounted for.

5.2.1

The model

The model presented in Chen (2008) is an extension of a classical Roy model
(Roy, 1951) with four possible choices, in which the choice for "occupation"
is substituted with a choice for educational level. In this model individuals
(i) have four possible schooling choices (si ): no high school diploma (si = 0);
high school diploma (si = 1); some college (si = 2); and four years of college
or more (si = 3). Individuals are observed for T periods; each time period is
indexed by subscript (t). The total number of individuals in the sample will
be indicated by N.
For each individual we will observe one wage yit for each time period t
given and the time invariant educational level si . Which of the four possible
wages is observed is determined by the relation:
yit = y0it I {si = 0} + y1it I {si = 1} + y2it I {si = 2} + yit I {si = 3},
where I {.} is the indicator function equal to one if that particular schooling
level is selected and zero otherwise.
The potential wage (ysit ) is a latent variable and represents the wage that
we would observe in each category if the subject would have chosen that particular level. In other words, the potential wage is the hypothetical wage that
the subject would earn if, instead of the educational choice he actually made,
he had chosen any of the other three counterfactuals. It is determined by the
regression model:
ysit = αs + xit β s + σs esi + ψst eit if si = s,

(5.1)

αs is a schooling specific constant; β s is a schooling specific vector of coefficients for the matrix of observable covariates xit ; the individual fixed effect is
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represented by the time invariant term (σs esi ); the error term ψst eit denotes
transitory shocks uncorrelated with personal characteristics and across time;
esi and eit are random unit root variables uncorrelated with each other. In2 : the sum of
equality in potential wages within schooling levels equals σs2 + ψst

a permanent component created by variation in individual specific effect and
a transitory component incorporating institutional or macroeconomic shocks
uncorrelated with the individual effects.
Individuals first select into an education according to their personal tastes
and inclinations, in the second step their wage is revealed and they earn a wage
dependent on their schooling choice. Specifically, we observe the wage yit .
The assignment to one of the four schooling categories is governed by the
rule:
si = s if asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i for s = 0, 1, 2, 3

(5.2)

In this expression νi is the unobserved schooling factor known to the individual that includes taste for educations, motivation and all other factors influencing the educational choice of the individual. νi is unobservable to the researcher. asi is the minimal or maximum level of νi for individuals that choose
schooling level s and it is determined by the relation:
asi = κs − zi θ.

(5.3)

The vector zi contains observable characteristics xit plus an instrument for education2 ; θ is the vector of coefficients for zi and κs (with s =0, 1, 2, 3) are
constants with κ0 = −∞ and κ4 = ∞, respectively. We assume νi to be uncorrelated with the transitory shocks eit , but to be correlated with the fixed effect
esi . The correlation coefficient is indicated by ρs .
In order to be able to disentangle the share of wage variance due to risk
from that caused by unobserved heterogeneity, we will have to rely on some
additional assumption regarding the disturbances in the primary and selection
equation. We assume linearity of the conditional expectations of esi given νi so
that:
2 Identification of true parameters β might be achieved even with x = z through non linearity
i
i
in the inverse Mills ratios. In practice the inverse Mills ratio is close to linear and the degree of
identification weak, resulting in inflated second step standard errors and unreliable estimates of β
(Vella, 1998; Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).
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σs esi = γs σν νi + σξs ξ si

(5.4)

with E[ξ si |νi ] = 0, Var [σs esi | xit, zit ] = σs2 , Var [σξs ξ si ] = σξ2 and Cov[σs esi , σν νi ] =
γs = ρs σs σν .
From the individual viewpoint the expected value of future wages is given
by3 :
E[ysit |zi , xit , νi ] = αs + xit β s + γs σν νi

(5.5)

This decomposition of expected wages introduces an important feature of the
model. When selection is positive (i.e.: ρs > 0) the labor market rewards workers with a high taste for education whilst the opposite occurs when selection is
negative (i.e.: ρs < 0).
Since individuals posses a more accurate assessment of their own abilities
then researchers, private information (σν νi ) has to be accounted for in order to
build a true measure of risk. Risk about wage per schooling level is the variance of permanent and transitory component from the individual viewpoint
that needs to be separated from unobserved heterogeneity. Following Chen
(2008), we indicate this risk with τst2 . Using equation (5.4) and our distributional assumptions on disturbances, given above, we obtain4 an expression for
risk as the variance of the error term in (5.1) given observed and unobserved
heterogeneity5 :
2
τst2 = Var [σs esi + ψst eit |zi , xit , νi ] = σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 ) + ψst

(5.6)

Remembering that the extent of predictability of wage dispersion from the personal standpoint is expressed by the correlation coefficient ρs equation (5.6)
makes the formal link between wage dispersion and private information explicit. In fact, if the correlation between unobserved schooling factor (νi ) and
permanent component of wage dispersion (esi ) is perfect (i.e.: ρs = 1) the subject can predict exactly the permanent part of his wage variability and risk is
2 ). On the other hand, if correlation is
only caused by transitory shocks (ψst

absent (i.e.: ρs = 0) the subject does not posses any additional information
compared to the researcher and risk is observed in the data.
3 See

the appendix for derivation.
of derivation in the appendix.
5 It is easy to note that if we would impose normality on the error term for the schooling equation, τst2 would assume the same specification as in Chen (2008).
4 Details
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2 = γ2 + τ 2 helps visualizing how
Rearranging equation (5.6) as σs2 + ψst
s
st
2 ) is the sum of two elements: variance of
potential wage dispersion (σs2 + ψst

unobserved heterogeneity (γs2 ) and risk (τst2 ). Note also that if correlation between schooling and unobserved tastes for education exists (i.e.: ρs 6= 0) po2 ).
tential wage dispersion overstates the real degree of risk (τst2 < σs2 + ψst

5.3

Semiparametric estimation

In the previous section we have discussed the potential source of self-selection.
In presence of self-selection the zero conditional mean of the error term in the
outcome equation is violated leading to inconsistent parameter estimates if an
OLS regression is used. The first solution to correct for sample selection bias
has been introduced by Heckman(1974; 1976; 1979). Heckman’s approach restores the zero conditional mean of errors in the outcome equation via the inclusion of a selection correction term λi . Under normality, the selection correction term is proportional to the hazard rates and depends only on parameters
of the selection equation: λi =

φ(zi0 θ )
Φ(zi0 θ )

with φ and Φ denoting the probability

density and cumulative distribution functions of the standard normal distribution, respectively.
The wide success that Heckman’s estimator has encountered in the literature can be explained with the readiness of application. The procedure provides consistent estimates given a valid exclusion restriction of one variable in
zi from xi ; additionally, the error terms in the selection and outcome equation
need to have a bivariate normal distribution. However, if the true joint distribution of the error terms is not normal, the procedure produces inconsistent
estimates.
A fertile line of research (Cosslett, 1983; Robinson, 1988; Powell, 1989; Cosslett,
1991; Ahn and Powell, 1993; Dahl, 2002; Newey, 2009) offers new semiparametric methods to correct for self-selection with more limited reliance on distributional assumptions. Generally all these methods imply a two-step approach,
with a specified selection and structural equation and generic selection correction function and error term density. The assumption that those methods
usually imply is:
E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ; xi , zi ] = g(zi0 θ )
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with g(.) some unknown function. The semiparametric approach differs from
the parametric one in two important dimensions: a) no distributional assumption on νi is specified and thus no assumption can be exploited to estimate θ;
b) no imposition on the joint distribution of the error terms in the selection and
outcome equation is used when estimating E[σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ].
To overcome the first complication we adopt the semiparametric estimation
strategy proposed by Gallant and Nychka (1987) (GN). This estimator does not
require assumptions on the distribution of the error term νi in the selection
equation to estimate θ. The underlying idea of this methodology is to approximate the true density by the product of an order K series of polynomials and a
normal density. In this way, many different features of the unknown density the density itself, its mean, variance and higher moments - can be consistently
estimated. The approximation is specified as:
2K

1
η

f K (ν) =

∑ ι∗k νk φ(ν)

(5.7)

k =0

where:
ˆ∞

K

∑ ιk ν

η=

!2
k

φ(ν)

(5.8)

k=o

−∞

and
ι∗k =

bk

∑

ι i ι k −i

(5.9)

i = ak

with ak = max (0, k − K ) and bk = min(k, K ); φ(ν) is the standard normal
density andι = (ι0 , ι1 ,...., ι K ) are parameters to be estimated that characterize
the density of νi with ι0 = 1. The inclusion of η assures a proper approximation
of the density function (i.e.: a function integrating to 1).
The corresponding cumulative function is then given by:
1
FK (u) =
η

2K

∑

ˆu
ι∗k

k =0

νk φ(ν)dν

(5.10)

−∞

Gallant and Nychka (1987) show that estimates of θ are consistent provided that the order of polynomials K increases with sample size. The nonparametric feature is that the number of terms can increases to infinity with
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the number of observations, but at a slower rate. We focus on the practical
application of the method and not on its asymptotic properties if the number of polynomial expansions tends to infinity. Thus, as in van Soest et al.
(2002), we work under the assumption that the length of the series approximation is given. In this case, standard properties of (parametric) simulated
maximum likelihood apply and, in this context, bootstrapped standard errors
are appropriate. The choice of K is a standard model selection problem that
we tackle by applying two different model selection criteria: the Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and chose
the preferred one according to these measures (van Soest et al., 2002; Stewart, 2004). In principle any moment generating density other than the normal
could be used; the normal density is a convenient choice since this form nests
the ordered Probit model which becomes a special case with K = 1 and K = 2
(Stewart, 2004).
We overcome the second complication caused by the non reliance on normality in two different ways. First we apply the method proposed by Cosslett
(1991). With this procedure, after having estimated θb via the GN estimator in
the first step, the selection correction term to be included in the primary equation is approximated by J indicator variables { Iij = `(zi θ̂ ∈ Îj )}. The correction
term in our case assumes the form:
J

γs g s ( z i θ ) =

∑ bjs Iij (zci θ )

(5.11)

j =1

the unknown parameters b js can be estimated by OLS. Again, consistency requires the order of approximation ( J ) to increase with sample size. Inclusion of
the correction term in the primary equation reestablishes the zero conditional
mean on the error term. The estimated equation takes the form:
J

ysit = αs + xit β s +

∑ bjs Iij (zci θ ) + ωit

(5.12)

j =1

In this equation, by construction, we have that E[ωis |si = s; xit , zi ] = 0 and
we can apply OLS to obtain consistent estimates of the vectors β s and b js .
For comparison, we adopt an alternative strategy in the second step as well.
Gallant and Nychka’s method allows us to produce an estimate of E[σν νi | asi ≤
σν νi < as+1,i ]. The inclusion of these estimates plus a coefficient related to the
correlation in the wage equation is sufficient to reestablish the zero conditional
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mean on the error term and the wage equation can be safely estimated by OLS.
The exact specification of the alternative estimation of the primary equation is:
yit = αs + xit β s + γs E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ] + ωit

(5.13)

The variance of observed wage is expressed by6 :

2
Var [σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ] = σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 δsi ) + ψst

(5.14)

δsi is referred to as the truncation adjustment. Its expression is7 : δsi = 1 −
Var [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ]. σν2 indicates the unconditional variance of νi .
The sign of δsi determines whether observed wage dispersion understate or
overstate potential wage dispersion. In fact, in case δsi > 0 (i.e.: Var [σν νi | asi ≤
σν νi < as+1,i ] > 1) observed wage dispersion is greater than potential wage
dispersion while the opposite occurs when δsi < 0.
We can then identify the transitory component via a fixed-effect model. The
fixed-effect model allow us to filter out the individual permanent component
2 . Defining ζ
σs esi . In this way we identify the transitory component ψst
sit ≡

ψst eit , our model takes the form:

(yit − ȳi ) = ( xit − x̄i ) β s + (ζ sit − ζ̄ si ) if si = s,

(5.15)

ȳi , x̄i and ζ̄ si denote the average over time of the corresponding variables. The
transitory component of wage inequality will be identified as the variance of
the error term in equation (5.15).
The permanent component will be identified through a between individual
model:
y i = α s + x i β s + γs g s ( z i θ ) + ω i

(5.16)

J
Where g(zi θ ) = ∑ j=1 b j Iij (zc
i θ ) in the Cosslett specification and g ( zi θ ) =
E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ] in the alternative specification. The new error term

ω̄i ≡ σs esi + ēit − γs g(zi θ ) has, by construction, expected value equal to zero8 .
Consequently, a consistent estimator for the permanent component of wage
6 See

appendix for derivation.
appendix for derivation.
8 See equation 5.13.
7 See
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inequality is identified as9 :
b2
d [ωsi | asi ≤ σν νi < as+1,i ] − ∑t ψst
b
bs2 δbs + Var
σs2 = γ
T

(5.17)

bs2 is estimated as the coefficient for the correction terms distinThe parameter γ
d [ωsi | asi ≤ νi < as+1,i ] is
guished by schooling level in an OLS regression; Var
estimated as the mean squared of the error term with the between individual
estimator T ≡ (∑i T −1 /N )−1 and δbs is the sample average of the truncation
i

adjustment. We now have all elements to identify wage uncertainty as defined
2 . To obtain a separate identification for the
bs2 + ψ̂st
in equation (5.6): τbst2 = σ̂s2 − γ

two components of γs we need to substitute equation (5.17) in the expression
for Var [σs esi | asi ≤ νi < as+1,i ] and we obtain10 : ρb2s =

γ̂s
.
b
σs2 b
σν2

2 , τ 2 and ρ - are identified.
As a result, all parameters of interest - σs2 , ψst
s
st

5.4

Data

We use the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) to estimate
the parameters of interest. The survey is a widely exploited data set of 12,686
young American citizens who were 14 to 22 years old in 1979. The participants
to the survey were interviewed annually from 1979 until 1994 and biennially
from then on. NLSY79 provides information on schooling, labor market experiences, training expenses, family income, health condition, household composition, geographical residence and environmental characteristics.
We will restrict our analysis to males between the survey years 1991 and
2000 (calendar years 1990 to 1999). By selecting men only we do not have to
worry about issues of labor market participation decisions that would rise if
also women were included, while the wave restriction will allow us to focus
on individuals already out of school and into the labor market. Additionally,
we will exclude respondents who do not provide information about parental
education, highest grade completed, exact work experience history, hourly rate
of pay and ability index as defined below. After having selected the sample
according to these guidelines, we have a balanced panel sample consisting of
3,373 individuals observed in 7 subsequent waves.
Our dependent variables are two: schooling for the choice equation and
earnings for the outcome equation. Schooling is measured as highest schooling
9 See
10 See

appendix for derivation.
appendix for derivation.
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level completed in 1990. From this information we construct four dummies for
the highest educational achievement: no high school, high school, college drop
outs and college graduates or beyond. Earnings are defined as the logarithm
of hourly earnings in 1992 dollars.
The control variables added both to the schooling and wage equations and
presented in table 5.1, are the highest education completed for both parents,
the Armed Forces Qualification Test score (AFQT), the family income, the number of siblings and the ethnic origin. All these variables are meant to control
for intrinsic ability and family background of the individual. To control for
characteristics of the geographical area of origin we include a set of dummies
for urban area and for the region of residence at 14 (Northeast, North central,
South or West).
The AFQT is a series of four tests in mathematics, science, vocabulary and
automotive knowledge. The test was administered in 1980 to all subjects regardless their age and schooling level. For this reasons it can include age and
schooling effects in the ability index that the test is meant to construct. To
correct for this undesired effects we follow Kane and Rouse (1995) and Neal
and Johnson (1996). First we regress the original test score on age dummies
and quarter of birth, then we replace the original test score with the residuals
obtained from this regression.
For family income we intend family income at age 17. If no measure for
family income at 17 is recorded, we plug in the family income at the closest
age to 17 available.
Besides the aforementioned controls common to choice and wage equation, the latter is augmented by the inclusion of experience in the labor market.
Work experience is here defined as the cumulative number of working weeks
divided by 49: the amount of working weeks in a calendar year. In this way
we transform work weeks in work years.
The instrument for schooling that we exploit for identification is the average national unemployment rate in the economy during the years that each
respondent spent in school after mandatory schooling age. The last year of
mandatory schooling is also included in the average. 205 individuals dropped
out of school before mandatory schooling years were completed, therefore we
exclude them from our analysis reducing the sample to 3,168 individuals. The
intuition behind this instrument is that the unemployment rate that an individual would have to face in the labor market influences his outside option
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5.4. Data

Table 5.1: Summary statistics
Time Invariant Variables
(a) Schooling Variables
Years of schooling
Categorical education:
No high school
High school
Some college
Four year college or beyond
(b) Ability and Family Background
Armed Forces Qualifying Test score
(adjusted)
Highest grade mother
Highest grade father

Number of siblings
13.33
(2.30)
.15
(.36)
.39
(.49)
.23
(.42)
.23
(.42)
43.30
(29.21)
11.10
(3.20)
11.12
(3.93)

Family income (1999 dollars)
Black
Hispanic
(c) Geographic Controls at age 14
Urban
Residence in Northeast
Residence in South
Residence in West
(d) Instrument for Schooling
Average unemployment rate (%)

Time Variant Variables
1990
1993
1995
10.03
12.77
14.40
(3.58)
(4.05)
(4.35)
Log hourly earnings
2.18
2.16
2.28
(.98)
(1.06)
(1.06)
Unemployment rate (%)
5.81
8.70
6.01
(2.13)
(2.51)
(1.74)
Note: Standard deviations in parentheses. Unemployment rates calculated
data.
Calendar year
Actual work experience
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3.63
(2.52)
23,320
(16,941)
.25
(.42)
.14
(.35)

1997
16.09
(4.68)
2.26
(1.14)
5.59
(1.87)
from CPS

.79
(.41)
.19
(.39)
.33
(.47)
.19
(.39)
7.32
(.75)
1999
17.93
(5.04)
2.21
(1.25)
4.12
(1.05)
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making the possibility to drop out of school more or less attractive. To our
knowledge, the only paper exploiting the same instrument is Arkes (2010), but
with state level information on youth unemployment. Information about unemployment rates are taken from the Current Population Survey (CPS). The
CPS is freely accessible from the Internet11 and is conducted by the American
Bureau of Census for the Bureau of Labor Statistics on a sample of 50,000 American families each month for the last 50 years. Since it is possible that past level
of unemployment affect current levels and thus wages and that labor market
conditions at entry might carry over in subsequent years, we include the unemployment rate for the same years wages are observed directly in the wage
equation. The assumption is then that conditional on present unemployment
rates, past unemployment rates have no effect on present wages.
Means and standard deviations of dependent and independent variables
are given in Table 5.1. We see that distribution among the four educational category is quite equal, but a substantial share stopped after high school, AfricanAmericans are overrepresented and the large majority of respondents was raised
in a urban environment.

5.5

Empirical results

As described in section 5.3, we first estimate the two stages of the selection
model estimated on NLSY79 data and then we identify the key parameters
2 ); unobserved
of our model: permanent component (σs2 ); transitory component (ψst

heterogeneity (νi ) and risk (τst2 ).

5.5.1

Selection of the preferred model and first stage

In the first stage we estimate the choice equation via the Gallant and Nychka
(1987) method discussed in section 5.3. In this way we obtain estimates for the
density function of the unobserved heterogeneity component and we can substitute these estimates in the wage equation reestablishing the zero conditional
mean of the error term. In this method it is essential for the degree of polynomial K to increase with sample size. To select the best approximation we
apply two standard methods for selection: AIC and BIC12 . The two methods
differ on how steeply they penalize model complexity. AIC tends to penalize
11 http://data.bls.gov/data/
12 See

accessed the 15/06/2010.
Cameron and Trivedi (2005) for a textbook discussion of the two criteria.
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K
OP
3
4
5
6
7
8

log
likelihood
-20,573.45
-20,544.56
-20,504.04
-20,502.54
-20,493.57
-20,492.92
-20,489.37

Table 5.2: Model comparison
LR-test p-value LR-test p-value
of OP
of K-1
57.78
138.82
141.83
159.78
161.06
168.17

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

57.78
81.04
3.01
17.94
1.29
7.11

.000
.000
.083
.000
.257
.008

AIC

BIC

41,202.91
41,149.13
41,070.08
41,069.07
41,053.13
41,053.85
41,048.73

41,424.66
41,386.72
41,315.6
41,322.51
41,314.48
41,323.12
41,325.92

complexity less than BIC, thus if parsimony is important BIC should be the
preferred criteria. In table 5.2 we present the two criteria.
We start from the 3rd degree polynomial since this is the first model generalizing the ordered probit (OP) to the semiparametric case. We can see that
two out of three tests conducted - likelihood ratio and AIC criterion - select the
8th degree polynomial. BIC on the other hand prefers the 6th degree polynomial. We choose the former as our preferred model and use this specification
to estimate the first stage of our selection model. We have not carried on our
test on higher order polynomials since the maximization of the log-likelihood
function with K = 9 does not converge13 .
Results of ordered Probit model and for the Gallant and Nychka (GN) procedure at 3rd and 8th degree polynomial are presented in table 5.3. It has to
be noted that estimates of θs cannot be compared directly across models because the variances differ (Stewart, 2004). What we can compare are ratios of
different coefficients from different models. For our purposes the most relevant result concerns our instrument and its very strong impact on schooling
choices irrespective of the selected model. In the OP model, the t-statistic for
the instrument is a reassuring 29.08. Even stronger is the impact that average
unemployment rate has in the GN(8) model, which is our favorite model. In
this model the t-statistic is 49.60. Remember that as a rule of thumb an F-statistic
bigger than 10 is deemed to be sufficient to rule out concerns of weak instruments. We can safely assume that average unemployment rate in the labor
market correlates with schooling decision. The sign of the effect of our instrument over schooling length is, as expected, positive. Our estimates confirm the
assumption that pupils take current job market conditions into account when
13 The process was stopped after the 200th iteration.
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Table 5.3: First stage estimates for different values of K
OP
GN(3)
Avg. unemp. rate
.889***(.018)
.975***(.012)
Mother attended college
.329***(.028)
.328***(.028)
Father attended college
.534***(.027)
.497***(.029)
Highest grade mother
.017***(.004)
.018***(.004)
Highest grade father
-.002(.004)
.002(.003)
Number of siblings
-.024***(.004) -.019***(.004)
Family income bottom quartile
-.015(.029)
.023(.029)
Family income second quartile
-.008(.027)
.013(.026)
Family income third quartile
.002(.028)
.001(.024)
Family income top quartile
.187***(.025)
.182***(.024)
AFQT score (adjusted)
.025***(.000)
.023***(.001)
Black
.515***(.023)
.487***(.025)
Hispanic
.331***(.030)
.319***(.029)
Cut-off point (κ1 )
6.621***(.162)
6.621
Cut-off point (κ2 )
8.246***(.165) 8.187*** (.030)
Cut-off point (κ3 )
9.192***(.166) 9.158***(.046)
Polynomial:
1
-.591***(.064)
2
.185***(.043)
3
.019***(.008)
4
5
6
7
8
2
Wald χ
8,693.37
9,911.69

GN(8)
.934***(.019)
.322***(.029)
.485***(.031)
.015***(.004)
.001(.003)
-.018***(.004)
.024(.027)
.013(.025)
-.004(.023)
.181***(.024)
.023***(.001)
.468***(.028)
.298***(.030)
6.621
8.185***(.046)
9.122***(.071)
-.306***(.053)
.169***(.064)
-.086(.083)
-.121***(.035)
.026(.016)
.020***(.005)
-.001(.001)
-.001***(.000)
3,785.80

Note: Geographic and cohort controls added. Geographic controls include the urban
dummy and three regional dummies for residence at 14. Cohort controls include a
full set of birth cohort dummies and age in the initial survey year. */**/*** indicate
confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively. Standard errors in parentheses.

deciding whether to continue or terminate their educational path.
The other covariates all show the expected signs. Mother education, ability and family income are positively correlated with educational achievements
while number of siblings negatively so. Father education is not correlated
with educational choice. The only surprising result regards the coefficients
for African-American and Hispanic students. Belonging to a ethnic minority
encourages education at least in our sample. The surprising result is also encountered by Cameron and Taber (2004) and Chen (2008) on the same data.
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5.5.2

Identification of selection correction term

Separate identification of risk (τst2 ) and unobserved heterogeneity (νi ) requires
the estimation of four selection correction terms, one for each schooling level14 .
The Cosslett procedure produces as many ’correction’ dummies as intervals for
which the distribution is partitioned into. In our case we have set each interval
to contain 500 observations ordered according to the estimated score in the
first stage. Dividing the entire sample in groups of 500 observations generates
43 intervals: 7 for high school drop outs; 15 for high school graduates; 9 for
college drop outs and 9 for college graduates. In order to reduce 43 correction
coefficients to four we adopt a two step estimation strategy. First we include
the dummy variables in the wage equation differentiating for schooling level.
In this way we obtain four correction terms, one for each educational category.
In a second stage the four correction terms are included in the wage equation
over the entire sample of individuals irrespective of educational level along
with three educational dummies. These are the corresponding coefficients γs
in table 5.4, Cosslett column.

5.5.3

Wage equation

In table 5.4 we report estimates of equation (5.16) with the two alternative specification for the function g(.) in columns 2 and 3 and the simple uncorrected
between-individuals effect model in column 1. The Cosslett specification exJ
presses the correction function as g(zi θ ) = ∑
b j Iij (zc
i θ ) while what we refer
j =1

to as Linear estimation in table 5.4 augments the wage equation with the inclusion of E[νi | asi ≤ νi < as+1,i ] calculated from the Gallant and Nychka polynomial approximation in the first stage and assumes linearity in the error terms.
Both estimates are based on a between-individual effect model and determine
the causal impact of education on wages. The parameters of interest here are
the schooling coefficients and the four correction terms.
Column 2 and 3 show that GLS estimation underestimates the schooling coefficients for all categories except high school graduates for whom overestimation occurs. These results are robust to the specification of correction function.
It has to be noted that, even if small, the coefficient for high school graduates
shows an unexpected negative sign; nevertheless the coefficient is not significantly different from zero in the Linear specification and significant only at a
14 See

section (5.2.1) and the appendix.
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Table 5.4: Wage equation
GLS
Cosslett
(I)
(II)
High school
.049***(.013)
-.071*(.015)
Some college
.091***(.014)
.166***(.027)
4 yr. college or beyond
.351***(.017)
.502***(.034)
Experience
.132***(.005)
.133***(.005)
Experience2
-.001***(.000) -.001***(.000)
AFQT score (adjusted)
.005***(.000)
.004***(.000)
Highest grade mother
-.002(.001)
-.003(.002)
Highest grade father
-.000(.001)
-.001(.002)
Number of siblings
.003(.002)
.003*(.002)
Family income bottom quartile
.011(.015)
.012(.017)
Family income second quartile -.041***(.014) -.041**(.013)
Family income third quartile
-.007(.013)
-.008(.013)
Family income top quartile
.065(.013)
.060***(.013)
Unemployment rate
-.001(.002)
-.001(.002)
Black
.047***(.016)
.035*(.017)
Hispanic
.044(.017)
.039**(.017)
γ0
.860***(.186)
γ1
.407***(.047)
γ2
.756***(.114)
γ3
.031(.080)
R2
.391
.394
N
20,398
20,398

Linear
(III)
-.054(.097)
.243(.128)
.453***(.079)
.132***(.005)
-.001***(.000)
.005***(.000)
-.002(.002)
-.000(.001)
.003(.002)
.010(.015)
-.041**(.014)
-.008(.013)
.065***(.013)
-.001(.002)
.049**(.016)
.045**(.017)
.089(.158)
.835*(.398)
-1.726(1.575)
-.047*(.023)
.391
20,398

Note: Geographic controls include the urban dummy and three regional dummies for
residence at 14. Cohort controls include a full set of birth cohort dummies and age in the
initial survey year. */**/*** indicate confidence levels of 10/5/1 percent respectively.
Bootstrapped standard errors on 200 replications in parentheses. Unemployment rate
calculated on CPS data.
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10% confidence level for the Cosslett estimator. The other two schooling coefficients in column 2 are very precisely estimated and show an underestimation
of schooling benefit of 40% and 43% for college drop outs and college graduates respectively if self-selection issues are not addressed. Comparable level of
underestimation is also detected by the Linear estimator even though only the
coefficient for college graduates is estimated with enough precision.
The four correction terms in column 2 highlight the importance of accounting for self-selection when studying the casual impact of education on wages.
Coefficients for three out of four correction terms are positive, large and significant; the only exception is represented by the coefficient for college graduates. The Linear specification also reports large correction coefficients for high
school graduates and college drop outs, but only the former is statistically significant and only at a 10% confidence level while the latter presents huge standard errors. Interestingly enough, the only coefficient not significant in the
Cosslett specification is now negative and significant albeit only at a 10% confidence level.
The other covariates are very robust to specification and beside the coefficient for African-Americans and Hispanic all show the expected sign.
Overall regression based on the Cosslett method appear to offer the better
fit: schooling coefficients are always significant and correction terms, beside
the one for college graduates, as well. For this reason we base the identification
of our parameters of interest shown in section 5.5.4 on these results.

5.5.4

Main results

The inequality measures for variance of wage residuals are: i) the observed
wage dispersion given the choice of schooling (Var [ysit |si = s, xit , zi ]); ii) the
2 );
potential wage dispersion purged of selection and truncation biases (σs2 + ψst

and iii) risk in potential wages, after removing truncation and selection biases
and incorporating unobserved heterogeneity factors (τst2 ).
In table 5.5 panel A we report measures for the observed wage dispersion.
2.
The observed wage dispersion is the sum of two factors σs2 (1 − σν2 ρ2s ) and ψst

The first is the permanent component, identified by the mean squared residuals in the between-individuals model not corrected for selectivity. The second
is the transitory component identified by exploiting the mean-squared errors
of the fixed-effects model.
From table 5.5 we can see that high school graduates are those showing
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a lower dispersion both in the permanent (panel A) and transitory (panel B)
component. On the other hand, college graduates have the highest variance.
Observed wage dispersion monotonically increases after high school and the
result holds for both of its components. This result is also encountered by
Chen (2008). College enrollment causes a 15% increase in inequality and college completion an additional 23%.
If individuals act upon private information about their personal tastes and
inclinations to select the preferred risk/pay-off profile, estimates presented in
panel A are biased measures of the real level of wage dispersion that each
schooling level entails. In panel C we show our estimates of the permanent
component corrected for selection and truncation biases. Is immediately evident the huge underestimation of wage dispersion if truncation and selection
biases are not taken into account. Observed wage dispersion accounts for only
30% of potential wage dispersion in the case of high school and college drop
outs and around 70% for high school graduates. These results abundantly exceed previous parametric estimations (Chen, 2008) for which underestimation
varies between 2% and 30% depending on educational level.
On the contrary, observed wage dispersion overstates potential dispersion
in the case of college graduates15 . This result suggests that if we were to assign
education randomly, intra educational wage variability would be smaller than
the observed variability for this category. At first sight the result is puzzling
and former parametric estimates (Chen, 2008) do not allow for this possibility
since in the parametric case with normal distribution of the error terms, observed wage variability always understates potential wage variability by construction. Our model does not impose such restriction. In reality we have no
prior to suggest that observed wage dispersion systematically understates potential wage dispersion. Even if individuals do posses superior knowledge
about themselves, we cannot assume that they will try to minimize risk. It
is reasonable to imagine that other more compelling factors enter their utility
function besides risk minimization and these other factors might offset considerations of future wage variability. If this is the case we cannot exclude a priori
the apparently odd result that we encounter.
The hierarchical order of the four educational categories regarding poten15 The terminology observed and potential wage inequality is misleading in some respect. Using
this terminology can generate the impression that potential wage inequality is the maximum wage
inequality possible by definition. What we indicate with potential wage inequality, instead, is
within educational category wage variance in case education was randomly assigned. We have
decided to maintain this terminology since it has been already used in the literature.
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-.064
-.060
-.025
.464

Age 25-30

Age 31-36

Age 37-42

Observed inequality (A+B)

159
.521

Unobserved heterogeneity (νi )

.108

.363

.335

.494

.575

.444

.435

-.023

-.054

-.052

.131

.304

High school

.374

.613

.707

.588

1.224

1.082

.494

-.020

-.047

-.043

.142

.352

Some college

.001

.420

.311

.045

.518

.311

.628

-.055

-.110

-.105

.207

.421

4 yr. college
and beyond

Table 5.5: Parameters of interest

2 on age dummies and categorical educational variables.
Note: Estimates of transitory volatility are obtained by regressing ψst

.365
.486

Degree of wage uncertainty (τs2 )

(same as B)

G. Transitory component

.694

F. Permanent component (C-CxE2 )

1.163

E. Correlation coefficient (ρs )

III. Wage uncertainty

Potential wage inequality (C+D)

(same as B)

D. Transitory component

C. Permanent component (σs2 )
1.007

.156

2)
B.Transitory component (ψst

II. Potential wage inequality

.308

A. Permanent component

I. Observed wage inequality

school

Less than high
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tial wage dispersion is changed once truncation and selection biases are corrected for. If we control for self-selection, dropping out of college leads to
the highest variance in the permanent component. College entry yields an
enormous 112% increase in wage dispersion. College completion, on the other
hand, diminishes variability by 64% to the lowest level among the four groups.
It is worth nothing that the transitory component is not influenced by self selection since it is modeled as exogenous shocks that individuals can not act
upon by construction, therefore all relative changes have to be attributed to
the permanent component.
The permanent component presented in panel C is corrected for self-selection
and truncation, but it does not account for unobserved schooling factor νi
which is included in estimates presented in panel F. It is interesting to compare the two estimates of panel C and panel F since from this comparison we
can already understand the importance of unobserved heterogeneity for wage
dispersion. Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity considerably diminishes
all estimates of permanent component with the exception of college graduates
who remain unaffected. These results are due to the strength of correlation between wages and the schooling factor. The parameter ρs in panel E describes
a positive and strong correlation between the two for three out of four categories, but a weak one for college graduates. A positive ρs also tell us that the
labor market rewards people with a high unobserved schooling factor. This
result deviates from previous parametric estimates (Chen, 2008).
Estimates for unobserved heterogeneity in panel G confirm the intuition.
Unobserved heterogeneity is an important element in explaining potential wage
dispersion for the three lowest educational categories. It explains a share varying between 42% and 18% of potential wage dispersion. Again, the lone exception is given by college graduates for whom accounting for unobserved
heterogeneity has no impact.
The decomposition of the two determinants of dispersion - uncertainty and
heterogeneity - shows that private information has an important effect on the
identification of a causal relation between risk and wages for three out of four
categories. Even if risk explains most of wage variability, or the totality of it in
the case of college completion, for college drop outs and high school graduates,
in the case of high school drop outs unobserved heterogeneity and not risk
is the main contributor to wage dispersion. The contribution of unobserved
heterogeneity for the identification of the potential wage dispersion measures
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encountered in our estimates is well above the level that previous parametric
estimates detected. The other side of the coin is that the share of wage variability that can be attributed to risk is much lower than what emerges from
previous estimates (Chen, 2008) . Risk is maximum for college drop outs while
heterogeneity peaks for high school drop outs.
With the exception of high school drop outs, the majority of wage variation
that we encounter in the data is anyhow due to risk. As for the other parameters of interest risk increases with college entry. For risk-averse individuals this
particular feature of wage variability might discourage investment into further
education in the absence of compensating mechanisms. The most immediate
compensation that comes to mind is via higher wages, thus, the increase in
category wage inequality that has characterized the US economy in the past
decades might be a compensation to superior risk. On the other hand, college
enrollment and even better, college completion, opens up more opportunities
both in terms of further education (i.e.: M.Sc. or PhD etc.) and in terms of possible careers. The increased uncertainty might simply reflect this larger choice
set compared to high school students and high school drop outs. Controlling for the number of occupational choices that each education gives access to
would shed some light on the exact mechanism, but that exceeds the scope of
the present Chapter.
Our results clearly show that potential and observed wage dispersion are
prominent in the two categories of drop outs; this is an interesting result, possibly related to some common features of these two group of individuals. The
level of unobserved heterogeneity detected in our estimation is far from irrelevant and suggest that self-selection severely biases estimates of the causal
impact of schooling on risk. The low impact of unobserved schooling factor
and the overestimation of potential by observed wage dispersion for college
graduates suggest that the use that individuals make of private information
when selecting a university degree might not be at odds with assumptions of
risk minimizing agents at least for this specific category.

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter we apply two semiparametric techniques developed by Cosslett
(1983) and Gallant and Nychka (1987) to distinguish various components of
wage variance. We extend the original technique from the dichotomous to the
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polychotomous case providing consistent estimates of: within education potential wage variation, accounting for selection and truncation biases; degree
of private information owned by the individuals and used to select their favorite level of education; magnitude of risk that every education level entails.
Our results indicate that all decompositions of wage dispersion (observed,
potential and the transitory component) are maximum for high school and college drop outs. Holding a degree, either from high school or college, is found
to decrease wage variability by half. This is an aspect of nonlinear benefits of
education rarely considered before.
Other important results are the much higher impact of unobserved heterogeneity on wage variability and the finding that in the case of college graduates, if education was randomly assigned to individuals, their within educational wage variability would be reduced compared to the status quo. We
offer two interpretations to this finding: when selecting a college degree individuals might not use their private information to minimize their future wage
variability or they might not posses sufficient information on how their personal tastes and inclination for schooling match with different college degrees.
This might not be the case for the other three categories since the different options in terms of educational paths that they offer are more limited. What is
clear from our analysis is that investing in education has a significant impact
on risk of future wages and this is especially true for college education if not
finished. If compensation for risk exists in the labor market as some prevoius
research inidcates (Moretti, 2000; Hartog, 2011) and if this compensation works
via higher wages for riskier occupations, our findings might contribute to explain the increase of educational level inequality observed in the U.S. and other
advanced economies in the past 30 years.
Uncertainty might as well be more complex than mere wage variability
across educational categories. An obvious source of uncertainty is risk of unemployment. If more education reduces the likelihood of unemployment spells,
the increased uncertainty in pay-offs that we encounter in our estimates might
be offset by the prospective of a continuous work career. A complete study
of educational risk has to account for both sources of uncertainty: wage variations and risk of unemployment. We let this task to future research.
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5.A

Appendix: identification of ρs and σs in a linear
model

To see how ρs and σs are identified consider the model as formalized by Chen
(2008):
ysit = αs + xit β + σs esi + ψst eit ,

(5.18)

si∗ = zi θ + σν νi

(5.19)

where si∗ = s if asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i . This is the usual sample selection model
with ordered censoring rules. We make the following assumption on a part of
the error term:
σs esi = γs σν νi + σξs ξ si

(5.20)

where γs ≡ σs ρs is the covariance coefficient between the error term in the
outcome equation and the error term in the choice equation. As Chen (2008)
does, we assume that the error term νi in the choice equation is correlated with
esi , but not with eit . We also assume that ξ si is independent of νi and that the ξ si
2 . From
are uncorrelated across schooling levels. Additionally, Var [σξs ξ si ] = σξs

these assumptions we obtain that:

E[σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = E[σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]c =
γs E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]

2
Var [σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = γs2 Var [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] + σξs

(5.21)

(5.22)

To re-establish the zero conditional mean of the error term in the outcome
equation (5.16) in presence of self-selection, we need a correction term accounting for E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] and an estimate for γs ≡ σs ρs . In fact, the
equation:
y i = α s + x i β s + γs g s ( z i θ ) + ω i

(5.23)

can be consistently estimated by OLS since E[ωis | xit , zi ] = 0 by construction.
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The function g(zi θ ) = E[νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] is unknown and is entered using
the method of Cosslett (1983) or Gallant and Nychka (1987). We can obtain
estimates for both E[νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] and Var [νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] by approximating the unknown density function by a Hermite series of K degrees
polynomials.
´b

b[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] =
E

b[σν2 ν2 | asi
E
i

σν νi f K (σν νi )dν
Pr [ asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ]
a

d [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] =
Var
≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] − Eb[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]2

(5.24)

(5.25)

According to our distributional assumptions the variance of the permanent component from an individual standpoint is given by: Var [σs esi | xit ] =
2 . Remembering that Var [ σ e | x ] = σ2
Var [γs σν νi + σξ ξ si | xit ] = σs2 σν2 ρ2s + σξs
s si it
s

we obtain:
2
σξs
= σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 )

(5.26)

Substituting (5.26) into (5.22) and rearranging, we obtain the variance of observed wages corrected for truncation:
Var [σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 δsi )

(5.27)

To see how ρs and σs are identified consider the model as formalized by Chen
(2008):
ysit = αs + xit β + σs esi + ψst eit ,

(5.28)

si∗ = zi θ + σν νi

(5.29)

where si∗ = s if asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i . This is the usual sample selection model
with ordered censoring rules. We make the following assumption on a part of
the error term:
σs esi = γs σν νi + σξs ξ si

(5.30)

where γs ≡ σs ρs is the covariance coefficient between the error term in the
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outcome equation and the error term in the choice equation. As Chen (2008)
does, we assume that the error term νi in the choice equation is correlated with
esi , but not with eit . We also assume that ξ si is independent of νi and that the ξ si
2 . From
are uncorrelated across schooling levels. Additionally, Var [σξs ξ si ] = σξs

these assumptions we obtain that:

E[σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = E[σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] =
γs E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]

2
Var [σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = γs2 Var [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] + σξs

(5.31)

(5.32)

To re-establish the zero conditional mean of the error term in the outcome
equation (5.16) in presence of self-selection, we need a correction term accounting for E[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] and an estimate for γs ≡ σs ρs . In fact, the
equation:
y i = α s + x i β s + γs g s ( z i θ ) + ω i

(5.33)

can be consistently estimated with OLS since E[ωis | xit , zi ] = 0 by construction. g(zi θ ) = E[νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] is an unknown function entered using
the method of Cosslett (1983) or Gallant and Nychka (1987). We can obtain
estimates for both E[νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] and Var [νi | asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ] by approximating the unknown density function by a Hermite series of K degrees
polynomials.
´b

b[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] =
E

b[σν2 ν2 | asi
E
i

σν νi f K (σν νi )dν
Pr [ asi ≤ νi ≤ as+1,i ]
a

d [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] =
Var
≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] − Eb[σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]2

(5.34)

(5.35)

According to our distributional assumptions the variance of the permanent component from an individual standpoint is given by: Var [σs esi | xit ] =
2 . Remembering that Var [ σ e | x ] = σ2
Var [γs σν νi + σξ ξ si | xit ] = σs2 σν2 ρ2s + σξs
s si it
s

we obtain:
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2
= σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 )
σξs

(5.36)

Substituting (5.36) into (5.32) and rearranging, we obtain the variance of observed wages corrected for truncation:
Var [σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 δsi )

(5.37)

d [σν νi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]. The
where we can estimate δsi by: δbsi = 1 − Var
parameter γ̂s = σd
s ρs is estimated as the coefficients for the correction terms
distinguished by schooling level in an OLS regression.
In this model the error term is composed by two elements, the permanent
component (σs esi ), for which we have explicated the variance in (5.32), and the
transitory shocks ψst eit . The expression for the variance of the complete error
term is:

2 =
Var [σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = Var [σs esi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] + ψst
2
σs2 (1 − ρ2s σν2 δsi ) + ψst

(5.38)
γ̂s = σd
s ρs ; Var [ σs esi + ψst eit | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] = Var [ ωsi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ]
can be consistently estimated as the mean squared errors of the residuals in
2 , as explained in
the between individual effects model of expression (5.33). ψst

Chen (2008), is identified from the fixed-effect model as the variance of residuals in equation (5.15). Substituting these elements into (5.38) and rearranging
we identify the permanent component of wage inequality corrected for truncation as:
2b
d [ωsi | asi ≤ σν νi ≤ as+1,i ] + (σd
b
σs2 = Var
s ρs ) δs −

2
bst
∑t ψ
T

(5.39)

With T ≡ (∑i Ti−1 /N )−1 and δbs is the sample average of the truncation
2 and ρ
b2s =
adjustment. Substituting (5.39) into (5.36) we obtain estimates for σξs
γ̂s
.
b
σs2 b
σν2

Note that we have identified ρ2s and σs2 without assuming (joint) normality

of the error terms in the wage and choice equations. The only two assumptions
that we need to establish identification are:
1. linearity in the equation of the error term (σs es = γs σν νi + σξs ξ si );
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2. the distribution of ξ si is independent of νi .
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
This thesis consists of four essays all discussing different, but intervened, implications of uncertainty on investments in education.
In Chapter 2 we exploit an original internet collected dataset of Dutch high
school student for answering some basic questions on the informational set
that individuals own when taking choices about their investment in human
capital. The direct survey method points to wide dispersion of expected median earnings among individuals, but few systematic influences can be pinpointed. The same holds for variance and skewness. Students allow for wide
dispersion in the wage distributions associated with a particular education scenario and dispersions vary strongly between individuals. But again, there are
very few systematic patterns that can explain the differences between individuals. In particular, the absence of influence of family background and ability
indicators is at variance with what self-selection models based on private information would lead one to anticipate. Surprisingly enough, respondents do
not seem to demand any type of compensation for this risk.
A most remarkable result in our analysis is the systematic lower wage expectations that females have for themselves. However, this is a systematic
effect in all expectations and by consequence, anticipated rates of return to
education do not vary by gender. Anticipated rates of return differ by education but not monotonically with education level. Some of our evidence is
in line with self-selection models as the perceived probabilities to complete an
extended education increase the perceived rate of return, for VMBO and VWO
students, but not for HAVO students. Furthermore, secondary school students
that do not intend to continue to university foresee a lower return to university
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training than students that do intend to continue. Anyhow, it has to be said that
in expected earnings levels we do not see patterns in line with self-selection;
among VMBO students and among HAVO students, wage expectations do not
differ by intention to continue or not.
Since this study is the first in this field dealing with an internet based survey, we dedicate some attention to examine whether such a new methodology
is suitable for our intentions and for other researchers willing to exploit the potentiality of the medium. We do not find compelling evidence that our survey is
evidently biased, e.g.: towards abler or more interested students. The number
of erroneous answers – as violations of probability theory – is comparable with
earlier, laboratory led, experiments, but by omitting feedback on the errors we
loose a large number of observations. Mostly, the survey is afflicted by a high
number of early quitters. This problem would, presumably, afflict every internet based survey addressed to such a young population and it is not specific to
the method of obtaining information on wage expectations. Probably a more
accurate design, length and phrasing could contribute in minimizing the number of early quitters. In all, we think the method of Dominitz and Manski can
certainly be applied in open internet surveys. Nonetheless, much more work
is needed in order to unravel the precise nature of wage expectations.
Variation in observed wages within educational cells has often been taken
as an indication of risk that education bears (Diaz-Serrano, 2005; Bonin et al.,
2007; Hartog, 2011). Yet, it may be conceived as a resultant of components that
are foreseeable and components that are unforeseeable by the potential student
when deciding on schooling. In a recent study Chen (2008) addresses these
concerns by distinguishing observed and potential inequality and decomposing potential wage inequality into uncertainty and unobservable heterogeneity,
allowing, at the same time, for self-selection and truncation biases. Chapter 3
replicates this study on the same sample and on three additional samples of
American women, British men and German men.
The results of the replication on the same dataset are mixed as we are able
to reproduce the original results only partially. We find that potential inequality is smaller, instead of larger than observed inequality as Chen finds. The
transitory component in observed inequality is not equal to the permanent
component, but only one third to one half of it. Observed and potential inequalities are only constant for high school graduates and beyond: high school
drop-outs have higher values. We agree firmly only on the ratio between un-
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certainty and unobserved heterogeneity as the former strongly dominates the
latter. However, it is not highest for the lowest level of education but for the
highest.
As for the result for US women, they are closer to our results for men than to
Chen’s results. Potential inequality is again smaller than observed inequality,
the transitory component is very small and much smaller than the permanent
component, observed and potential inequality are increasing in education, the
correlation coefficients are small, one of them is negative while the other three
are positive and as for men in our estimates, uncertainty dominates over negligible heterogeneity and is increasing in education.
For the UK we find that potential inequality is greater than observed inequality in half the cases and smaller in the other half, both are declining in
level of education, the transitory component is only a fraction of the permanent
component, the correlation coefficient is not negligible, twice it is negative and
in four cases it is positive, uncertainty dominates over heterogeneity with one
exception and is declining in education.
In the German case, potential inequality is much larger than observed inequality, neither of them is monotonic in education, the transitory component
is negligible and hence much smaller than the permanent component. The
most remarkable outcome is correlation coefficients close to or even larger than
1. This leads to the impossible result of negative uncertainty.
Our replication of Chen’s results shows, at the very least, that differences in
sample composition and instrumental variable choice give rise to very different
results. This does not build confidence in the robustness or general validity of
the outcomes. The results for Germany, with correlation coefficients above 1,
raise even more doubts.
In Chapter 4, concentrating my attention on type of College major choice,
I exploit recent advancements in the literature for semiparametric estimators
in the case of polychotomous choice models, to test the often made assumption of endogenous schooling selection when future outcomes are uncertain. I
also provide estimates for the effect that differences in personal risk level have
for those choices. The main finding exposed in this Chapter is that concerns
about risk significantly biases observed wages and observed wage variances
for every one of the four College major category - Humanities, Sciences, Social Sciences and Health and Education - that I partition my sample into. The
test of the Roy model for educational choices support the role of comparative
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advantages in schooling decisions for three out of the four College major categories the only exception being Humanities. I advance the hypothesis that
the almost absence of risk aversion for the Humanities graduates group could
be a resultant of the particularly favorable family background that this group
enjoys. I also find that OLS estimation severely underestimates returns to education up to more than 100%. Additional results, contributing to the growing
literature of causal effects of schooling on risk, show how some types of education protect against macroeconomics shocks better than others, how Scientific
and Social Sciences type of degrees entail less risk compared to Humanities
and Health and Education type of educations and confirms the long-running
growth of transitory volatility for college graduates earnings in the US for the
past twenty years.
Chapter 5 responds to the skepticism surrounding parametric methods by
developing a semiparametric alternative to Chen’s estimation strategy. The
main advantage of using a semiparametric instead of a parametric method is
the limited dependence on distributional assumptions for producing consistent estimates. The results shown there do not confirm most of the previous
parametric estimates. In fact, all decompositions of wage dispersion (observed,
potential and the transitory component) are maximum for high school and college drop outs; holding a degree, either from high school or college, is found
to decrease wage variability by half; unobserved heterogeneity severely impacts wage variability; within educational wage variability for college graduates, once self-selection biases are controlled for, would be reduced, in a world
where selection into education was not permitted, compared to the status quo.
What is clear from our analysis is that investing in education has a significant impact on risk of future wages and this is especially true for college
education if not finished. If compensation for risk exists in the labor market
(see, for example, Moretti, 2000; Hartog, 2011)and if this compensation works
via higher wages for riskier occupations, our findings might contribute to explain the increase of educational level inequality observed in the U.S. and other
advanced economies in the past 30 years.
A second general result emerging from the present analysis regards the
roles that risk and private information respectively play in the formation of
expectations and schooling choices. It is clear from the empirical evidence put
forward in this thesis that even if private information exists and should be
accounted for, uncertainty dominates it and heavily affects schooling choices.
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Choice makers, in the forms of students, do have a certain amount of superior
knowledge about their tastes and inclinations, but not enough to rule out risk
and as the results of Chapters 2 and 4 testify, they are well aware of it.
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Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie behandelt de onvoorspelbaarheid van baten van onderwijsinvesteringen in menselijk kapitaal en hoe individuen deze beschouwen en
hiernaar handelen.
Educatief risico kan volgens twee dimensies gedefinieerd worden: ex-ante
en ex-post. Ex-ante risico’s hebben betrekking op alle oncontroleerbare en onvoorspelbare gebeurtenissen die een succesvolle afronding van de gekozen
studie kunnen ondermijnen. Ex-post risico’s volgen uit gebeurtenissen na afronding van de opleiding en bij toetreding tot de arbeidsmarkt. Op welke positie in
de inkomensdistributie van een specifieke beroepsgroep het individu terecht
komt, is onbekend tot het moment van toetreding. Daarnaast draagt de tijdsperiode tussen keuze en afronding van de gekozen studie bij aan de onzekerheid.
De arbeidsmarkt, net als iedere andere markt, is intrinsiek en steeds meer dynamisch; de vraag kan sterk varieren in de tijd. Technologische vooruitgang
kan, in het ergste geval, gehele beroepsgroepen overbodig maken; vaker ondermijnt het sterk het profijt. Dit specifieke type risico werd gedefinieerd als
‘marktrisico’.
Het economisch meest relevant aspect van onzekerheid in onderwijsinvesteringen huist vooral in de mogelijke gevolgen die ex-ante en en-post risico’s
hebben voor de studiekeuze en, als gevolg daarvan, voor het type vaardigheiden waaruit de arbeidsmarkt kan tappen.
Hoofdstuk 2 beantwoordt een fundamentele vraag voor ons begrip van
investeringsbeslissingen in onderwijs: Hebben individuen een idee van de
onzekere aard van hun keuze? Dit hoofdstuk biedt empirisch materiaal over
de mate van kennis waarover Nederlandse middelbare scholieren beschikken
op het moment net voordat zij kiezen al dan niet door te stromen naar hoger
onderwijs. De definitie van ‘mate van kennis’ omvat zowel het bewustzijn
van de risico’s van een dergelijke investering als van de mogelijke baten die
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deze investering kan brengen. De specifieke structuur van de verzamelde
data maakt inferentie mogelijk op drie gerelateerde aspecten: of, en hoeveel,
compensatie voor risico’s de arbeidsmarkt zou moeten hieden; of scholieren
beschikken over eigen informatie en of zij hieruit tappen bij het vormen van
hun verwachtingen; en de verwachte baten die een investering in onderwijs
zou opleveren.
Data verkregen middels een methode van directe enquetes wijzen op een
brede verdeling van de verwachte mediaan van verdiensten van individuen en
slechts een beperkt aantal systematische invloeden wordt zichtbaar. Dit geldt
ook voor variantie en scheefheid (van de verdeling). Studenten geven een
grote spreiding aan in de inkomens behorende bij specifieke studierichtingen
en de spreiding tussen verschillende individuen is groot. Zoals aangegeven
zijn er weinig systematische patronen die de verschillen tussen individuen
kunnen verklaren. Opvallend is dat respondenten geen enkele vorm van compensatie vragen. Daarnaast valt op dat vrouwen systematisch lagere inkomensverwachtingen hebben voor zichzelf.
Hoofdstuk 3 is een replicatie van een recente studie van Chen (2008) op basis van een steekproef van Amerikaanse mannen. De replicatie is gebaseerd op
dezelfde data als het origineel en uitgebreid naar drie additionele steekproeven
van Amerikaanse vrouwen en Britse en Duitse individuen. Chen (2008) presenteert schattingen van het causale effect van onderwijs op risico, ‘robuust’
voor twee welbekende methodologische complicaties die zichtbaar zijn in eerdere
literatuur: zelf-selectie in onderwijs en de aanwezigheid van ongeobserveerde
heterogeniteit. Het probleem van zelf-selectie openbaart zich iedere keer dat
een individu de vrijheid heeft om te kiezen voor of tegen deelname aan een
activiteit als onderwijs. Ongeobserveerde heterogeniteit is alle informatie die
een individu gebruikt bij het maken van een keuze tussen verschillende alternatieven en die onzichtbaar is voor de onderzoeker, die slechts de uiteindelijke
keuze observeert. Beide fenomenen kunnen de betrouwbaarheid van iedere
schatting gebaseerd op zichtbare data ondermijnen.
De resultaten van de replicatie - op basis van dezelfde dataset en de drie
additionele steekproeven - zijn gemengd, omdat we de originele resultaten
slechts deels kunnen reproduceren. Onze replicatie toont in ieder geval aan dat
verschillen in samenstelling van de steekproef en keuzes voor instrumentele
variabelen sterk verschillende resultaten opleveren. Dit draagt niet bij aan het
vertrouwen in de robuustheid of algemene validiteit van de uitkomsten. De
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verrassende resultaten, met correlatiecoefficienten groter dan 1, op basis van
de Duitse steekproef versterken dit gevoel verder.
Hoofdstuk 4 toetst de zelf-selectie hypothese in de specifieke context van
onderwijskeuzes. Dit wordt gedaan door te onderzoeken of, en in hoeverre,
zorgen over onzekerheid van toekomstige baten de studiekeuze van studenten beïnvloeden. Deze – verrassenderwijs – weinig onderzochte vraag heeft
mogelijke gevolgen voor zowel het ontwerpen van juiste empirische strategiëen die nodig zijn voor het trekken van betrouwbare conclusies over het
causale effect van onderwijs op risico en voor de formulering van mogelijk
beleid dat bescherming kan bieden tegen de risico’s van investeren in onderwijs. De gebruikte schattingsstrategie baseert zich op het model ontwikkeld
voor hoofdstuk 5 in combinatie met andere gesuggereerde semi-parametrische
‘schattingswaarden’ , met behoud van de meeste waardevolle kenmerken van
semi-parametrische ‘schattingswaarden’.
Resultaten tonen aan dat aandacht voor risico’s de geobserveerde inkomens
en geobserveerde inkomensverschillen doet afwijken. Dit geldt voor ieder van
de vier gebruikte categoriëen voor studierichtingen: Humanities, Sciences,
Social Sciences en ‘Health and Education’. De toetsing van het Roy model
voor studiekeuze ondersteunt de rol van comparatieve voordelen in onderwijskeuzes voor drie van de vier categoriëen, met als uitzondering Humanities.
Ik laat ook zien dat OLS schattingen de baten van onderwijs sterk onderschatten, tot meer dan 100% van het gemeten effect.
Hoofdstuk 5 is sterk gerelateerd aan hoofdstuk 3 omdat het in gaat op
dezelfde vraag – de causale impact van onderwijsniveau op risico. Het doet
dit echter door de normaliteitsassumptie, die essentieel is voor de validiteit
van de methode die in hoofdstuk 3 gereproduceerd werd, achter zich te laten.
Het is algemeen geaccepteerd dat parameter schattingen die volgen uit het
parametrische selectiemodellen sterk afwijkend kunnen zijn vanwege restrictieve parametrische verdelingsassumpties. De methode die in dit hoofdstuk
wordt geïntroduceerd is robuust voor mogelijke onjuiste specificatie van de
structuren van de ‘error term’, die valide schattingen produceren van het effect
van schooling op het risico in meer gevallen dan de parametrische modellen.
De resultaten van dit hoofdstuk bevestigen de meeste voorafgaande parametrische
schattingen niet. Zij tonen aan dat investeren in onderwijs een significante impact heeft op het risico van toekomstig inkomen en dat dit vooral geldt voor
hoger onderwijs dat niet wordt afgemaakt. Als er compensatie voor risico’s
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bestaat in de arbeidsmarkt en als deze compensatie werkt via hogere inkomens
voor meer risicovolle beroepen, dan kunnen deze bevindingen bijdragen aan
de verklaring van de groeiende inkomensongelijkheid in de VS en andere industriële economieen in de laatste 30 jaar.
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This dissertation is about the unpredictable benefits of investments in human
capital and how individuals account for and respond to it.
Educational risk can be defined along two dimensions: ex-ante and ex-post.
Ex-ante risks pertains to all those uncontrollable and unforeseeable events that
might undermine the successful accomplishment of the elected course of study.
Ex-post risks stem from occurrences developing after the educational path has
been terminated and the individual approaches the entry into the labor market. Where he will position in the earning distribution of a specific career will
not be learned until that person undertakes it. Furthermore, temporal laps
between choice and accomplishment of the selected field of study increases
incertitude. The labor market, as every other market, is intrinsically and increasingly, dynamic. Its opportunities can vary rather quickly in time. Technological progress can condemn entire professional figures to obsolescence in
the worst cases or, more often, seriously undermine their profitability. This
specific type of risk has been defined “market risk”.
The economically relevant aspect of uncertainty in education investment
resides primarily in the possible repercussion that ex-ante and ex-post risk have
for selection of education and, in turn, for the type of skills supplied in the
labor market.
Chapter 2 answers a fundamental question for the understanding of investment decisions into education: do individuals have perception of its uncertain
nature? This chapter provides empirical evidence on the level and extent of
knowledge that Dutch high school students possess at the time immediately
preceding the decision on whether to continue or not to tertiary education.
The definition adopted here of level of knowledge includes both awareness of
the riskiness entailed in such an investment and the returns that it can generate. The particular structure of the collected data also allows inference on
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three interrelated aspects: if, and to which amount, a compensation for risk
is required in the labor market; whether students possess private information
and if they exploit it when forming their expectations; the expected returns
that an investment in education would bring.
The direct survey method points to wide dispersion of expected median
earnings among individuals, but few systematic influences can be pinpointed.
The same holds for variance and skewness. Students allow for wide dispersion in the wages distributions associated with a particular education scenario
and dispersions vary strongly between individuals. But again, there are very
few systematic patterns that can explain the differences between individuals.
Surprisingly enough, respondents do not seem to demand any type of compensation for this risk. A most remarkable result in our analysis is the systematic
lower wage expectations that females have for themselves.
Chapter 3 is a replication of a recent study by Chen (2008) on a sample of
American men. The replication is carried on on the same data as the original work and extended to three additional samples of American females and
British and German individuals. Chen (2008) presents estimates for the causal
effect of schooling on risk robust to at least two longstanding methodological complications affecting the previous literature on the matter: self-selection
into education and the presence of unobserved heterogeneity. Concerns of selfselection arise every time an individual has the freedom of choosing whether
or not to participate in any kind of activity such as schooling. Unobserved heterogeneity, instead, indicates all that information used by the individual when
choosing among different alternatives hidden to the researcher observing the
revealed choice. Both phenomena, if left unaccounted, can severely undermine
the reliability of any type of estimates calculated on revealed data.
The results of the replication on the same dataset and on the three additional samples are mixed as we are able to reproduce the original results only
partially. Our replication of Chen’s results shows, at the very least, that differences in sample composition and instrumental variable choice give rise to
very different results. This does not build confidence in the robustness or general validity of the outcomes and the puzzling results obtained for the German
sample particularly, raise even more doubts.
Chapter 4 tests the self-selection hypothesis in the specific context of educational choices by asking if, and to which extent, concerns about uncertainty
of future payoffs affects College students choice of major degree. This surpris-
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ingly unexplored question has potential repercussions for both the design of
the appropriate empirical strategies to be followed for drawing reliable conclusions on the casual effect of education on risk and on the formulation of possible policies providing protection against risk by the policy makers. The estimation strategy utilized exploits the model developed in the following Chapter 5
combining it with other proposed semiparametric estimators preserving most
of the valuable attributes of semiparametric estimators.
Results show that acknowledging risk shows significant biases in observed
wages and observed wage variances for every one of the four College major
category - Humanities, Sciences, Social Sciences and Health and Education that I partition my sample into. The test of the Roy model for educational
choices support the role of comparative advantages in schooling decisions for
three out of the four College major categories the only exception being Humanities. I also find that OLS estimation severely underestimates returns to education up to more than 100% of the measured effect.
Chapter 5 is strictly related to Chapter 3 as it answers the same research
question, but it does so by forgoing the normality assumption which is central for the validity of the method replicated there. In fact, it has been widely
accepted that the parameter estimates obtained via a parametric selection correction model may be significantly biased due to the restrictive parametric distributional assumptions. The method introduced in this Chapter is robust to a
possible misspecification of the error term structure producing valid estimates
for the effect of schooling on risk in a wider set of cases than its parametrical
counterpart.
The results shown there do not confirm most of the previous parametric estimates and they indicate that investing in education has a significant impact
on risk of future wages and this is especially true for college education if not
finished. If compensation for risk exists in the labor market and if this compensation works via higher wages for riskier occupations, our findings might
contribute to explain the increase of inequality observed in the U.S. and other
advanced economies in the past 30 years.
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Sommario
La presente tesi concerne la natura incerta di qualsiasi investimento in capitale
umano e i modi e le misure in cui gli individui reagiscono a questa caratteristica intrinseca di questo tipo di investimento.
I rischi legati agli investimenti in educazione possono essere divisi in due
categorie: ex-ante ed ex-post. I rischi ex-ante concernono tutti quegli eventi incontrollabili e non prevedibili che possono minacciare un positivo svolgimento
del proprio curriculum di studi. I rischi ex-post, invece, sono legati a tutti
quei possibili accadimenti successivi al completamento del proprio corso di
studi una volta che l’individuo si accinga a fare il proprio ingresso sul mercato del lavoro. Chiaramente, dove egli si andrá a posizionare nella curva di
distribuzione dei guadagni non sará svelato fino a che la propria carriera non
sia giá stata intrapresa. Inoltre, l’arco temorale necessariamente intercorrente il
momento della scelta del proprio corso di studi ed il momento di ingresso nel
mercato del lavoro aggiunge ulteriore incertezza. Infatti il mercato del lavoro,
come ogni altro tipo di mercato, é intrinsecamente e sempre piú, dinamico, le
qualifiche che esso richiede possono variare velocemente. Il progresso tecnologico é in grado, nei casi piú estremi, di condannare intere figure professionali
all’obsolescenza o, piú frequentemente, di seriamente modificare la loro profittabilitá. Questa specifica fattispecie di rischio é definita "rischio di mercato".
Gli aspetti economicamente rilevanti che l’incerta profittabilitá degli investimenti educativi implica, risiedono principalmente nelle possibili ripercussioni che i rischi ex-ante ed ex-post hanno sulla scelta del proprio corso educativo ed a sua volta, sul tipo di competenze offerte sul mercato del lavoro.
Nel capitolo 2 si da una risposta ad una fondamentale domanda per la
comprensione delle dinamiche decisionali sottostanti gli investimenti in educazione: hanno gli individui, in questo caso gli studenti di scuola superiore,
coscienza dell’incertezza legata agli investimenti in educazione? Questo capi-
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tolo fornisce evidenza empirica sul livello e la qualitá dell’informazione che un
campione di studenti di scuola superiore olandesi possiede nel momento immediatamente precedente la propria decisione sul proseguimento, o non preseguimento, verso l’educazione terziaria. La definizione qui adottata di livello
di informazione include sia coscienza dell’incertezza legata a questo tipo di investimento, sia conoscienza dei possibili ritorni economici che esso puó generare. La particolare struttura dei dati raccolti permette inferenza su altri tre aspetti strettamente collegati ai precedenti: se ed in quale ammontare, é richiesta
compensazione per rischi maggiori una volta entrati nel mercato del lavoro, se
gli studenti posseggono informazioni privilegiate e nascoste riguardo la propria abilitá e se questa informazione privilegiata é sfruttata nella formazione
delle proprie aspettative; i benefici economici attesi per il proprio investimento
in educazione.
Il metodo di sondaggio diretto applicato in questo capitolo mostra un’ampia
dispersione dei guadagni mediani attesi tra i differenti individui, ma pochi elementi di sistematica influenza possono essere individuati con precisione. Lo
stesso vale per la varianza e la asimmetria della distribuzione. Gli studenti
parte del campione contemplano un’ampia dispersione della distribuzione salariale associata ad un particolare tipo di educazione e la dispersione varia fortemente tra individui. Come giá detto, peró, esistono pochi riferimenti sistematici in grado di spiegare le differenze individuali. Abbastanza sorprendentemente, i rispondenti non sembrano domandare alcun tipo di compensazione
per questo tipo di rischio. Uno dei risultati piú interessanti nella nostra analisi
é la costante sottostima dei propri salari attesi, comparati con quelli effettivi,
da parte delle ragazze.
Il capitolo 3 é una replica di un recente studio di Chen (2008) su di un campione di giovani uomini americani. La replica é effettuata sullo stesso campione del lavoro originale ed estesa a tre campioni addizionali di giovani donne
americane, uomini britannici e uomini tedeschi. Chen (2008) presenta stime
per l’effetto causale di differenti livelli educativi sul rischio robuste ad almeno
due ben note e mai risolte prima complicazioni metodologiche che hanno afflitto la precedente letteratura a riguardo: auto selezione nel livello di educazione preferito e eterogeneitá inosservabile. Preoccupazioni per campioni
auto selezionati nascono ogni volta che si abbia a che fare con individui liberi
di scegliere se partecipare o meno nell’attivitá oggetto di studio. Con eterogeneitá inosservabile, invece, si vuole indicare tutta quell’informazione uti-
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lizzata dall’individuo per selezionare l’alternativa preferita tra quelle disponbili, ma nascosta al ricercatore che si limita ad osservare la scelta risultante da
questo processo decisionale. Entrambi questi fenomeni, se non presi in considerazione, possono severamente minacciare l’affidabilitá di qualsiasi tipo di
stima econometrica effettuata su dati osservati.
I risultati della replica sullo stesso campione e sui tre campioni addizionali danno esito contrastante essendo noi in grado di riprodurre solo parzialmente i risultati originali. La nostra replica di Chen mostra, a dir poco, che differenti campioni e differenti variabili strumentali generano risultati estremamente variabili. Ció non causa certo fiducia sulla robustezza o sulla validitá
generale dei risultati originali. Il campione tedesco genera, addirittura, risultati ancor meno plausibili gettando ulteriori dubbi sulla validitá generale della
metodologia adottata.
Nel capitolo 4 l’ipotesi di auto selezione nel contesto specifico delle scelte
educative viene testata domandandosi se, ed in qual misura, preoccupazioni
riguardanti l’incertezza sui futuri benefici influenzino la scelta, da parte di un
campione di studenti universitari, del proprio corso di laurea. Questa surprendentemente inespolarata questione ha potenziali ripercussioni sia riguardo la
scelta della strategia empirica adeguata per l’estrapolazione di robuste indicazioni sul nesso causale tre educazione e rischio e sia per fornire utili indicazioni per la formulazione di politiche pubbliche atte a formire protezione
contro l’incertezza da parte dei decisori pubblici. La strategia di stima utilizzata in questo capitolo sfrutta il modello sviluppato nel successivo capitolo 5
combinando le intuizioni ivi contenute con altri stimatori semiparametrici giá
noti in letteratura, conservando cosí molti deivantaggi propri agli stimatori
semiparametrici.
I risultati mostrano che considerazioni a proposito della rischiositá dell’investimento
in educazione distorcono significativamente i salari osservati a la loro varianza
per ognuna delle quattro categorie di corsi si laurea - studi umanistici, scienze,
scienze sociali e salute ed educazione - in cui il campione é suddiviso. Il test
sull’affidabilitá di un modello di tipo Roy per le scelte educazionali conferma
l’importanza dei vantaggi comparati per le scelte educative per tre categorie
su quattro essendo la categoria studi umanistici la sola eccezione. In aggiunta,
riscontro una severa sottostima da parte dello stimatore OLS dei benefici economici dell’educazione, sottostima che arriva a raggiungere il 100%.
Il capitolo 5 é strettamente collegato al capitolo 3 in quanto risponde alla
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stessa domanda, ma lo fa rinunciando ad un’ipostesi fondamentale per la validitá del metodo applicato in quel contesto: l’ipotesi di distribuzione normale
degli errori. Infatti, é ormai ampiamente accertato che i parametri stimati grazie a stimatori parametrici dei modelli con auto selezione rischiano di essere
severamente distorti a causa di ipotesi molto restrittive sulla loro distribuzione
necessarie per la stima di quella classe di modelli. Il metodo sviluppato in
questo capitolo é robusto ad una possibile errata descrizione della struttura dei
termini di errore, essendo cosí in grado di produrre stime valide per l’effetto
causale del livello di istruzione sul livello di rischio in una piú ampia casistica
rispetto alla controparte parametrica.
I risultati qui mostrati non confermano la maggior parte delle precedenti
stime parametriche ed indicano un significativo impatto degli investimenti
in educazione sul profilo di rischio dei salari futuri essendo ció particolarmente vero per l’educazione universitaria se non portata a termine. Se compensazione del rischio esiste sul mercato del lavoro e se questa compensazione
agisce attraverso maggiori salari per le occupazioni piú rischiose, i nostri risultati possono contribuire a spiegare la crescita della disuguaglianza tra persone
con differenti livelli educativi registrata negli Stati Uniti ed in altre economie
avanzate negli ultimi 30 anni.
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